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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION 
 
 
“HOW SWEET THAT I AM THE ONE TO WHISPER THESE THINGS”: A 
COMPARATIVE CASE STUDY OF ACTIVE LATIN TEACHING AND LEARNING 
 
The motivation for this study came from a need to construct student-centered 
pedagogical practices to enhance learning and teaching of the Latin language in K-12 
schools in the USA. This study aimed to advance a conceptual understanding of how 
active Latin teaching and learning occurs and to investigate the potential benefits of 
applying historical pedagogical frameworks for active Latin teaching practiced during the 
Renaissance, when Latin was both a lingua franca and a dead language. This study 
employed a mixed-methods comparative case study including interviews and classroom 
observations and quantitative analyses of student test scores to determine current active 
teaching and learning practices and outcomes in K-12 United States schools.  
Findings demonstrate that teachers engaged in active Latin pedagogy desired that 
students live a well-examined life, and highlight the importance of access to literature so 
that students become lifelong learners who make connections to their own experiences, 
co-construct knowledge and make sense of content.  
This research has the potential to enhance Latin pedagogy and positively affect 
learning outcomes in K-12 classes and beyond both in the USA and abroad, through 
analysis of the benefits of a pedagogical focus on a variety of active teaching and 
learning techniques. 
 
KEYWORDS: Active Latin, Renaissance Latin, Constructivist Pedagogy, Latin teaching, 
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CHAPTER 1.  INTRODUCTION 
Introduction to the Research Study  
 The foundations of western thought are rooted in classical culture and passed on 
from generation to generation through Latin literature. People learn the Latin language to 
gain access to the ideas of centuries of authors who, like us, were confronted with human 
dilemmas: social, medical, judicial, engineering and civic; the solutions they found to 
these uniquely human problems have laid the foundations of how we think today and 
even what we take for granted. Understanding the origins of these thought patterns and 
assumptions helps us to understand, assess and develop our own institutions, our values 
and our aesthetics.  
Study of the Latin language allows us to explore what is universal to humanity. 
For example, it is very difficult to talk about painful problems in society, such as slavery. 
Through Latin literature, the learner can explore ideas that are a step away, expressed in 
another language that is no community’s native language. This distance offers a buffer 
for students to think about such problems without the immediacy that can cloud thinking 
about such difficult topics. Students can discuss practices they may disagree with, 
without having to deal with personal feelings about their own cultural background. That 
these sorts of discussions can lead students to think critically about such practices across 
cultures is a major benefit that this distance affords. It offers a way to disagree about 
practices and beliefs without condemning people or cultures.  
Through what is written in Latin, students can discuss the implications of human 
behavior and examine what it means to live a life full of meaning and dignity. The Latin 
language is unique, in that it was a lingua franca for centuries while it was a dead 
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language, with the result that a great deal of literature has been written in Latin that offers 
opportunities to engage in critical thought about innumerable ideas.  
Overview of the Research Study 
This study was conducted under the auspices of the University of Kentucky 
College of Education, in the department of Curriculum and Instruction, as a research 
project in Interdisciplinary Education Sciences. The Interdisciplinary nature of this study 
combines Curriculum and Instruction study with the study of Classics. The dissertation 
committee members include professors from the College of Education, Department of 
Curriculum and Instruction and the College of Arts and Sciences, Department of Modern 
and Classical Languages, Literatures, and Cultures: Classics. 
Statement of the Problem 
Communication in any form—reading, writing, speaking or listening—requires 
people to think beyond themselves and tap into what the other person has in mind. How 
to achieve that close connection with the speakers and writers of a dead language has 
been the focus of intense investigation into instructional practice since the early twentieth 
century and was an important consideration for teachers and students even before then. 
The active approach offers one way to foster those connections. 
Active Latin is a relatively recent resurgence of a teaching and learning process 
that was practiced since the inception of the university, intensified during the 
Renaissance and which seems to have fallen by the wayside since the time of Dewey. But 
what can define active Latin most clearly is by saying what it is not. Indeed, other case 
comparisons could be made between classrooms where Latin is taught via the so-called 
reading method or taught via the so-called grammar-translation method. If a Latin teacher 
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were to hear the terms, “reading method” or “grammar-translation method,” a reasonably 
clear idea of what the teacher thinks happens in the classroom would come to mind, 
complete with the textbooks the classes are likely to use. Not so with active Latin which 
is not universally defined, nor is the term itself in universal use. Active Latin teaching is 
still searching for its definition. What practices are included and what practices do not fit 
a useful and apt definition?  
There has been a tremendous boom in the United States, in England and 
elsewhere in active teaching methods for foreign languages. Throughout the United 
States, individual Latin teachers are often the only one of their kind in a district, with the 
result that there are infrequent occasions for professional development during which 
teachers interact face to face. This position of authority puts a great burden and a great 
responsibility on teachers. Latin teachers have little chance to see for themselves 
firsthand what other teachers of active Latin are doing with their students. At best, these 
teachers have half-formed ideas of what other teachers are doing. As a result, there is 
little consensus among Latin teachers about how to define the common terms used to 
discuss teaching methodologies, even such basic terms as “spoken Latin”, “living Latin” 
and “active Latin”.  
More research needs to be done to determine just what is happening in the 
classrooms where these methods, these terms and their supporting materials are used. 
Researchers can support Latin teachers by providing a clear picture of the state of Latin 
teaching in the United States today and by creating teaching materials and refining 




A few studies have been done regarding active Latin teaching, mainly to 
investigate whether or to what extent the use of technology enhances learning outcomes 
in Latin classes. Madrigal (2007) performed a comparative case study of two Latin 
teachers, investigating how technology transformed the pedagogical perspective of each 
of the teachers. After analyzing their pedagogical thought processes regarding the use of 
technology to teach Latin, Madrigal determined that Latin teachers can use technology as 
a tool in Latin teaching. Canfarotta, Wolf & Casado-Muñoz (2018) studied student 
perceptions about the use of technology, teaching methods and student skills and 
competencies among two groups of Latin students, one in Spain and the other in Italy. 
The researchers noticed a correlation between frequency of use of technology in the 
classroom and students’ perceptions about the practical utility of their study of Latin as it 
pertains to their future careers.  
Lloyd (2017), too, had originally planned to investigate how the use of technology 
could be used to enhance the teaching of Latin in the Open University. Lloyd’s thinking 
shifted upon realizing that technology is used in conjunction with pedagogy. Having 
decided that a study of Latin pedagogy was needed, Lloyd (2017) investigated 
communicative approaches to teaching and learning Latin. Communicative approaches to 
teaching are a type of active teaching practice in world language classrooms. The main 
idea behind the communicative approach is that teaching and learning are done by using 
the target language for a real communicative purpose. Such communicative approaches 
were being used in the teaching of modern languages and Lloyd sought to determine 
whether or not communicative approaches would have application to the teaching of 
Latin. Lloyd found that communicative approaches can be used to teach and learn Latin. 
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Minkova and Tunberg (2012); Coffee (2012) and Carlon (2013) have made a 
strong case for the benefits of active Latin for teaching and learning. The National 
Standards Collaborative Board (2015) updated its World Readiness Standards for 
Learning Languages on which many state teaching and learning standards rely. The 
World Readiness Standards clearly state that they apply to all languages, including 
Classical Languages.  In 2017, The National Standards Collaborative Board, together 
with the American Council of teachers of Foreign Languages (NCSSFL‐ACTFL, 2017) 
issued new “Can-Do Statements”, which offer further guidance for teaching and learning 
of world languages, including Classical Languages. These statements were created to 
provide guidance to teachers and schools in implementing the World Readiness 
Standards and allow students the opportunity to take ownership of their own learning by 
setting learning goals. The “Can-Do Statements” are standards written in student-friendly 
language and reflect current trends in education toward preparing students for 21st 
century skills including communication and collaboration, both of which are highly 
important aspects of an active Latin classroom. Teachers interested in an active Latin 
approach can seek to adopt any of several textbooks, including Latin for the New 
Millennium (Minkova & Tunberg, 2010), Conversational Latin For Oral Proficiency 
(Traupman 2007), Vita Nostra (Book 1) (Berard, 2008) and the Latin Phrase Book 
(Meissner & Auden, 2002). All of these resources and research indicate that active Latin 
programs present a promising approach to improving student learning outcomes in Latin. 
But just how promising, it is hard to say right now. More research will greatly benefit 
Latin students and their teachers and, as a result, society.  
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From the grand tour question, “What is active Latin teaching and learning?” I 
developed three initial research questions: 
1. How and why do teachers engage in active Latin pedagogy? 
2. How do teachers and students communicate in an active Latin 
classroom? 
3. How do the knowledge and skills of student groups in each of the 
active Latin classrooms in this study compare with the other groups of 
students?  
During the course of the research, it became clear that the “how and why” question had to 
be separated in order to make sense of the data. This resulted in 4 research questions. 
• Why do teachers engage in active Latin pedagogy? 
• How do teachers engage in active Latin pedagogy? 
• How do teachers and students communicate in an active Latin classroom? 
• How do the knowledge and skills of student groups in each of the active 
Latin classrooms in this study compare with the other groups of students? 
Significance 
This study advances the progress of the field of active Latin teaching and learning 
by providing a close, critical look at what is happening in active Latin pedagogy. There 
has been no baseline study prior to this study that describes or defines active Latin 
pedagogy, although the term has come to be used more frequently by Latin teachers in 
their learning communities and in professional development workshops and conferences.  
This research furthers the disciplines of Classics and of Curriculum and 
Instruction through a critical examination of what is happening in classrooms where the 
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teachers assert that they are teaching Latin actively. The project sets out to answer the 
question of how the students interact with each other and with the teacher and how they 
interact with Latin texts, which were written by authors who have faced problems of 
civilization for twenty-five centuries. The answers to the problems these authors have 
grappled with have implications for foreign language instruction in a global society for 
centuries to come. In short, we cannot afford to turn our backs on the wisdom of the ages. 
At the same time, we are compelled to reach new understandings for the legacy of that 
wisdom and how it plays out in our lives and how it will, or can, play out in the lives of 
those who come after us. 
By reflecting on this research and its implications, practitioners and the field as a 
whole will be able to determine steps to take going forward in pedagogical choices and 
curriculum design. The field of Classics will be enriched by an understanding of the state 
of Classics education today, informed by the experience of an educator who is also a 
Latin speaker and can thus interpret, analyze and synthesize the data in a different way 
than non-speakers can. 
Specific Aims 
The study serves to create a practical working definition of active Latin, which 
builds on the theoretical working definition. From this study, members of the wider 
community of Latin teachers and learners will be able to reflect on the process and the 
products of the inhabitants of each classroom: its teachers and its students. This research 
has applications to active language teaching and learning in general, not just active Latin 
teaching. This research will serve as a springboard to further research into attitudes and 
practices of teachers of Classics and of modern vernacular languages. Human beings are 
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naturally designed to communicate (Chomsky, 1964). The ultimate goal of this research 
was to improve education outcomes for all students and to improve communication for 
the citizens of a global world. 
Methodology and Methods 
The study employed a comparative case study design that includes qualitative 
(e.g. informal interviews, document review and on-site classroom observations) and 
quantitative (teacher status data and student test scores) to examine the achievements and 
challenges that come about through implementing active Latin pedagogy. The case was 
the whole class, including teacher, students and any substitute teachers or teacher interns. 
The comparative case study procedures provided for observations of Latin teachers and 
students in their classrooms, to document and analyze what happens there. The 
comparative case study was deemed the best vehicle for answering this particular 
question, too, because there is not one way to learn or teach Latin actively. This process 
of active Latin pedagogy is negotiated by the community of learners and the teacher in 
each case.  
Yin (2003) asserted that embedded case study is appropriate for a study that 
analyzes the case and sub-units of the case. For this study, the sub-units are pedagogical 
practice, classroom communication and learning outcomes. Data from each of these sub-
units were collected from each case for analysis. 
A mixed-methods convergent design for the comparative case study allowed for 
systematic collection and analysis of information about the context, communication, 
learning tasks and student outcomes from three active Latin classrooms. The qualitative 
(interviews and observations) and quantitative (student test scores and teacher 
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demographics) data were collected concurrently and analyzed separately. The results 
from the different analyses were compared to determine the outcome. The participants 
were teachers enrolled in public and private schools in the USA and their students in 
grades nine through twelve who assented and whose families provided parental consent. 
Only the teachers were interviewed. 
Clarification of Terms 
A list of terms used throughout this study is provided in order to clarify what 
these terms mean in this particular context. Many of the terms used here have multiple 
meanings depending on the understanding and intent of the speaker and the audience.  
The definitions below are intended to eliminate or at least lessen the confusion that could 
arise due to these variations in meaning and usage. This is not an exhaustive list of all 
definitions that could possibly result in confusion. An effort was made to keep the 
glossary long enough to be helpful, yet short enough not to overwhelm the reader. 
• Active Latin is a set of teaching and learning practices that promote 
reading comprehension in Latin as Latin, without any other language as a 
mediator for understanding. High levels of student engagement are a key 
feature of active Latin. The student is not a passive recipient of content, or 
a producer of worksheets. In active Latin, for example, the student 
translates after understanding the message (see Translation, below.)  
• Active Latin teaching, here, describes pedagogical practices that foster 
reading comprehension by facilitating high levels of student engagement.  
• Active Latin learning is comprised of a set of cognitive processes, which 
together form a scaffold to assist the student in attaining a greater level of 
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familiarity with the language, its vocabulary and its grammar, with the 
result that the learner does not have to switch between two languages to 
understand the message. 
• Classics. The Latin word classicus means “the best, of the highest order.” 
The term classical was applied to literature and authors the Renaissance 
scholars deemed to exemplify that ideal and similarly, Classics refers to 
the study of Roman and Greek literature produced during the literary 
period deemed by Renaissance scholars to have been the best: from 
around 200 BCE until around 700 CE. The term is used here to refer to 
Latin and Greek literature of the highest order, regardless of when it was 
produced. 
• Communicate. Communication can be verbal or non-verbal. Here the 
term refers mainly to verbal communication. Participants in active Latin 
communicate to deliver and understand messages for various purposes.  
• Comprehensible input. Input (written or spoken L2) in the form of 
messages that are within the learner’s zone of proximal development to 
understand.  
• Curriculum means all of the learning experiences that pertain to a 
particular educative domain, Latin in this case, for a particular learning 
community. 
• A dead language is a language that is no longer used by any community 
of people as their primary language of communication during the course 
of their day-to-day lives at home, at work and in public life. This term is 
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not meant in a pejorative way, but is, rather, a simple description of the 
situation in which the language is used. 
• A derivative is a word in L1 that contains both the L2 word root’s 
spelling and the L2 word root’s basic meaning. The root can appear 
anywhere in the word, and there may be minor spelling differences in the 
root between languages. For example, the Latin word aqua means water. 
English derivatives of aqua include aquarium, subaqueous, and aquatic. 
All of these words include the root –aqu– and relate to the meaning 
“water”. The word aquiline is not a derivative of aqu- even though the 
letters appear together. Aquiline relates to a different word aquila, which 
means eagle. A derivative will always pass both tests, that of spelling and 
that of the basic meaning. 
• Engagement in this study refers to students being curious and actively 
involved in their learning in Latin classes rather than merely complying 
by completing assignments and obeying the teacher. Guthrie (1999) 
defines motivation that is based in this kind curiosity and involvement as 
“social motivation” (pg. 433). 
• A foreign language is not the speaker’s native language. As the term is 
used here, the speaker learns a foreign language in order to communicate 
with others. The difference between a second language and a foreign 
language, as it is used here, is that a foreign language is not spoken in the 
wider community where the learner lives, therefore opportunities to 
communicate in the foreign language are limited. A foreign language is 
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frequently learned in school, or outside of school via television, radio, 
books, the internet, or self-study tools.  
• Grammar refers to the rules by which words are combined for 
communication. Native speakers automatically know the grammatical 
rules of their language, because these speakers have internalized the 
grammar over the course of their lives. 
• Language immersion situations offer students and others the opportunity 
to communicate for an extended period in the target language. 
• The Latin language was originally spoken and written in the region of 
Italy that comprises Rome and its environs. The Latin language evolved 
over time, even, to varying degrees, after it became a dead language. 
Since the Latin language came into existence, there has been no period of 
time, including the present, during which the Latin language has not been 
used for communication. 
• L1 is an abbreviation for first language. This is, most often, the learner’s 
native language.  
• L2 is an abbreviation for a second or subsequent language, learned in 
either a foreign language situation or a second language situation. 
• TL is an abbreviation for target language. This is the language on which 
the teacher and learner’s communication efforts focus. TL and L2 are 
sometimes used interchangeably. 
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• A lingua franca (literally a Frankish language) is a language that is used 
as a common language of communication by speakers of different, 
mutually unintelligible native languages. Today English is a lingua franca. 
• Living Latin was a movement proposed in the 20th century that sought to 
reinstate Latin as an international language of communication. While 
there was some enthusiasm for this movement, particularly strong at the 
time when the European Union was being established, Living Latin has 
not been established as a language of communication in the modern era.  
• Medieval; Middle Ages. Literally, medieval means the middle age. This 
term was coined during the Renaissance to describe the period between 
the Classical period and the Renaissance.  
• A message is a unit of communication, delivered by a speaker/writer in 
order for one or more listeners/readers to understand. 
• Modern language. A modern or vernacular language is a language that 
is currently used by a community (or communities) of people during the 
course of their day-to-day lives at home, at work and in public life.   
• Reading: Extensive. Extensive reading is a process whereby learners 
read widely for enjoyment, with the result that they are exposed to great 
quantities of the target language. 
• Reading: Intensive. Intensive reading, sometimes called close reading, 
is a process whereby learners read in detail in order to fully understand all 
of the details of a text. 
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• Renaissance. Literally, the rebirth. The name refers to a great literary 
revival in Europe that looked back to the Classical period of ancient Rome 
and Greece as the exemplar of literary refinement. This literary revival 
also led also to a focus on art and architecture. The Renaissance began 
during the 14th Century and lasted up to the 17th century.  
• A second language is not the speaker’s native language. As the term is 
used here, the speaker learns a second language in order to live, work and 
communicate in the wider community where it is spoken. A second 
language can be learned in school, but it is most often learned by living in 
the community and internalizing patterns of speech and needed and 
desired vocabulary. The term second language is used to refer to all 
subsequent languages learned after the first language.  
• Self-efficacy is a person’s belief in their own ability to achieve life goals, 
bring about change, and cause outcomes to occur. 
• A speaker of native ability is a person who has internalized the nuances 
of grammar, vocabulary and idiom of a language and is able to use the 
language with a degree of competence similar to that of a native speaker. 
Native speakers, as the term is used here, have used the language since 
childhood and for most of their lives as their primary language of 
communication. 
• Spoken Latin is the use of the Latin language in oral communication as a 
way to foster a close relationship with Latin literature and ideas. 
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• Translation is the process of expressing a word or idea from one 
language into another language. Ideally, the translator understands the 
message and how it is expressed in both languages before attempting to 
translate. This is the process followed by a professional translator. 
Another concept of translation involves converting, at a low level, often 
word by word or short phrase by short phrase, an idea, sentence, or 
passage from one language into another, with the hope of understanding 
the underlying meaning of the whole. Often, the person attempting this 
conversion without prior understanding misses the main point and the 
nuances of the original message and may fail to convey the idea intended 
by the original author. This latter meaning is often used by language 
learners and some teachers. 
• Translation is generally a written process of expressing the ideas that were 
expressed in one language into the other language. Interpretation, on the 
other hand, is the real-time spoken process of expressing the ideas that are 
(or just have been) expressed in one language into the other language. 
Oral interpretation from and into Latin is a skill that is not widely called 
for in the world today. 
Initial Challenges 
My research started with three main challenges to overcome: Classical languages, 
like Latin, are different in some very important ways from modern languages, which 
change rapidly and which we learn primarily to communicate with others. Consider that 
an adult, native English speaker would have difficulty understanding what Shakespeare 
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wrote less than 500 years ago. Classical languages have not changed that much in 2,000 
years, so that today’s student of Latin who can read the works of Cicero, an author from 
the 1st century BCE, should be able to read Isaac Newton’s work, written in the 17th 
century CE.  
The second challenge and probably the biggest hurdle to face: teachers of Latin 
have to educate each generation about the many benefits of learning a dead language. 
Latin is not extinct, after all. It is, rather, perennial. Classicists have to overcome this 
challenge during every step of the research process: before embarking on research, when 
seeking peer review and when submitting findings for publication. Previous generations 
of educators assumed that educated people would just know that it is necessary to 
preserve a living, unbroken link to the ideas that form the basis of western culture. 
Today’s reality could not be further from that assumption. As with all big ideas, 
educators have to lead students, other educational stakeholders and the general public to 
understand this important concept. 
The third challenge relates to the very nature of learning languages. Learning a 
foreign language in school, in a community where the language is not spoken, is different 
from learning a first language, and it is different from learning a second language in a 
community where the language is spoken widely. When learning a second language in 
the community where the language is spoken, learners have ample opportunity for 
exposure to the language in numerous social contexts outside of the classroom. On the 
other hand, when learning a foreign language in a school in a community where the target 
language is not spoken, learners must rely on communication that takes place in class for 
most of their exposure to the language. This difference in the number and variety of 
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social contexts of exposure to the language can be challenging to the learner and the 
teacher.  
This research serves as a bridge between old and new methods of teaching and 
learning languages, a bridge built on the foundation of centuries-old educational practices 
such as dialogue, paraphrase and more, filtered through study of the evolution of 
curriculum theory and pedagogical practice, allowing educators to break new ground in 
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Introduction to the Literature Review 
Communication requires negotiation of meaning between speaker or author and 
the listener or reader. This is difficult to achieve when communication is done via a 
classical language. Active Latin is a teaching and learning process that aims to facilitate 
this communication. But there is not yet consensus as to what active Latin means in terms 
of real pedagogical practice and documented student outcomes. This chapter provides an 
overview of existing scholarship in four areas relating to the questions presented in 
chapter 1: a) previous research studies in K-12 Latin teaching and learning that frame the 
research, b) a historical overview of Latin pedagogy during the last century, c) 
constructivist curriculum theory and d) a historical review of active Latin teaching and 
learning during the Renaissance. 
Framing the Research 
Second language learning theorists from Chomsky (1964) to Krashen (1982) and 
beyond have influenced Latin pedagogy. Chomsky held that language is hardwired into 
our brains and that grammar is universal. According to Chomsky (Piatelli-Palmarini, 
Chomsky, Piaget 1980), the structure of human language is innate and genetically 
determined. Human infants, Chomsky said, are born with the ability to use the structures 
of every human language. One of the basic pieces of evidence cited by Chomsky is that 
while human languages are different from each other and include a great deal of 
variation, there are enough similarities to support his hypothesis. While this theory is not 
wildly popular today, it is, nevertheless, the basis on which much of current language 
theory is built. Krashen, in fact, posited several theories rooted in the universal language 
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idea. One of Krashen’s theories is called the Input Hypothesis, which builds on Krashen’s 
own previous theories to state that language is acquired only in the presence of 
understandable messages, that is, input that is a little bit more difficult than the student’s 
current level of understanding. Krashen (1982) described this sort of input as 
comprehensible. This idea has been challenged by several theorists, including Swain 
(1993) who claimed that the production of spoken output, in addition to input, is 
necessary for language learning. Many of these language learning theories and ideas 
come from the field of Second Language Acquisition (SLA). 
When people are communicating, there is a give and take between input (what is 
heard/read) and output (what is said/written). As mentioned above, Krashen’s focus was 
on the input that the learner receives, while Swain focused more on the output that the 
learner produces. An interesting development in SLA theory was explained when Gass, 
Mackey & Pica (1998) observed that learners noticed a gap in their learning. When trying 
to produce output, the learners asked the conversational partner for assistance in language 
production. When learners ask for and receive help from an interlocutor, they are able to 
improve their understanding of the components of the language. This process results in 
the learner producing the correct form with help from the interlocutor, which is a more 
complex process than either input only or output only learning.  
For the purposes of this study, there is an important distinction to be considered 
about the differences among second languages, which are spoken in the wider community 
where the learner lives, and foreign languages, which are not spoken in the learner’s 
community in comparison to Latin, a dead language that continues to be used as a 
language of communication. Much of this distinction rests in the ready availability of 
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many different sources of L2 input in a second language situation as opposed to the 
foreign language learning situation which is generally more restricted in terms of variety 
of sources of input and times these resources are available to the learner. Several SLA 
theorists, Krashen included, did not make much of this distinction. Indeed, such a 
distinction does not suit the narrative of innateness of language. Krashen (1982) held, 
instead, that the process of learning second and subsequent languages shows striking 
similarities to the way first languages are learned. Krashen (1982) used the same 
terminology to describe this process of learning an additional language that is used to 
describe the process of learning the first language: acquisition.  
Referring to the clarification of terms section of chapter one, for this study, we 
defined a foreign language as a language one learns that is not spoken out of necessity in 
the place where the learner lives. According to this specific definition, Latin has been 
taught as a foreign language for centuries. Before Latin began to be taught as a foreign 
language, it was a second language, that is, a language spoken out of necessity in the 
place where the learner lives. Necessity can be, for example, the need to work, obtain 
medical care, or deal with the government, among other reasons. Necessity as defined in 
this study (see the clarification of terms section of chapter one) is not the avoidable sort 
of situation a student encounters in school today when speaking a language that is not 
spoken in the wider community. The student could, conceivably, go to another school or 
graduate from school and live without using the target language. School alone is not 
sufficient to denote the language as a second language according to this definition. Latin 
is not a first language anywhere and, following the strict definition of necessity above, 
Latin is not a second language either. The decision in this study to observe the distinction 
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between foreign language learning and first and second language learning created a need 
for further consideration of SLA theories and a rationale for how they can inform our 
understanding of learning in an active Latin classroom. 
Carlon (2013) examined SLA theories as they related to learning the Latin 
language, recommending that Latin classes provide meaningful input, engaging material 
for students to read and hear, communicative oral Latin that allows for the exchange 
ideas, sharing information and grammar explained in context. Carlon pointed out that 
Latin is different from modern languages because the major focus of the study of Latin 
and the ultimate goal for the study of Latin is reading rather than the four competencies 
of reading, speaking, listening and writing. Carlon stressed that more than anecdotal 
evidence is needed regarding teaching and learning Latin in schools. Carlon has called 
upon the community of active Latinists to redefine Latin as a communicative language. 
This study’s focus on learning and pedagogy in active Latin classrooms provides a basis 
for establishing a definition of Latin as a communicative language.  
Lloyd (2017) explored practices at Latin immersion seminars such as the 
Conventiculum Lexintoniense (Humanitas, 2021) through the framework of Vygotsky’s 
socio-cultural theory. Vygotsky (1978) described a zone of proximal development, which 
was the difference between what a student can do independently and what the student 
can do with the assistance of the teacher or in collaboration with other students. This 
allowed Vygotsky to understand the process of development that a student was 
undergoing in order to know where the student is in terms of ability now and where the 
student will likely be when the current process of development is complete. The central 
idea of the zone of proximal development is that what a student can do now with 
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assistance, the student will soon be able to do without assistance. Furthermore, students 
are able to imitate only what they can already do and what is in their zone of proximal 
development. The zone of proximal development guides pedagogy by helping educators 
to plan curriculum that advances students’ development. Piaget (1972) was a biologist 
who studied children's thought processes in terms of stages of cognitive development.  
Bruner (1997) compared Piaget’s theories explaining human development with 
Vygotsky’s theories on human development and concluded that the two theorists were 
working to two completely different purposes. Bruner was able to sum up the two 
theories by explaining that Piaget was primarily concerned with the order of 
development that the human brain undergoes, while Vygotsky was primarily interested in 
the effects that cultural socialization has on human development. Vygotsky’s zone of 
proximal development has application in this study because it allows us to consider 
accomplishments that students achieve with the help of the teacher and in collaboration 
with each other, instead of a focus on work that students can do independently. The 
current study used this framework as a lens to interpret the data generated in answering 
the following questions, which come from the grand-tour question, “What is active Latin 
teaching and learning?”  
• Why do teachers engage in active Latin pedagogy? 
• How do teachers engage in active Latin pedagogy? 
• How do teachers and students communicate in an active Latin classroom? 
• How do the knowledge and skills of student groups in each of the active 
Latin classrooms in this study compare with the other groups of students? 
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A Review of Studies on Learning and Teaching Latin 
Madrigal (2007) studied the cognition processes of two Latin teachers in their use 
of technology to teach Latin. In this case study, Madrigal analyzed the teachers’ thinking 
about Latin learning into four domains of meaning, identity, community and practice. 
Madrigal found that Latin teachers can use technology as a tool to foster initiative on the 
part of students regarding their learning and enhance discovery learning. While 
Madrigal’s study focused on the integration of technology and how technology 
transformed the perspectives of members of the communities investigated, it did not 
focus on active Latin teaching and learning. 
Canfarotta, Wolf & Casado-Muñoz (2018) investigated the use of technology in 
the study of Latin and Greek in Italy and in Spain. The focus of this study was trivalent, 
analyzing student’s attitudes to the use of technology, teaching methods and skills and 
competencies developed by the students in their study of classics. This study found that 
teacher-centered practices were favored in the schools investigated. The Spanish students, 
whose learning included more frequent use of technology, perceived that their study of 
classics would prove beneficial to them in their future jobs, while the Italian students, 
who used technology much less frequently in their study of classics, did not believe that 
their studies would be useful in their life’s work outside the classroom. Canfarotta, Wolf 
& Casado-Muñoz (2018) found that the skills addressed in these classes showed 
correlations to valued citizenship competencies and that these relationships should be 
discussed openly in classes.  
The focus of the Canfarotta, Wolf & Casado-Muñoz (2018) study addressed 
student attitudes to the use of technology in their study of classics. The findings are 
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intriguing for this study, especially considering that student use of technology to enhance 
their own learning is an active use of class time. The vision of the US Department of 
Education for the use of technology in schools (Thomas, 2016) hinges on the 
understanding that learners who use technology that is deeply embedded throughout their 
learning benefit from the development of critical thinking, problem solving, 
collaboration, multimedia communication and the agency of learners.  
This part of the literature review would not be complete without discussing the 
contributions of Mair Lloyd in advancing the study of active Latin pedagogy. Lloyd 
(2017) examined communicative approaches to teaching and learning Latin through the 
lens of socio-cultural theory in order to identify a learning theory and pedagogical 
approaches designed to support teaching and learning of Latin students who had 
completed no previous study of Latin, who were enrolled in Latin programs in UK 
universities. Lloyd did this work as a researcher-participant. Lloyd’s study was 
theoretical in nature and paves the way for the current research study. Lloyd (2017) 
investigated both pedagogical practices in UK’s Open University Latin course and 
communicative language practices in an immersive conversational Latin experience at the 
Conventiculum Lexintoniense. Lloyd found that the prevailing teaching practices in the 
Open University Latin course were not communicative and did not align with the goals of 
learners, who sought engagement with reading ancient texts and academic success. This 
study also found that experience with communicative language practices at the 
Conventiculum Lexintoniense enabled participants to make progress toward the learning 
goals of a) reading Latin with comprehension and b) reading with engagement. Lloyd’s 
findings relate to this study because communicative teaching and learning practices are 
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important components of active Latin. It is notable that although the classroom pedagogy 
portion Lloyd’s study was based outside the USA with university students as participants, 
it set out to examine active Latin pedagogical practice and its implications for student 
learning outcomes. While there have been studies of Latin pedagogy, there have been few 
studies of active Latin pedagogy and at the time this research was undertaken, there have 
not been studies of active Latin pedagogy in K-12 schools in the United States.  
Latin Teaching Methodologies and Philosophies 
Several teaching methodologies are employed today in Latin classrooms in the 
USA and beyond. Each philosophy has its advantages and disadvantages, and each is 
favored by some teachers and rejected by others. Latin teaching is a dynamic endeavor. 
New methodologies in foreign language teaching and learning are being tried, discussed, 
and refined constantly. This section defines and names current and historical 
methodologies and teaching philosophies and highlights similarities and differences 
between and among them. These major teaching philosophies and methodologies explain 
and are explained by attitudes that have informed the teaching of Latin since the Second 
World War and to the present. Then this section classifies the methods and 
methodologies in various ways according to features they have in common. Agreement 
among teachers regarding the terms “active Latin, “spoken Latin” and “living Latin” and 
their definitions is lacking. This section proposes working definitions of these terms and 
offers some conclusions that arise from the literature.  
Introduction to the Pedagogical Approaches to Teaching Latin 
Educators are constantly presented with ideas about innovative ways to teach all 
of their students (Warford, 2005). Many variations of teaching philosophies arise and 
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some are discarded in favor of other methods. The methodologies are presented in this 
section more or less in the order they were created. The purpose of this list is not to 
enumerate all of the variations, but rather, to provide a systematic overview of teaching 
philosophies and methodologies. Among the methods and methodologies in this list, 
many similarities and a few notable differences are apparent.  
Several pedagogical terms mentioned here, often used interchangeably in 
conversation even among educators, must be defined to avoid confusion. Philosophy, in 
this study, means a belief system that guides all classroom decisions. Methodology, as 
used here, refers to the rationale and the overall strategy that directs teaching and learning 
procedures. Method, here, refers to a specific tool or procedure to be implemented. 
Approaches, on the other hand, may adopt parts of one or more methodologies and are 
influenced by pedagogical philosophy.  
Table 2-1 contains an overview of language teaching methodologies. Note that the 
values in such a table cannot reflect the situation in every classroom using these models, 
because individual teachers make pedagogical choices that may result in different 
expression of the values. Where a value is blank, no data was available. The rest of this 
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The grammar-translation approach connects the study of the Latin language to the 
grammar of the native language. Students typically study grammar first and then do 
exercises that emphasize the grammatical concept being learned. Passages to translate are 
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usually selected or specifically written by the textbook author to emphasize the grammar 
under consideration. (Kitchell, 1998). Grammar-Translation’s main purpose is to guide 
learners to read texts of increasing complexity by providing the learners with an overview 
of the more important rules of the language’s grammar and a familiarity with common 
vocabulary. Grammar is taught deductively, and readings are often selected in order to 
illustrate the grammatical points under consideration. Understanding of the texts in the 
language to be learned (hereafter, L2) is mediated by the first language (hereafter, L1). 
The major skills addressed are close reading, translation initially at the word level, 
gradually moving to sentence level translation and finally translation of paragraphs and 
longer texts between L1 and L2. In close reading, the learner seeks to understand how the 
sentences and texts are formed through careful analysis of the grammar. The learners 
construct their understanding of the text, and the teacher is the primary gatekeeper who 
determines whether the student’s translation is congruent with an accepted standard 
translation. The teacher benefits from careful training in the grammar of both languages 
and does not need to be a native-level speaker of either language.  
In education, as in sciences and social sciences in general, one driving force for 
seeking new methodologies is rejection of philosophies and methodologies that came 
before (Serdyukov, 2017). New methodologies can also arise as a result of research that 
seeks to explain current methodologies or phenomena. As a foreign language teaching 
methodology, Grammar-Translation has been discussed since the 19th century by those 
who do not adhere to it. But defining what is called today “Grammar-Translation” is not a 
simple or straightforward task. A big problem with describing Grammar-Translation lies 
in the fact that, historically speaking, it did not originate as a methodology espoused by 
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any theorist or school of thought. Grammar-Translation was named and defined by those 
who were proposing new methodologies as the theory that would be supplanted by the 
new ideas. Carvajal (2013), discussing the history of the term’s invention and early use, 
stated, “It is now impossible for us [to] try to find the creator(s) of the ‘Grammar 
Translation’ tag. In books dating back from 1790 through 1950 we find there is not a 
single mention to it” (p. 255). While this definitely does not tell the whole story, as the 
concept was mentioned throughout the 19th and 20th centuries in books and education 
journals, the first clear explanation of a theory behind Grammar-Translation in the United 
States is found in the Report of the Classical Investigation (Lodge, 1924). This report, 
which refers to grammar, but does not use the term Grammar-Translation, was the result 
of the work of the General Education Board, a philanthropic organization interested in 
establishing and improving US public schools. The investigation examined the state of 
Latin teaching and provided recommendations, progressive at the time, that align with 
current understanding of the Grammar-Translation method.  
From the inception of the term, Grammar-Translation came to be defined by those 
who were not practicing it or who no longer wanted to practice it, as the undesirable 
status quo to be rejected and avoided. This status endures today to a certain degree. When 
considering the evidence provided by some of these critics of the Grammar-Translation 
method, Carvajal (2013) offered some pertinent context to negative claims. For example, 
critics state that grammar is the principal aim of Latin study via the Grammar-Translation 
method (Benson, 2000, Richards and Rodgers, 2014). Students are characterized as 
spending long years toiling over learning grammatical rules and translating 
incomprehensible sentences. Yet there is no readily available evidence of any theorist 
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claiming initial authorship or claiming that long years of grammar study was a useful or 
practical way to learn a foreign language. In fact, as early as 1844, Sears and Ruthardt 
recommended that grammar study be kept to a reasonable minimum. Sears and Ruthardt 
(1844) in Carvajal (2013) stated: 
The entire amount of elementary study ought, therefore, to be concentrated, and 
kept within narrow bounds, so that none of the acquisitions made, can, for a 
moment, be out of reach. When the simplest principles are not only 
comprehended but deeply fixed in the mind, the circle of knowledge can be 
gradually enlarged (p. 249). 
Trends in first language instruction change, with the result that students today 
may be less familiar with the grammatical underpinnings of their first language than 
students of previous eras. For example, when Sears and Ruthardt were writing about 
education in 1844, not all children in the United States and other developed countries had 
access to school. With access to education open to all children of all backgrounds, 
regions, economic and social classes, facility with grammar in the L1 academic register 
becomes a factor in this equation. The extent of grammar instruction Sears and Ruthardt 
likely considered to be “within narrow bounds” could take considerably more time and 
effort to achieve on the part of both teacher and learner today than it did in 1844. 
In a similar vein, Posselius (1589), suggested that an energetic teacher could teach 
Latin grammar in a period of six months and pointed out an extreme example where it 
took one school five years to address grammar. From this example, it appears that 
Posselius, at least, was advocating for a period substantially less than five years for the 
study of grammar. A period of grammar instruction to be completed in six months is not 
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able to be characterized as “years toiling over grammar”.  Posselius and his pedagogy are 
discussed in greater detail below in the section about active Latin in the 16th and 17th 
centuries. 
When monastic schools and cathedral schools were first established in the Middle 
Ages, one aim was to teach the elements of the Latin language to younger students 
(Sidwell, 1999). Consider also the fact that translating from Latin or any other language 
into any other language was not widely practiced as a method of teaching the rudiments 
of any language at any time prior to the American Civil War. In fact, in schools during 
the Renaissance and later, Latin was often the only language permitted to be spoken by 
students living at school. Students were even expected to spy on each other’s use of 
vernacular languages in some schools to ensure that only Latin was spoken. And even 
when L1 was used in these Renaissance schools, it was used infrequently, not as a 
primary tool of instruction. For example, Posselius allowed for some vocabulary 
explanations in L1, and there were some translation exercises from L1 to L2 during one 
phase of instruction after students could read Latin. This technique will be discussed in 
more detail below in the section on active Latin in the 16th and 17th Centuries.  
Although the Grammar-Translation method did not begin its existence as a 
formally defined and researched teaching methodology, and despite its reputation in some 
circles as a methodology to be avoided, there are teachers in 21st century classrooms in 
the USA who are convinced of its efficacy and benefits for their students. Grammar-
Translation is considered to be a teaching methodology now, regardless of how the term 
was initially defined, or by whom. Singh (1998) described in detail an example of how 
this methodology was used at a high school in Florida to discuss the culture of the people 
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who spoke Latin, including customs, religion and mythology; to make connections 
between first and second language; and to provide a basis for further discussion of the 
content of the texts that students are reading. Throughout this discussion, Singh described 
students’ classroom practices of cooperative learning, Socratic questioning, shared 
leadership and student-centered work. Singh cautioned that grammar should not be the 
only focus of instruction and that the teacher should not let the textbook determine how 
the material should be taught. Singh advised teachers to teach the Latin language and use 
the textbook as an aid to learning. 
The basic premise in the current iteration of Grammar-Translation is that 
vocabulary and grammar forms and paradigms are to be memorized first and then 
students apply these forms to the translation of sentences, and later, to longer texts. This 
is a deductive method of reasoning. The deductive method does not fit neatly with the 
pedagogical ideas espoused by some educational theorists, such as Dewey. Dewey’s 
(1938) idea of experiential education takes its direction from the experiences of the 
students in a way that allows students to create meaning and understanding. Dewey 
would likely find that the deductive method does not rely on student experiences to direct 
the learning. However, not all constructivist educational theorists would take issue with 
all aspects of Grammar-Translation as a teaching model. Memorization, for example, is a 
strategy used often in Grammar-Translation. Bruner (1977) related that “computational 
practice may be a necessary step toward understanding conceptual ideas in mathematics” 
(p. 29). There is no reason to think that Bruner would not support the analogue from 
computational practice in mathematics to that of organizing word forms into paradigms. 
This brief mention of Dewey and Bruner illustrates the idea that like any teaching 
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methodology, Grammar-Translation is rather complicated to consider and its 
implementation in the classroom by teacher and students colors the experience. 
Grammar-Translation that has been characterized by some as long, tedious study 
filled with rote memorization and sentences disconnected from all context and 
understanding taking place over several years is not as old and established as its 
reputation would suggest. In fact, Grammar-Translation was a much more recent 
invention than Latin teachers today may realize; it was not the methodology followed by 
the Romans, during the Middle Ages, or during the Renaissance, but an 18th century 
invention (Richards and Rodgers, 2014).  
Dickey (2018) discussed a different approach by which Latin learners began their 
study of Latin from ancient times on through the late Renaissance: using colloquia. While 
many of the colloquia are monolingual, that is, in Latin only, other colloquia were 
arranged side by side in two languages (Latin and Greek, for example) so that a very 
inexperienced reader would have the ability to see how the ideas in one language were 
expressed in the other. Similar to using interlinear texts or watching movies with 
subtitles, the reader is able to get immediate help in understanding the text without 
leaving the page. Varieties of these learning aids continue to be available today, some 
using modern technology, such as at the website nodictionaries.com, where readers are 
able to see the full dictionary entry of any word in the text at the click of a mouse without 
having to leave the main computer window where the text is displayed.  
Note that supplying a translation to the class for students to refer to while reading 
is not the same thing as the “translation” part of the Grammar-Translation method. In 
fact, having a pre-written translation would miss the point of Grammar-Translation, in 
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which students are constructing meaning, sometimes in groups, in order to then create 
their own translation of the text, which is expected to map closely to the teacher’s 
translation. In classes following Grammar-Translation methodology, when it is time to 
make the switch from the carefully selected sentences and texts that illustrate the 
grammar chapter by chapter, it can often be difficult for the learners to translate texts that 
are not heavily annotated as to grammatical features. This difficulty in the transition from 
using texts that have been adapted for learners to non-adapted texts is common to several 
other methodologies. 
Grammar-Translation is widely used today in classrooms at all levels, from 
kindergarten through high school and in colleges and graduate schools. There are some 
variations in the way the methodology is employed. For example, grammatical 
explanations can be short or long, or even bracket the reading, with part coming before 
the reading and the rest coming after reading. Textbooks currently used by adherents of 
Grammar-Translation include Wheelock’s Latin (Wheelock & LaFleur, 2011), Jenney’s 
Latin (Jenney, Baade & Burgess, 2011), Latin for Americans (Ullman & Henderson, 
2003) and Latin Via Ovid (Goldman, 1982). 
Direct Method 
The Direct Method shares some features common to methods using colloquia 
described above. Although the name of this way of teaching and learning Latin is called a 
method, by the definition followed above, it is a methodology. In the Direct Method, 
particularly in a Latin class, reading is used to approximate immersion. This is seen as 
helpful in situations where there may not be many speakers of native ability. 
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Understanding of Latin (L2) is mediated by Latin (L2), often supplemented by pictures 
and even by gestures and actions performed by the teacher or other learners.  
Richards and Rodgers (2014) recounted the history behind the Direct Method, or 
the Natural Method, as it was called from its first beginnings. Richards and Rodgers 
explained that Francois Gouin and Lambert Sauvier, two of the early proponents of this 
methodology, were part of a language teaching reform movement. Then Maximilian 
Berlitz carried the idea forward and developed the theory into the form that was given the 
name Direct Method. 
The Direct Method operates under the premise that learning a second or foreign 
language is like learning a first language. For example, like first language learning, a 
second language can be learned completely in the target language, supplemented by 
gestures and pictures. Grammar is taught explicitly in the target language (L2). Teaching 
grammar in the target language can be seen as a way to increase time spent using the 
target language. Explicit grammar instruction allows the learner to use knowledge of L1 
grammar in order to make comparisons to L2 grammar. By keeping the discussion in L2, 
learners are getting more practice in using the target language.  
A notable characteristic of the Direct Method is the great volume of the target 
language to which students are exposed. Readings are arranged according to the 
grammatical structures to be taught and increase in difficulty as the students’ experience 
with the language grows. In the Direct Method, the text is presented as a longer story for 
students to follow. Vocabulary is mainly high-frequency vocabulary, supplemented with 
such lower-frequency vocabulary as the authors deem necessary to tell the story. 
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One textbook being used in 21st century US classrooms in teaching via the Direct 
Method is Lingua Latina Per se Illustrata: Familia Romana (Ørberg, 2011). This 
textbook has no English at all within the covers, aside from the title page. Throughout the 
book, there are pictures and diagrams illustrating much of the vocabulary. In the final 
pages of the book where a reader would expect to see two vocabulary lists, one with 
definitions in L1 and another with definitions in L2, instead there is an alphabetical list of 
the book’s Latin words. Each entry points the reader back to the page and sentence 
number where the word was first introduced. On the page where the word was first used, 
often the student will find a picture that illustrates the vocabulary word. If a student has 
forgotten the meaning of a word, the student can use the index of vocabulary in the back 
of the book to find the initial use of the word in order to reread that portion of the story to 
experience the word in context and recall their previous understanding of the word.  
As with Grammar-Translation, students of the Direct Method and the Reading 
Method, which is discussed below, often face a steep learning curve when they are no 
longer dealing with stories told in a way that carefully corresponds to the grammar being 
presented in a particular chapter of the student textbook (Perry, 1998). Texts written by 
native speakers for native speakers do not often gloss new words, with or without 
pictures. This can lead to difficulty when students begin to use non-adapted texts. 
Audio-Lingual Method 
The Audio-Lingual Method, also called the Army Method, or the New Key 
Method, does not focus on teaching discrete units of vocabulary. When the United States 
army used this methodology, the training took place in full-day sessions over several 
weeks. Students were expected to construct their own schemata of grammar inductively. 
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Richards and Rodgers (2014) explained that the purpose of this methodology was to 
teach American soldiers in World War II to speak and understand local languages used in 
the places soldiers would be stationed. Great importance was placed on accurate 
pronunciation. Practice was emphasized—and it had to be perfect practice, or at least as 
perfect as possible. The repetition was intensive and achieved its purpose in training 
soldiers to understand the basics of the language spoken where the soldiers would be 
sent. The Army had no use for Latin speakers during the war and did not teach Latin this 
way.  
In the Audio-Lingual Method, the teacher drills students in the use of grammar by 
presenting the model of a sentence. There is no explicit grammar instruction or 
explanation: the teacher speaks the forms in the target language only and the students 
repeat only in the target language. Vocabulary is limited to only the vocabulary that is 
necessary to illustrate the grammatical point being drilled because the primary goal is for 
the student to internalize the grammar over many hours of practice. The theoretical 
underpinnings of the Audio-Lingual Method rely on the work of behavioral psychologists 
such as B.F. Skinner and Pavlov, who set out to show that all behavior, including 
language, was learned by repetition and reinforcement. Such reinforcement can be any 
combination of positive and negative. Some techniques followed by the Audio-Lingual 
Method included phrase drill, memorization, the use of dialogue, phrase transformations 
and question and answer drills.  
After World War II, the Audio-Lingual Method continued to be used in 
classrooms as a way to teach vernacular languages. Sebesta (1998) described the 
methodology used in the multi-media series for teaching and learning Latin known as 
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Artes Latinae. Artes Latinae was created by Waldo Sweet in 1966. The Artes Latinae 
materials are still available for sale today in a more modern media format and are one 
option used by some home schools, which do not always have a trained Latin teacher 
available to assist students. Wills (1998) noted that a methodology derived from the 
Audio-Lingual Method, called the Rassias Method, is used today in a few classrooms 
including some Latin teaching contexts. 
Reading Method 
A major departure from Grammar-Translation is the methodology called the 
Reading Method. The Reading Method was developed by Cambridge University. The 
Cambridge School Classics Project published the first book, Cambridge Latin Course, or 
CLC, in 1971. The idea behind the methodology is that students learn to read Latin by 
reading Latin (Taylor & Lister, 2005). For that reason, there are plenty of graduated level 
texts for students to read and enjoy. The process relies on extensive reading, wherein 
students read for pleasure and information. Through this methodology, students are 
exposed to explanations of grammar after they have seen examples of the grammatical 
structure used in the text. This inductive process establishes an overall structure to the 
order of explanations of grammar to be presented to students.  
Because it is such a major change from Grammar-Translation, some teachers, 
who were not trained in the approach, tended to use the Reading Method textbooks to 
teach via Grammar-Translation methodology in their practice. This led to some problems 
with the first edition of the Cambridge Latin Course (CLC) text, as, in an effort to avoid 
using the jargon of grammar, some basic grammatical terms, such as declension and 
conjugation, were simplified. Not long after CLC was published, and amid some backlash 
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as to the organization and presentation of the grammatical materials, the Scottish Classics 
Group went to work on another Reading Methodology textbook (Taylor & Lister, 2005). 
In 1982, the Scottish Classical Group published Ecce Romani.  
Ecce Romani is widely used in Latin classes today, even at the college level, 
where it produces good results, particularly in student course admission and retention 
rates (English, 2005). Like CLC, Ecce Romani has a story with an engaging plot designed 
to illustrate many aspects of ancient Roman life and culture. Students get to know and 
care about the characters throughout their study of the language and starting the next 
story is commonly students’ favorite part of the Latin class. 
Similar to CLC and Ecce Romani is the Oxford Latin Course (Balme & Morwood, 
2017). The Oxford Latin Course (OLC) text is arranged in a different way from CLC and 
Ecce Romani, in that OLC’s grammar explanations and exercises are located in the 
second part of the book and kept entirely separate from the stories. In CLC and in Ecce 
Romani, grammatical explanations and exercises are often found in the same chapter as 
the story. In all of the Reading Method books discussed here, it often happens that the 
grammatical explanation is not found in the chapter of the first reading in which the 
grammatical structure is used, or in the case of OLC, not placed with the exercises that 
pertain to that chapter’s readings but are instead placed later in the book or series of 
exercises, after students have had a chance to use the structure for a while. 
In the Reading Method, the students typically use textbooks that were written by 
trained classicists specifically for the purpose of teaching the language. These textbooks 
do not supply to students abundant quantities of Latin literature written by speakers of 
native ability for speakers of native ability, or even adaptations of such texts. The main 
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textbooks used in the reading method, therefore, have undergone several revisions in 
order to improve the Latinity of the texts and to correct errors from previous editions. 
Students are encouraged to use pre-reading strategies before beginning to read the 
chapter. For example, the reading approach texts contain colorful pictures illustrating the 
story. Students may spend some time talking about the picture in L2 before beginning to 
read the story. Then the students read (not translate) the story aloud. At this point, going 
back to the picture and engaging in more discussion is often helpful. When students have 
read the story sufficiently, the students may work with guided questions. In Ecce Romani, 
for example, there are printed comprehension questions in L2 following each story. 
Asking and answering questions in Latin is one of the most important components of the 
reading approach. The students work together, with the teacher as a guide, toward 
comprehending the text. As in the Grammar-Translation approach, vocabulary is glossed 
in L1. Students can then use the vocabulary lists to assist in comprehension as they are 
doing this preliminary work with the story. Thus, a great deal of the process in the 
reading approach happens outside of the pages of the textbook, during conversations in 
Latin between and among students and the teacher. The ultimate goal of the reading 
approach is improved reading comprehension. Students work to improve comprehension 
of a story through understanding the vocabulary and grammar of the text. There is 
considerable repetition of the vocabulary in the “question and answer” part of each 
lesson. The grammar is formally introduced later, after students have been working to 
internalize it. As with Grammar-Translation and the Direct Method book Lingua Latina 
Per Se Illustrata, the textbooks contain charts and forms, which provide scaffolding for 
the students in their work to internalize grammar and use the same names for 
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grammatical constructions that students will find when they read formal commentaries 
that accompany texts that were written by native speakers for native speakers. After the 
teacher is certain that all students understand the text, a next task in the lesson can be 
translation of the text from L2 to L1. Translation is neither necessary nor required as part 
of the reading methodology. However, translation is one technique that teachers may use 
in order to determine the level of student comprehension. 
The CLC 4th Edition Teacher’s website (“Aims and Principles”, n.d.) provides a 
helpful description of the teaching method, paraphrased here: 
• Use comprehension questions to test understanding and scaffold literature. 
• Translation is useful, but not necessary unless it contributes to student 
understanding of the text. 
• Vocabulary is learned through reading and oral repetition in class. Use the word 
lists for reinforcement. 
• Memorizing forms and charts without context does not help students to recognize 
the forms in context when reading. 
• English to Latin translation exercises do not offer enough of a benefit to students 
at this stage in the learning process. 
The Reading Method continues to be used and refined. At the end of the period of 
study using the prescribed textbooks in classrooms, one main drawback remains: students 
still have difficulty making the switch to non-adapted text, that is, to text written by 
native speakers for native speakers for purposes other than learning Latin. Perry (1998) 
discusses the technique of supplementing the Reading Method textbooks with unadapted 
texts written by speakers of native ability for a non-student audience. By embedding such 
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supplemental texts throughout the course, the teacher lays the foundation for the student’s 
eventual transition from adapted to non-adapted texts. 
TPR (Total Physical Response) 
TPR is a vocabulary teaching and learning technique created in 1969 by James 
Asher, a psychologist. Students are taught movements to coincide with certain 
vocabulary. They are expected to obey the commands that the teacher dictates. The 
movements made by the students in response to the teacher’s commands form the basis of 
the name Total Physical Response (TPR). A person who has played the children’s game 
“Simon Says” has engaged in TPR. TPR was formulated as a response to perceived 
deficiencies in the Audio-Lingual Method. Asher (1969) indicated several hypotheses 
that form the theoretical basis for TPR. Asher stated that language is learned mainly by 
listening; language learning outcomes are higher when the student is motivated to learn; 
and language learning outcomes are improved for those students who are not 
experiencing stress regarding the language.  
TPR is completely performed in the target language. Verbs are presented in the 
command form. The teacher is the primary provider of the language, as language learning 
in Total Physical Response is aural, which puts into practice the hypothesis that 
languages are learned by listening. Asher (1977) presents the hypothesis that both the 
physical structure of the brain and the way the brain regulates the body influence foreign 
language learning. Most of the processes involved in using language are thought to be 
regulated by the left side of the brains of many people. The right side of the brain is 
generally thought to govern reasoning, analysis, memorization and problem solving. 
Following this hypothesis, TPR seeks to stimulate activity in both of these hemispheres 
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of the brain. Finally, learners are not expected to speak until they are ready, which is 
intended to address stress and anxiety in language learning. However, some learners do 
not like performing in front of a large group, or even within a small group, and while 
speaking is one source of stress in the foreign language classroom, anxiety about 
physically and visibly performing in front of peers even when speaking is not required is 
a possible consideration that has not been adequately explored in the literature. 
Total Physical Response has been shown to be a very productive technique for 
teaching and learning a great deal of certain types of vocabulary in a short span of time: 
verbs that can be performed and nouns that represent concrete, tangible and visible things 
or people, especially when these nouns can be connected to the verbs being performed 
(Asher, 1969). It should be noted that these superior results are found when the test 
requires the student to act out the response physically. Writing an English translation 
diminishes student success (Asher, 1966). TPR was designed to be followed during the 
introductory part of the language course, generally a matter of weeks or months, in order 
to allow students to learn enough vocabulary to be able to proceed in learning the target 
language using other methods. 
Total Physical Response is still used today, generally as one technique in a 
teacher’s arsenal. It is suitable for beginning learners. Since the purpose of Total Physical 
Response is to develop listening competency, there are no textbooks for students to use. 
There are several manuals explaining how to implement Total Physical Response 
available for teachers.  
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The Natural Approach 
Krashen and Terrell’s (1983) Natural Approach (the title of the book is also the 
name of the methodology) is not the same Natural Approach as the alias of the Direct 
Approach mentioned above. “The central hypothesis of Krashen and Terrell’s theory is 
that language acquisition only occurs one way: by understanding messages” (Krashen 
and Terrell, 1983). The Natural Approach is sometimes called Comprehensible Input, 
from one of the theories that forms the basis of the methodology. Along with Total 
Physical Response and TPRS, the Krashen and Terrell’s Natural Approach is an input-
based methodology.  
Language learning theories from Chomsky (1968) to Krashen (1982) continue to 
influence Latin pedagogy. Chomsky’s most influential idea was that grammar is universal 
to all human beings because language is hardwired into our brains. This theory is not 
unanimously agreed on today. The idea of universal grammar nevertheless remains the 
basis of many current theories pertaining to language learning. Krashen (1982) posited 
several hypotheses, which assume the validity of the universal grammar theory. 
Underlying Krashen’s hypotheses is a particular way of naming the process of becoming 
competent in a language: acquiring a language means implicitly learning the language 
through a subconscious process that results in communicative competence. Krashen 
defines learning a language as learning about a language and its grammatical rules. As 
stated above, the way researchers may use terms can be very different from the way 
others use the same terms. Such is the case with acquiring and learning, a fact to keep in 
mind both when reading the literature about learning second languages and when 
discussing pedagogy with others.  
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The following list paraphrases the hypotheses that form the basis of the Natural 
Approach (Krashen & Terrell, 1983). 
• Natural Order Hypothesis - an order in which grammar is acquired 
regardless of the order followed to present grammatical structures to 
students. Learning in this order is facilitated by limiting emphasis on error 
correction. 
• Monitor Hypothesis - for production, the learner monitors for self-
correction based on the learned grammar and vocabulary. The result is that 
the student pays attention to grammar consciously when able (in written 
work, in homework and in oral work prepared in advance). Students who 
are good users of the Monitor scaffold their growing communicative 
competence by consciously applying what they have learned during their 
study of L2. 
• Input Hypothesis - comprehensible input, at or just beyond current 
competence. This refers to the entire message, not to the discrete parts. In 
fact, the input can and often will include portions that are beyond the 
learner’s current level of competence. In this situation, the learner uses 
context clues to create meaning. As long as there is sufficient input at or 
just beyond the learner’s current level of competence, the student will be 
exposed to enough input to positively influence the development of the 
student’s competence. The input can be either oral or written. Input can be 
limited too much, a situation which is detrimental to the learner’s process 
of developing communicative competence. 
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• Affective Filter Hypothesis - the environment and attitude of the learner 
influence development of the student’s competence in the language. 
Students’ oral production may be delayed (adults by one to two and up to 
ten to fifteen class hours, adolescents after “considerable exposure to the 
new language”). The teacher will recast student speech that had contained 
errors, rather than overtly correcting errors, so as to reduce student anxiety 
that some learners associate with speaking a foreign language. Any 
student speech is met with positive reinforcement, regardless of whether 
or not the student’s speech follows grammatical norms or idiomatic use. 
Input should appeal to the interests of the students. 
• Acquisition-Learning Hypothesis - adults have two ways to become 
competent in a foreign language. The first way is by using the language in 
order to participate in real communication. Using the language results in 
acquisition (Krashen & Terrell, 1983). The second way to become 
competent in a foreign language is learning the language. Krashen and 
Terrell (1983) define learning, in this context, as knowing and being able 
to talk about the language’s grammatical rules. 
Krashen and Terrell (1983) explained that the goal of the Natural Approach was 
developing basic personal communication skills, which they defined as the ability to 
listen to the conversations of others; listen to announcements; listen to radio, television 
and movies; participate in a conversation; read and write notes to others; read signs and 
instructions; read advertisements; read and write personal letters; read for pleasure; and 
read and fill out forms. The approach was not designed to develop academic oral and 
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written skills such as listening to a class lecture; presenting an oral or written report or 
essay; listening to a movie with academic content; taking notes, studying for or taking an 
exam; reading or discussing literature. In setting out the goals of the methodology, the 
authors explained that, while the methodology was not designed for academic learning 
skills, they “do not mean to imply that academic learning skills (the reading of literature, 
for example) are not important – they certainly are, but only that other methodologies, or 
modifications of the method presented here may be called for” (Krashen & Terrell, 1983, 
p. 66). While the Natural Approach is not widely used today, variations on the five 
hypotheses that form this approach are used and discussed by foreign language teachers, 
including Latin teachers.  
The basic premise of the Natural Approach is that the learner is able to naturally 
and effortlessly become competent in the second language in the presence of 
comprehensible input that is at or just beyond current competence, Indeed, the Input 
Hypothesis states that language is acquired only in the presence of input at a level slightly 
more difficult than the student’s current level of understanding. This idea of the student 
being exposed to material at or just beyond the students’ current level of competence is 
described by Vygotsky’s (1978) Zone of Proximal Development, which is the distance to 
overcome between what the learner can do unassisted and what the learner is able to do 
with assistance. Krashen’s (1982) explanation of comprehensible input refers to the 
comprehensibility of the entire message, not to the discrete parts, such as words or 
phrases. In fact, the input can and often will include portions that are beyond the learner’s 
current level of competence but within the zone of proximal development. In this 
situation, the learner uses context clues to create meaning. The input can be either oral or 
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written. Input can be limited too much in either quantity or complexity, a situation which 
is detrimental to the learner’s process of developing communicative competence. 
According to Krashen’s theory of Comprehensible Input, as long as there is sufficient 
input at or just beyond the learner’s current level of competence, the student will be 
exposed to enough input to positively influence the development of the student’s 
competence.  
The goal is not that Latin interactions would ideally consist solely of previously 
comprehended input. Comprehended input is defined by some teachers as consisting only 
of words that students already know, or as close to that goal as possible. The word is 
occasionally written “comprehenDED” to emphasize this idea of a departure from the 
zone of proximal development toward rehearsal of prior knowledge. Vygotsky (1978) 
stated that “learning which is oriented toward developmental levels that have already 
been reached is ineffective from the viewpoint of a child’s overall development” (p. 89).  
Indeed, the main point of comprehensible input theory was that students increase and 
refine their vocabulary and grammar schemata through understanding messages. This 
does not mean, however, that students ought to be loaded up with too many new words to 
make sense of the message. Rather, learners acquire new vocabulary in the context of 
messages they understand.   
Krashen (2018) has clarified that comprehensible input does operate under the 
premise that the message, not every single component of the message, is within the 
learner’s Zone of Proximal Development, stating, “...we don’t want to limit reading to 
already acquired language - reading is a major source of vocabulary development.” This 
is good news for teachers of input-based approaches who are interested in adapting their 
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instruction to a more active Latin pedagogical approach. As long as students are 
understanding the messages, every vocabulary word and grammatical point does not have 
to be understood by the student prior to the student receiving the message. This is 
explained more fully in The Natural Approach: Language Acquisition in the Classroom, 
in the section on Input Theory (Krashen & Terrell, 1983). This book is highly 
recommended to any teacher who wishes to understand the concepts behind input-based 
foreign language instruction.  
TPRS  
In 1990, Blaine Ray, a high school Spanish Teacher impressed by both the work 
of Asher in Total Physical Response and by Krashen’s Input Hypothesis, experimented in 
his classroom to create a method that he called, at the time, Total Physical Response 
Storytelling. Around the year 2005, Ray changed the name of the method, but kept the 
acronym, so that TPRS from that time forward came to mean Teaching Reading 
Proficiency through Storytelling. The purpose of this method was to capitalize on the 
strengths of both Total Physical Response and the Input Hypothesis to help students to 
become fluent in the target language. TPRS is also sometimes called Comprehensible 
Input because of its emphasis on the Input Hypothesis and similarity to ideas presented 
by Krashen and Terrell in the Natural Approach.  
Ray’s (2003b) explanation of the method recommended very limited doses of 
vocabulary, which was to be explained first in L1, and very limited grammatical variation 
in the lessons. Grammar was not explained using grammatical terms (such as direct 
object or participle) but rather demonstrated. Then the vocabulary and grammatical 
structures became part of a story told by the teacher. The teacher asked students for 
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certain details as the story unfolded, inviting the students to supply bizarre responses, 
which were to be incorporated into the story in order personalize the story, make it 
memorable and to maintain student interest. Bizarre and unexpected responses were not 
only acceptable for the stories in TPRS, but welcome.  
A hallmark of the TPRS method, by either name, was its extensive oral repetition 
of grammatical structures and vocabulary. New vocabulary was taught by translation to 
L1 before the lesson. The goal in TPRS was to introduce about 3 to 4 new words per day 
in this way and to repeat them as many times as possible until at least 80 percent of the 
students were 80 percent proficient with the new words. Grammatical features were 
explicitly explained in L1 when they come up during the lesson. This was called pop-up 
vocabulary, in order to emphasize the impromptu nature of these grammatical 
explanations. Strict avoidance of naming grammatical constructions was an integral part 
of the method. Grammar features were explained entirely without recourse to commonly 
used grammatical terms, in an effort to make the introduction of these features easier for 
students. When determining student understanding, the performance of students of lowest 
ability was the gauge by which the group’s comprehension is measured. The teacher 
continued to repeat the structures until these students demonstrated comprehension. At 
that point, when the teacher was certain that all students would succeed, a summative 
assessment in the form of a translation quiz from L2 to L1 was used to validate the 
formative assessment data. 
As mentioned above, stories were intentionally bizarre (Ray & Seely, 1998). The 
purpose of this technique was to keep student interest at a high level, particularly for 
those students who were ready to move on but had to wait for the others to catch up in 
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their understanding. Students were not expected to produce output until they were 
confident the output would be correct. The decision to produce output was student led in 
this methodology. TPRS is used in some language classrooms today either as the primary 
learning methodology or as a supplement to other methodologies. 
Communicative Language Teaching 
Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) was promoted in the 1970s and 1980s 
as a philosophy of language teaching and learning, the main goal of which is 
communicative competence (Savignon, 2007). Hymes (1972) presented the idea that 
Chomsky was wrong about his idea that a universal grammar is the basis for all language 
learning. Hymes proposed that the learner’s purpose drives language learning and that 
languages are created and learned for sociocultural purposes.  
CLT does not rely on prescribed teaching techniques, but on the communicative 
goal for the students. In this regard, it is a departure from many of the methodologies that 
came before. With CLT, any technique that works to aid the students toward attaining the 
communicative goal may be used. There is not one correct way to teach or learn and 
different techniques may be combined. Unlike methodologies that came before, the 
teacher is a direct participant in the communication along with the student. The basis for 
the philosophy is that in human language learning outside of school settings, the learner 
has a purpose for learning. The philosophy also takes note of the fact that human 
language can be oral and written, in any combination (Savignon, 2018). This allows for 
the potential of greater student autonomy within the learning environment. 
Because of the nature of CLT, there are no textbooks that have been specifically 
written to use a particular methodology. CLT favors texts written for non-learning 
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purposes by native speakers for native speakers. Such texts can include menus and 
advertisements along with literary and non-fiction texts. In the case of Latin, such texts 
can include graffiti, curse tablets, hymns and songs. The CLT philosophy is exemplified 
today in classrooms in which multiple approaches are used and in which student purpose 
drives the course. 
Active Latin 
The terms “active Latin, “spoken Latin” and “living Latin” are often used 
interchangeably, even by Latin teachers. The term “living Latin” has two basic meanings. 
This term has been used by some who wish to reinstall Latin as a lingua franca, perhaps 
even as the international language of the European Union, an idea that has not gotten off 
the ground. But most commonly, the term “Living Latin” is used almost interchangeably 
with “spoken Latin”. At its most fundamental level, spoken Latin is just that, Latin that is 
spoken as a language of communication. It is notable that there has never been a time that 
Latin ceased to be spoken for communicative purpose. For perhaps 150 years, starting in 
the mid-19th century, however, the use of spoken Latin diminished and during that time 
Latin became mainly a language to be read. Coffee (2012) provides an outline of the 
history of oral Latin from the 1970s to the present day. 
The working definition of “active Latin” this study relies on describes 
pedagogical practices and philosophies behind the learner’s use of four communicative 
competencies of reading, writing, speaking and listening Latin in order to promote 
reading comprehension. Eisner (1996) discussed how modes of communication affect 
learning process and outcomes. Tierney and Leys (2011), Vidal (2011), Jackson (2016) 
amd  Renandya and Jacobs (2016) explored relationships between various configurations 
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of these competencies, concluding that when two or more competencies are used 
together, learning outcomes improve. Tierney and Leys (1984) showed when reading and 
writing experiences are integrated, both readers and writers make greater gains in 
proficiency. However, Endler (2008) found that oral language proficiency did not predict 
English or French word reading proficiency in a study of students learning French as a 
second language. Another important consideration is that the oral component may not be 
able to support the reading component fully, particularly in cases of words or expressions 
that are not in common oral communication (Cavanagh, 2005). While all four 
communicative competencies are related, the ramifications of these relationships have not 
been explored fully. 
This study’s working definition of active Latin includes a spoken component to 
active Latin. Active learning methods are characterized by high levels of student 
engagement (Bonwell and Eison, 1991). In active Latin, the learner uses the target 
language throughout the learning process, without having to think in the first language in 
order to mediate understanding. Although active approaches can include physical 
movement by the learner, the primary type of activity is cognitive. Several of the teaching 
methodologies listed above are designed with the goal of students reading the language in 
mind. Active Latin can be combined, to the profit of students, with any methodology that 
keeps the goal of reading Latin written by speakers of native ability for speakers of native 
ability in a central place.  
A textbook used to support the beginnings of conversational use of spoken Latin 
in Latin classrooms is Latin for the New Millennium (Minkova & Tunberg, 2010). This 
textbook is a hybrid, offering teachers and students many different techniques to choose 
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from. Each chapter of Latin for the New Millennium (LNM) ends with a list of words and 
phrases useful for speaking Latin in daily life and a short dialogue. The teacher support 
materials offer teachers some guidance in promoting an active Latin methodology in their 
classrooms. 
Teachers and students using Latin communicatively often wish to have a 
handbook of phrases and terms that pertain to modern life. One very popular handbook 
written by Traupman (2007) is Conversational Latin For Oral Proficiency. 
Conversational Latin for Oral Proficiency is built around several dialogues the reader can 
use to practice conversational situations in modern life, including such topics as getting 
up in the morning, sports and going to school. The dialogues are presented at three levels 
of difficulty to provide a scaffold for learners who wish to begin using spoken Latin and 
for those who wish to improve their competence in this language skill. In 2008, Stephen 
Berard published Vita Nostra (Book 1). Vita Nostra gets students started with speaking 
tasks such as greetings, asking and answering inquiries about someone’s health, talking 
about the house and its furniture and other topical subjects. Vita Nostra can be used as a 
subsidiary textbook along with any textbook that favors any methodology in order to 
support an active dimension in any Latin class. 
In addition to these conversational handbooks, Latin speakers also use the Latin 
Phrase Book (Meissner & Auden, 2002). This phrase book is arranged by topics 
including the weather, the human body, joy, hatred, jealousy, outrage, pain, fear, 
suspicion and even to ways to express matters such as revenge, deceit, prayers, interest 
rates, hospitality, anarchy, election to political office and marriage. This book, notably, 
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grounds all of the expressions in Latin from ancient sources. As such, it is an excellent 
resource for spoken Latin as well as written composition.  
 Besides textbooks and handbooks, there other sources for active Latin teachers 
and learners including conversational immersion seminars. A brief history of these 
seminars follows. In 1973, Eichenseer instituted a Latin seminar in Germany to foster the 
active use of Latin. Father Reginald Foster offered active Latin instruction in Rome 
starting in 1985. In 1986, New York State teaching standards for Latin required Latin for 
Communication, supported and extended by ACTFL in 1991. In 1996, the Conventiculum 
Latinum Latin Seminars began at the University of Kentucky, led by Terence Tunberg 
(Minkova & Tunberg, 2021). The purpose of the Conventiculum Latinum is to help 
participants to develop a closer relationship with the Latin language in order to 
understand what is read. The Conventiculum Latinum is not designed for absolute 
beginners. Rather, people who are able to read some Latin already come to the 
Conventiculum to learn how to put their previous passive knowledge of the Latin 
language, which is quite considerable for many participants, into action (Humanitas, 
2021). Today there are other active Latin seminars throughout the world.  
But active Latin has not been universally applauded or accepted, even among 
other classicists. There remain those who feel that scholars interested in improving their 
oral-aural facility with the language are at best wasting their time, at worst, playing a silly 
game. According to Ball and Ellsworth, (as cited in Coffee, 2012), Latin is not a language 
that is able to be used for real communication. Despite such claims, active Latin has, 
nevertheless, moved beyond the stage of a few immersion seminars in various pockets 
around the world. For example, at the University of Kentucky, one can attain a degree in 
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spoken Latin, at the Institutum Studiis Latinis Provehendis (Institute for Latin studies). 
To attain this degree, students complete graduate level courses entirely in Latin. The 
syllabus, assignments and exams are all in Latin, as are all class meetings. Active Latin 
pedagogy is encouraged and practiced for the attainment of this degree. At Cork College 
in Ireland, students can follow a course of study in Renaissance Latin Culture to attain the 
M.A. degree. Students in the program learn to speak Latin as part of the course 
requirements and must pass an exam in Latin. Notably, students with no prior knowledge 
of Latin are welcome in this program, which began in 2016.  
Conclusions from the Review of Latin Teaching Methodologies 
Latin teaching enjoys a long history and as such, has been taught and learned via 
numerous methods. That there has been tremendous success using all of these methods is 
undeniable. Latin has continued to be spoken for more than twenty-five centuries. While 
the terms describing Latin pedagogy are used somewhat loosely, even by Latin teachers, 
there is an overwhelming sense that Latin teachers continue to care about their students 
and about the Latin language. The evidence for this is seen in the variety of materials and 
approaches, many of which are reviewed above. 
Active Latin Pedagogy: A Constructivist View 
Constructivist View of Active Latin Overview 
A growing concern among Latin teachers is ensuring that their pedagogy is 
responsive to the needs of their students so that they foster academic success and provide 
equitable educational experiences to all students (Anagnostou-Laoutides 2012, Lloyd 
2017, Nechifor & Borka 2020). To improve educational outcomes for all students, Latin 
teachers have begun to practice what they call “active Latin”. Active Latin teaching 
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essentially describes pedagogical practices that foster reading comprehension by 
facilitating high levels of student engagement. Active Latin learning is fundamentally a 
set of cognitive processes, which together form a scaffold to assist the student in attaining 
a greater level of familiarity with the language, its vocabulary and its grammar, with the 
result that the learner does not have to switch between two languages to understand the 
text. What that process looks like in a classroom from the perspective of those who 
inhabit it was not defined reliably prior to this study. This section explores a working 
definition of active Latin teaching, discusses practices and dispositions of teachers of 
active Latin and views these practices and dispositions through the lens of Constructivist 
curriculum theories in order to examine how defining active Latin teaching affects 
classroom practice and student success and the implications for teacher education. 
Considering the Learner’s Goals 
Chomsky (2005) expressed that human language is universal and that all human 
beings have an innate sense of how languages work, an idea which he called universal 
grammar. Nevertheless, there are differences in languages and the ways they behave and 
are used. When considering the learner’s purposes for learning a language, understanding 
these differences can help teachers to guide learners through the educative process. 
Dewey called on teachers to create the conditions for educative experiences (Dewey 
1938). Educative experiences enable learners to connect their own experiences and prior 
knowledge to what is being learned. Learners are then able to use these experiences to 
engage with new experiences. The result for these learners is growth. When educators 
consider the learner’s purposes for learning a subject, they are paving the way for 
educative experiences by creating conditions for the learners to draw on their prior 
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knowledge and experience and to use the educative experiences to make connections to 
future experiences.   
Most people who are learning modern languages have the primary goal of 
speaking directly with other living speakers. Speaking with others is a communicative 
necessity, for example, if one plans to live for any time in a community that lives in a 
different language from the learner’s first language. This is the first difference with Latin: 
unlike a modern language, Latin has no community of living native speakers. As 
mentioned above, modern languages undergo speedy, constant changes. Speakers must 
be prepared to adapt their own use of the language to these changes as part of the process 
of learning the language. A crucial skill for a learner of a modern language is to get a 
good sense of how the language changes over time in order to anticipate future changes. 
Pedagogy for teaching and learning modern languages must be prepared to support the 
learner in this process, as this is an essential component of communicating in a living 
language. 
A dead language does not undergo this swift change. The basic definition of a 
dead language is that it is not currently spoken at home by the population of any 
community. In fact, the very nature of a dead language, that it is not spoken as a first 
language by any living group of people, fairly well guarantees that the language will not 
undergo much, if any, change. Leonhardt (2013) addressed this phenomenon of linguistic 
deadness as it relates to Latin in greater detail, and, in fact, demonstrated that the 
difference between a living language and Latin, the dead language, was neither simple 
nor categorical. And this very nuance may account, in part, for the fact that Latin, 
although a dead language, is included in Chomsky’s (2005) idea of universal grammar: it 
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is a language, after all, and human languages have a lot of factors in common because 
language is something innate.  
The fact that Latin is a dead language by the definition we are using here, that it is 
not spoken by any community of people as their first language from birth, however, does 
not tell the whole story of its uniqueness. People still learn other dead languages today. 
Latin is unique among languages, even dead languages, for several reasons. Latin was the 
language of the Roman Empire, which spread its language and culture inexorably and 
successfully for nearly a thousand years. Then, as the Roman Empire declined, places 
where Latin had been spoken became more and more cut off from the central 
government. Due to the process of rapid change and linguistic development that 
characterizes a modern language and can make even the simplest lines of Shakespeare 
difficult for today’s speakers to understand without some effort, Latin changed so much 
from the language it had been that it became several daughter languages: Italian, Spanish, 
French, Portuguese and Romanian. These Romance languages are related to Latin but 
they are wholly separate from each other and they are completely separate from Latin. 
Yet, remarkably, while this change was taking place, Latin, the old language, was still a 
lingua franca, used by speakers of different languages to communicate with each other. 
During this time and through the Middle Ages, Latin itself did experience a great deal of 
change. This change came about even though Latin was considered to be a dead language 
for much of that time.  
The modern era has seen similar developments in the Hebrew language. Fellman 
(1973) discussed the process by which Hebrew came to be revitalized. By the nineteenth 
century, Hebrew was an ancient language and a dead one, in the sense that there were no 
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native speakers using the ancient version as their first language. At the same time, it was 
the language of religious writings and because of that, its study was very important to the 
people of that religion and other related religions. Then Hebrew was selected as the 
official language of Israel. Since that time, Hebrew has undergone the same rapid style of 
change that any modern language has to undergo. The change has been so rapid and so 
complete that today religious scholars who are native speakers of Modern Hebrew work 
to learn the ancient language in order to interpret religious texts with fidelity.  
The case of the Latin language, as mentioned before, is somewhat different. After 
Latin had split into two distinct branches, Latin and Romance languages, something even 
more unusual happened. During the Renaissance, humanists began to regularize Latin to 
accommodate their speech and writing to the norms of the Latin that had been used in the 
Roman period. They took a few authors, primarily Cicero, as their model for what was 
accepted as correctly rendered Latin. This was not a small, isolated practice of a few 
scholars, but was widespread and hotly debated. Gotoff (1980) detailed one aspect of this 
debate, the practice of Ciceronianism. Adherents of Ciceronianism sometimes exercised 
their desire to imitate Cicero to such a degree that they did not permit themselves to use 
any word that Cicero was not known to have used in texts extant at the time. The 
regularization of the Latin language that resulted from this phenomenon of regularization 
has held for the last five hundred years. Using the regularized forms, people spoke Latin, 
they gave speeches in Latin, they wrote letters in Latin, they commented on ancient 
works written in Latin, they wrote the commentaries in Latin and they conducted 
business in Latin. All during this time of tremendous use of the language, in no part of 
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the world was Latin the birth language of any community. That sort of linguistic change 
can only practically happen with a dead language. 
As a result of regularizing the norms of Latin language use to fit the ideal set by 
the Renaissance thinkers, coupled with the fact that Latin is a dead language, students of 
Latin do not have to spend a lot of time at the beginning of their study trying to learn how 
the Latin language handles the formation and use of new vocabulary words. New 
vocabulary words are still being coined today, but it is not a primary skill useful to 
students. Major skills that Latin students benefit from in their active use of the language 
are, instead, paraphrase and circumlocution. Native speakers of any language use 
circumlocution as a matter of course when they do not know the meaning of a word. For 
example, a native speaker could possibly ask, “What is the little plastic covering on the 
end of a shoelace1 called?” This is circumlocution, the act of describing the thing or 
action for which a speaker does not know the word. The use of circumlocution in this 
way is an act of co-creation of knowledge between the participants in the conversation. 
Co-creation of knowledge is another important aspect of Dewey's (1938) philosophy of 
constructivist pedagogy. The practice of circumlocution can be difficult for students who 
have been trained in the so-called Grammar-Translation method, wherein knowing the 
right answer and approved English substitute for each and every Latin word in each and 
every context is highly valued, and guessing is not usually encouraged. 
Active Latin and Constructivist Theories 
Latin teachers, like other teachers wishing to improve educational outcomes for 
their students, cultivate teaching practices that are responsive to the needs and 
 
1 The little plastic covering on the end of a shoelace is called an aglet in English. 
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experiences of their students. These Latin teachers may choose to engage in active Latin 
teaching and learning practices in order to provide equitable educational opportunities for 
all of their students. Dewey (1935) exhorted educators to recognize that individual 
students have different life and educational experiences. He charged educators with 
taking those prior experiences and the students’ current environment into account to 
create worthwhile educative experiences. 
Active Latin, as described above, is a set of pedagogical practices that promote 
reading comprehension in Latin as Latin, without any other language as a mediator for 
understanding. Student engagement is key to student success in reading Latin literature. 
Students perform several cognitive processes to increase their familiarity with the whole 
language, with its vocabulary, its idioms and its grammar. The result of this active 
cognitive engagement on the part of the students is that the learner does not have to 
switch between two languages to understand the text. In Latin classrooms, teachers using 
active Latin pedagogy share some practices and dispositions that lead to high levels of 
engagement. 
First, it is important to note that active, as it is used here, does not refer to 
physical movement, although students may well move around during active Latin classes. 
Active Latin means cognitively active. Dewey (1944) emphasized that “education is not 
an affair of ‘telling’ and being told, but an active and constructive process” (p. 46). 
Students involved in active Latin learning are working with the Latin language directly in 
Latin to engage in meaningful communicative tasks while they are learning to understand 
the Latin language. That students are using the language in carefully-scaffolded ways 
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during this process under the guidance of the teacher does not negate the active nature of 
these pedagogical practices.  
Second, active Latin refers to what the students are doing, to the cognitive tasks 
with which the students are engaging and what the teacher is doing to support the 
students during this work. Active Latin teaching continually asks the question, “Why are 
students doing this task, reading this literature and using these skills in this lesson at this 
particular part of their course?” Burns and Botzakis (2016) described cognitive learning 
targets as learning goals comprised of four main elements: the cognitive skills students 
are applying, the concepts or skills the students are intended to work on, the resources 
(such as texts, but not limited to texts) used as the vehicle for the lesson and the purpose 
of the lesson. Including these four elements in the design of lessons for any domain 
provides a framework for teachers as they plan lessons that are responsive and relevant to 
the needs of students. Teachers of active Latin use the kind of thinking that is the basis 
for such lesson design. 
Third, active Latin teaching is responsive to the needs and experiences of 
students. “A life driven by the pursuit of meaning is enriched when the meanings sought 
and secured are multiple” (Eisner, 1999, p. 658). Responsive teaching requires the 
teacher to know the individual students, where they come from and their interests and 
goals. In this way, meaning is authentic and relevant to the learners. Active Latin 
teaching seeks to activate students’ interests, not as a means to entertain, but as a means 
to help students find their own intrinsic motivations in their work. Active Latin teaching 
attracts teachers with a pedagogical philosophy that requires the teacher to co-create 
knowledge with the students. While the teacher does have background knowledge that 
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the students do not have, it is important for the teacher to be aware that the students also 
bring their background knowledge to the class.  
Fostering a classroom climate in which there is real choice for the students sets 
the tone for active learning. Schwab (1983) pointed out that teachers make numerous 
pedagogical choices as they are teaching. These opportunities for split-second decision-
making crop up frequently and yet also unpredictably. The art of managing all of these 
choices is an essential part of the practice of teaching. Active Latin pedagogy is not 
demanding that teachers make no choices, nor that they merely react to students’ 
experiences. As Schwab stated, even if someone in authority were to order teachers not to 
make pedagogical choices, that would not happen. They would not stop. (Schwab, 1983 
p. 245). Rather, active Latin pedagogy suggests that teachers and students are co-creators 
of knowledge and that both roles offer opportunity for choice and autonomy. 
When students work with teachers in this way, all the members of the class 
participate in creating a situation that is worth-while, not merely entertaining. “Attentive 
care must be devoted to the conditions which give each present experience a worth-while 
meaning” (Dewey, 1938, p. 51). More than merely passing through a series of arranged 
experiences, when the teacher and the students, together, create experience, learning is 
more memorable because it has intrinsic value. “An unconnected set of facts has a 
pitiably short half-life in memory” (Bruner, 1977, p. 31). The connection of the facts and 
content in a web, not only to other content and facts that have been presented in the class, 
but also to the experiences of the students, makes that content more accessible and easier 
to remember. “The best way to create interest in a subject is to render it worth knowing, 
which means to make the knowledge gained usable in one’s thinking beyond the situation 
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in which the learning has occurred” (Bruner, 1977, p. 31). Sharing the job of classroom 
decision-making does not diminish the role of the teacher, but, is rather, a sensible 
division of labor. The teacher is the subject-matter expert and the students are the experts 
of their own experiences. Like fostering student choice, student autonomy and co-
creating knowledge that connects student experience and content, sharing the decision-
making is a hallmark of active Latin teaching and learning. 
Professional Development and Active Latin 
From a constructivist perspective, one goal of professional development is to 
create opportunities to view education problems via multiple perspectives (Honebein, 
2016). Hill (2009) examined professional development policies with a view to improving 
outcomes. Hill cited the Horizon (2002) study on teacher professional development, 
which reported that very few teachers believed professional development influenced them 
to change their instruction. While reviewing teacher beliefs about the relationship 
between professional development and their pedagogy is helpful for understanding the 
phenomenon, considering studies that examine professional development and its 
relationship to classroom outcomes offers additional insight.  Kennedy (2016) analyzed 
professional development programs to determine which had a greater effect on student 
and teacher outcomes. Kennedy discussed four different categories of professional 
development programs. Among these, three programs in Kennedy’s category “Enactment 
via Insight” were evaluated. In the program Kennedy calls most effective, teachers read 
articles about teaching practices and then discussed the articles with each other.   
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Active Latin in the 16th and 17th Centuries 
Active language learning tasks have been practiced by Latin learners and teachers 
for centuries. This section examines active learning tasks to support the transmission of 
the Latin language in the 16th and 17th centuries. The question of how teachers passed 
along the Latin language, a language that had already been dead for centuries, has been 
examined periodically. For one example of this sort of study, see Tunberg (2012). 
Tunberg examined several authors whose written work is available to us today, to set 
forth a picture of Latin language pedagogy in the 16th and 17th centuries. How to teach the 
Latin language was thought about with great care by educators, some of whom wrote 
their thoughts about teaching. Some even put their philosophies into practice in their own 
schools. The question of how Latin teachers still pass along that same dead language 
today, after all these centuries, is illuminated by a look at the practices of these past 
educators. 
This section examines the learning practices described in the works of Ioannes 
Posselius, Philip Melanchthon, the Jesuit Ratio Studiorum and in the Latin school 
programs from the Low Countries and the Principality of Liège described by René Hoven 
as representative of teaching and learning of Latin in the 16th and 17th centuries. Analysis 
of these educators’ teaching practices yields similarities beyond those that can be 
explained by common views on religion and morality. Perhaps most surprising to a 
twenty-first century teacher is the importance that was attached not only to reading, but to 
speaking, listening and writing. As mentioned above, the favorite author for educators 
during this time period was Cicero, who is mentioned throughout many of the works 
examined. The works of Cicero were not only to be read but his style was to be imitated 
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in speaking and writing. There are a few differences among these programs as well. 
Among these differences concerns the use of the students’ first language to reinforce and 
establish meaning and the use of norms found in the works of authors other than Cicero 
as acceptable models for speaking. Looking at the practice of active methods of teaching 
Latin in the 16th and 17th centuries expands perceptions of traditional methods of Latin 
teaching beyond those held for the last half century. 
Active Latin in the 16th and 17th Centuries Overview 
A surprising number of similarities appear among the rationales for teaching 
presented by Johannes Posselius, Philip Melanchthon, the Jesuits, and by Rene Hoven’s 
discussion of Latin in the Low Countries and the principality of Liège. Tunberg (2012) 
examined spoken Latin in the 16th and 17th centuries. The authors discussed here are a 
selection from the authors discussed in Tunberg’s work. The great number of educators 
discussing education and pedagogical practices in the western world in the 16th and 17th 
centuries were Christian, so it makes sense that the authors examined here have in 
common an emphasis on morality and religion. This is particularly true when examining 
authors who wrote about teaching the Latin language, which was the language of the 
clergy, an extremely powerful social force during this time. 
Leaving the obvious connections of religion and morality aside, however, there 
are other similarities and a few glaring differences. Indeed, the fact that Latin was spoken 
by both students and teachers during the process of learning Latin could be the most 
unexpected similarity of all, at least to the mind of a Latin teacher educated in the last 
fifty years. Since World War II, Latin teaching and textbooks have favored less active 
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methods of pedagogy than those observed in the writings of Posselius, Melanchthon, 
Hoven and the Jesuits that are considered here. 
As noted throughout this study, Latin is a dead language. That is, Latin is not the 
language used by any community of people during the course of their day-to-day lives at 
home, at work and in public life. Similarly, Latin was a dead language during the 16th and 
17th centuries. Yet at the same time it was a lingua franca. The difference between the 
deadness of Latin in the 16th and 17th centuries and the deadness of Latin today is an 
important characteristic to be considered. In the 16th and 17th centuries, students had to 
learn to speak Latin in order to be able to attend the university and in order to participate 
in public life at any level beyond the working poor. In the university, these students 
studied Theology, Medicine, Law and Moral Philosophy.  
By the 16th century, education had changed from the way it had been practiced in 
Rome even up to the fifth century CE. And it continued to change. By the 10th century 
CE, ars grammatica (discussion of the elements of grammar) was the main focus of 
education. Up to this time and perhaps for a short time after that, the teacher presented 
works of literature first letter by letter, then word by word to the youngest students, who 
would repeat after the teacher. The teacher would give his commentary on each word, 
one by one. To teach writing, the teacher would physically lead the hand of the very 
young student.   
Around this point on the timeline, there seems to have been a gradual shift. 
Education was now practiced in monasteries and cathedral schools, where the trivium, 
three of the liberal arts, were taught: ars grammatica, ars rhetorica, (oratory, the art of 
speaking persuasively) and ars dialectica (using reason and logical argumentation to 
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establish the truth between differing points of view.) Universities soon were established, 
where students could obtain a degree in Medicine, Law, or Theology. Ars dialectica had 
become the main focus of formal education by this time, for through ars dialectica, 
theology was discussed.  
Latin was the vehicle for education for many centuries including the time when 
Universities began to be established. Through ars rhetorica, professors taught their 
students everything else. But the Latin language itself was changing due to its constant 
use for these specialized subjects. This change in the language, in part, prompted the rise 
of humanism. Renaissance Humanism, as the term is used here, was not a period of 
philosophical transformation, but was, rather, a period of intense literary criticism. This 
was not the Humanism of two or three centuries later, nor was it a Humanism that 
rejected theistic religion, to focus on secular and naturalistic views of humanity and the 
universe. 
One notable practice by Renaissance humanists was their focus on oration as a 
means of conveying ideas and information. The pedagogical practice of delivering 
educational orations is simple and long-lived, following a tradition that went all the way 
back to Rome and Greece, as a practice that illustrated the way a person represents 
himself in public life. As one of the liberal arts, ars oratoria was a pillar of education 
from classical times through the Renaissance and beyond. Perhaps it is better to call 
oratory the foundation, which holds up the entire structure, rather than merely a pillar, 
which supports part of a structure. 
The Renaissance humanists, in contrast to those who came before them, worked 
together to look back to the authors of the Classical period as the sources and exemplars 
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of eloquence. The Renaissance humanists included Augustine among the authors of the 
classical period, since he wrote at the time before the fall of Rome, when Latin was still 
worthy, in their view, of being imitated. Chief among these sources worthy of imitation 
was Cicero. This connection between education and humanism is important, because it 
gets at the basic meaning of Humanism as it was conceived for many centuries. 
Humanism is related to a somewhat older word, humanista, a humanist. A humanist, as it 
was used during the 16th and 17th centuries, was a scholar of the humanities, which are 
the liberal arts. The liberal arts are the study of literary pursuits that distinguish a person 
as free. The humanists were focusing on promoting rhetoric, poetry, grammar, history 
and moral philosophy; this focus was present throughout their discussions about 
pedagogy. 
Philipp Melanchthon 
Melanchthon lived during the Renaissance (the rebirth), a time of incredible social 
change throughout Europe. During the Renaissance, scholars placed a heavy emphasis on 
all the arts. Literature was not left behind. The Latin language was cultivated and part of 
this rebirth of the arts related to what may be viewed as a renovation of the Latin 
language. The scholars of the Renaissance decided to imitate the style of the authors they 
felt were the best, who were therefore considered to be classical. The Latin word 
classicus means “the best, of the highest order” and the term was applied to what the 
Renaissance scholars deemed to exemplify that ideal. These classical authors, primarily 
Cicero, lived during what has come to be known as the Golden Age of Latin literature, a 
Roman literary period spanning fifty years or so from about 70 BCE. During the 
Renaissance, numerous works of Latin literature were written in this reborn, classical 
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style. It is impossible to estimate the number of these works that have never yet been 
translated to modern languages, nor perhaps even read in more than a hundred years.   
Declamatio de miseriis paedagogorum (Melanchthon, 1533) sheds light, if not 
directly, then at least reflected through humor, on what Latin teaching and learning was 
like in Melanchthon’s time. Behind Melanchthon’s exaggerated representation of 
difficulties experienced by the teacher in the Latin classroom, we are able to see a picture 
of the way Latin was taught, if not everywhere, at least universally enough that his 
audience would have understood and appreciated the references. It is a picture of a 
scholastic atmosphere where students interact with Latin, not mainly through reading and 
translating, nor mainly through listening, but through reading, writing, speaking and 
listening, in an active blend of all four communication competencies. 
Bretschneider, in Melanchthon, Bretschneider, & Bindseil (1834), offered a 
timeline of Melanchthon’s life, summarized here. Melanchthon was born Philipp 
Schwartzerdt on February 16, 1497. Melanchthon’s father and grandfather died 11 days 
apart in 1508 and young Philipp was sent to live with his maternal grandmother, the sister 
of Johannes Reuchlin, a noted Renaissance humanist. Melanchthon entered the 
University of Heidelberg in 1509. He was 11, nearly 12 years old, at the time. In 1511, 
when Melanchthon was only fourteen years old, Jakob Wimpfeling published some of 
Melanchthon’s poems. Melanchthon made good progress in his studies, but he was not 
permitted to graduate with the Master of Arts degree in 1512, although he had completed 
all of the educational requirements necessary to earn the degree. He was deemed to be too 
young to be able to teach at that age and his youth was the expressed basis for denying 
the degree. This was likely frustrating to Melanchthon, who had successfully passed all 
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of the requirements except the unwritten requirement of age of life. Melanchthon went 
study in Tübingen, earning his MA in 1514.  
At the suggestion of Reuchlin, his great uncle, Philipp changed his last name from 
Schwartzerdt, calling himself Melanchthon (Μελάγχθων). Melanchthon is a direct 
translation of Schwartzerdt, which means Black Earth in German, into Greek, keeping the 
same meaning. Taking on a name that called to mind the classical period was the custom 
of the humanists of the time. Reuchlin, by suggesting that Melanchthon take on a Greek 
name officially recognized the scholarly potential of Melanchthon. After earning the 
Master of Arts degree, Melanchthon went on to study theology and is well-known today 
as the successor to Martin Luther as a leader of the Protestant Reformation. Melanchthon 
taught oratory and the literary works of Vergil and Livy to younger students. 
Melanchthon died on April 19, 1560.  
With all of these educational accomplishments at such an early age in mind, it 
would be reasonable to expect that Melanchthon would have taken a kindly attitude 
towards his young students. In Melanchthon’s (1533) Declamatio de Miseriis 
Paedagogorum, (a Speech on the Sufferings of Teachers), Melanchthon discussed the 
unfortunate Latin teacher and all that the teacher has to suffer in discharging his 
profession. Bretschneider (1843) put the date of this speech at 1526. The oration was 
published in a collection in 1533, so Melanchthon certainly wrote it before that collection 
was published, which makes the date of 1526 seem reasonable. The oration is a humorous 
description of the difficulties that Latin teachers face in the classroom as they try to 
develop the linguistic competence of their students. The intended audience of the oration 
seems to have been teachers of adolescents.  
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Humor is a useful rhetorical tool. But what makes something funny? The 
unexpected can be funny. Parody can be funny. At least part of the reason this speech is 
humorous lies in the use of a common trope, where it is held that the children of today do 
not work as hard as the previous generation. Considering that this oration was written 
over five centuries ago, it seems that times have not changed all that much. 
Melanchthon’s main device of humor in this oration was the use of caricature. 
Melanchthon has exaggerated the faults of his students for the sake of a joke. Even 
caricature is not humorous if the audience does not understand the joke. There has to be a 
grain of truth for caricature to be truly convincing. That grain of truth is the reason 
Melanchthon’s speech was compelling enough, at the time it was written, to merit 
publication, an expensive endeavor.  
The examples that build the caricature of the students in the poor teacher’s class 
can shed light on teaching practices during the 16th century. Melanchthon compared 
teaching students the Latin language to the hypothetical act of teaching a camel to dance, 
or to Sisyphus pushing his rock. Melanchthon said that the teacher has to cram everything 
into his student’s head 600 times and the teacher had better not look away, because all of 
it will fall right back out of his student’s head again. This should come as no surprise to 
teachers of any era, because repetition and practice are well-established ways to promote 
student success. “Students must practice a skill twenty-four times or more to reach 80-
percent competency” Marzano, Pickering, & Pollock (2001). While Melanchthon’s 600 
times is surely an exaggeration, it is grounded in this truth. 
Melanchthon’s exaggerations point to some important data about students who 
were learning Latin. From this oration, one that was not intended to be serious, there is a 
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great deal of credible evidence that it was commonplace for students to read, write, speak 
and listen, using all four linguistic competencies in school. Students were also expected 
to produce grammatically correct forms. The students were not only expected to write, 
they were expected to compose original work, which is a highly creative process. The 
audience was asked to pity the beleaguered schoolmaster who must provide such a high 
level of support for the student during the writing process, not the least of which included 
supplying not only the topic, but the words to the student. Below are some excerpts from 
the Declamatio de Miseriis Paedagogorum along with the skills of communicative 
competence they illustrate.  
To facilitate finding the passages in the text, this section uses the Bretschneider & 
Bindseil (1834) edition of Melanchthon’s works because it is typeset and is organized 
with page numbers. The 1533 edition, referred to elsewhere in the paper, is formatted in 
an earlier manuscript style. While there are some editorial changes among the various 
editions, the differences in meaning are not substantial and do not change the 
implications for analysis of the data. 
Nunquam nisi coactus a praeceptore puer librum in manus sumit: ubi 
acceperit, oculi atqui animus expatiantur. 
Never unless forced by his teacher does the boy pick up a book. When he 
gets it, his eyes and his mind wander (Melanchthon in Bretschneider & 
Bindseil, 1834, p. 123). 
Reading. Students, in Melanchthon’s view, were expected to read books as part 
of the process of education. There would be little point in complaining that students only 
read books when they are forced to do so if no students were expected to read books. As 
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mentioned above, Melanchthon taught oratory, the works of Vergil and the works of 
Livy. Vergil’s Aeneid is still widely read today, both in the original Latin and in 
translations to numerous languages, more than 2000 years after it was written. That kind 
of longevity is not the mark of a boring book. But according to Melanchthon, the 
student’s eyes and mind wander, adding to the list of trials that the poor teacher has to 
suffer. A wandering mind would not matter so much if the reading were a passive 
exercise wherein the words were intended only to pass before the eyes of the student, if 
the words even managed to get that far. The student in this passage is expected to read 
with attention to the text and not to let his mind wander. The mind is needed to interpret 
text when the reader is looking for the meaning. The mind could very well wander if 
passive techniques related only to parsing forms were required of the student.  
Enarrat aliquid praeceptor, iam illi delicato somnus obrepit, et securus in 
utranue aurem dormit, dum se paedagogus dicendo rumpit. 
The teacher explains something, now sleep sneaks up on him (the student), 
spoiled, and, secure, he sleeps soundly, until the teacher breaks in by 
speaking (Melanchthon in Bretschneider & Bindseil, 1834, p. 123). 
Listening. Here the student sleeps through the teacher’s lesson. The expectation 
that the students were to listen to the teacher and understand what was said is assumed. 
Melanchthon taught his students in Latin. Listening is an active skill, requiring the 
student to not only passively receive what is coming in, but think about it and to respond 
appropriately with his own ideas. And this student is not merely dozing off - he is 
sleeping in utranue aurem - a deep, restful sleep. As above, this image is humorous if 
students were generally expected to learn in classes with a listening component.  
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Itaque si postridie dictata reposcas, quia perfluxerunt aures omnia, nil 
tenet. 
And so if on the next day you were to ask what was said, he has nothing, 
because everything has gone in one ear and out the other (Melanchthon in 
Bretschneider & Bindseil, 1834, p. 123). 
Students were assigned the task of listening and remembering what was discussed 
in the lesson. This is far more active than appearing attentive, or merely making a rote 
response. The students were expected to be attentive and to consider the topic under 
discussion so that they would be able to comment on it. 
Infinitus labor est, os puerile formare, et ad latinam linguam assuefacere. 
It is endless drudgery to mold the boyish mouth and accustom it to the 
Latin language (Melanchthon in Bretschneider & Bindseil, 1834, p. 123). 
Post ubi diu secum luctatus est, tandem vocem edit.  
After he struggles with himself for a long time, finally he utters a word 
(Melanchthon in Bretschneider & Bindseil, 1834, p. 124). 
Speaking. The impatient teacher waits what seems an eternity for the student to 
work himself up to speak. The student visibly wrestles with himself before producing a 
word. Speaking is an active form of communication. The students spoke in Latin in the 
classes Melanchthon is calling to mind. As before, this passage would not really be 
humorous if speaking in Latin in school were not enough of a norm that all of the people 
listening to this oration were familiar not only with the practice of expecting students to 
speak Latin in school, but also with students who struggle to form a response to a 
question posed in Latin.  
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Quidam ingeniosi sunt in postrema syllaba et casu dictionis obruendo ne 
percipiatur. 
Some (students) are clever in hiding the final syllable and the case of the 
word lest it be heard (Melanchthon in Bretschneider & Bindseil, 1834, p. 
124). 
Grammar. Melanchthon was very direct here in stating that students were 
expected to produce Latin according to the grammatical norms of the language. Some of 
the students Melanchthon mentioned here tried not to speak out clearly in class, or at least 
tended to mumble the endings on the words. The endings on Latin words cause the most 
trouble for beginning speakers of Latin, because these forms change with great 
frequency. There are more than 100 different forms of a single verb, 12 forms of a single 
noun, 30 forms of a single adjective, pronoun, or participle. That is a lot for a student to 
remember. Add to that the fact that some endings are used for more than one form, or in 
different words to indicate different forms and the student seems to deserve more pity 
than Melanchthon’s teacher. But here Melanchthon does not appear to be lamenting the 
fact that students are not producing the grammar perfectly, so much as the fact that the 
students are trying not to engage with the Latin language on its own terms. When a 
speaker attempts to avoid pronouncing the endings or mumbles them, an essential part of 
Latin’s meaning is lost to the listener.  




Neither does his prose evoke the authors who are assigned, nor does it fit 
with the rules of grammar (Melanchthon in Bretschneider & Bindseil, 
1834, p. 123). 
When the student spoke, he was expected to imitate the style of the authors that 
had been assigned for his study and homework. This is not to say that Melanchthon’s 
poor teacher demanded that beginning students speak extemporaneously in the long, 
beautifully formed sentences that Cicero is known for. Rather, the evidence here seems to 
show that the student was expected to be able to deliver remarks during class using 
previously studied authors as a model. This is an example of scaffolded teaching, so that 
the student would have been expected to think about the rules of grammar and the style of 
the author assigned. Students during this period were taught to speak extemporaneously 
and cultivated the art of speaking eloquently but it was not expected to happen 
spontaneously without training and practice.  
Immane quantus labor est perpellere, ut vel toto semestri unum epistolion 
scribant. 
How huge a job it is to urge them so that even in an entire half-year term 
they write one letter (Melanchthon in Bretschneider & Bindseil, 1834, p. 
123). 
Writing. This is not a writing exercise like those found in the composition books 
of the 19th century. Those exercises ask students to translate obscure, out-of-date 
sentences and short passages from English to Latin. Latin Composition, in the 19th 
century sense and even today, does not generally mean translating from Latin to English; 
neither does it mean writing something new devised by the student all in Latin. 
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Melanchthon’s students, on the other hand, were expected to compose their own prose. In 
this example, students have been given a task: write a letter. Writing letters in Latin was a 
necessary skill for public life in the Renaissance. As before, the humor here presumes 
that the audience knows that writing a letter is a common task to set before students in a 
Latin class. And the audience also knows that it is not supposed to take a whole semester 
to accomplish that task. 
Neque vero unquam cogi potest, ut unum versum scribat, nisi praeceptor 
adsideat, dictet argumentum, suppeditet verba. 
Nor indeed can he (the student) ever be compelled to write one line unless 
the teacher sits by him, suggests the subject, and furnishes the words 
(Melanchthon in Bretschneider & Bindseil, 1834, p. 123). 
As with reading support, the support that the poor teacher provides students in 
their writing extends to sitting next to the students during the writing process, suggesting 
the subject and supplying all of the words. The students are expected to write and even 
one line (versus) seems to be a problem for the student. It is to be noted that the word 
versus is often, although not always, applied to poetry, where it means a line of poetry 
similar to the English word verse. Writing poetry would be a particularly active form of 
writing in Latin, requiring additional skills using Latin verse meters and rhetorical 
figures. Whether prose or poetry, the students need plenty of teacher support to write. 
It is also important to add that the students were not simply left on their own to 
get on with the tasks set for them. They were not toiling over their grammar books 
without any assistance from the teacher. The teacher did not merely recite a commentary 
on whatever obscure point of grammar was the argument of the day. The teacher, even 
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Melanchthon’s pitiable teacher, worked with the students to co-create knowledge. This is 
especially apparent in the last example. Even though the described degree of help 
provided to the student is exaggerated, it would not be reasonable to deny that at least 
some help and co-creation of knowledge was taking place in these classrooms. 
Latin in Schools of the Low Countries and the Principality of Liège. 
Hoven (1973) examined educational programs in the Low Countries (i.e. 
Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg) and the Principality of Liège in the 16t  
century. Out of approximately 250 to 300 schools that he found to have been in operation 
in the 16th century, Hoven selected 16 educational programs for further analysis. These 
programs were comprised of 33 schools in 28 towns. Hoven based this analysis on 
documents that had been written mostly by the teachers or the administrators.  
The following timeline demonstrates when and where the schools were opened 
(Hoven, 1973). The school in Gouda opened in 1521. Then, in 1563 the Jesuit College in 
Dinant opened, followed, in 1564, by the Ordo gradusque studiorum in Deventer. 1565 
the Institutio scholae of Utrecht opened. Four programs were opened in 1569; Hoven 
bases his analysis on lists of books kept by the Tournai cathedral school and the Tournai 
seminary school, the Saint-Pierre collegiate school and the Notre-Dame parish school in 
Aire-sur-la –Lys. These types of documents could seem, at first glance, to be thin data, 
but it turns out that they provide more than location coordinates on the map of schools 
teaching Latin in the 16th century. For example, while we do not know precisely how 
these books were being used by students and their teachers, it is fair to say that having 
such a list of books shows interest in scholarship and where those interests tended. A list 
of books is not a completely foolproof method for determining what was taking place in 
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schools, however. It is possible that the books were donated and rarely used. Note that the 
printing press was first invented by Gutenberg in 1440. Books had been hard to obtain 
prior to the invention of the printing press, as they were very expensive and cost a lot in 
terms of human labor to copy by hand. Even after the invention of the printing press, 
books were not cheap, nor were they easy to come by. If a school had a book, it is certain 
that someone was reading it.  
Hoven (1973) continued his timeline, mentioning that the school in Antwerp in 
opened 1583, followed by one school in Kampen in 1587. In 1588, several schools 
opened in Friesland: schools in Leeuwarden, Bolsward, Dokkum, Franeker, Harlingen 
and Sneek. Finishing out the timeline of the programs examined are the program in 
Groningen in 1594, in Brielle in 1597. In Brielle in 1599 a second school with a different 
education plan opened. The Jesuits published the Ratio Studiorum in 1599 and by this 
time they already oversaw 14 colleges in the southern Netherlands and the Principality of 
Liège. This was possible, Hoven pointed out, because there had been earlier versions of 
the Ratio Studiorum before the document was approved in its final form. These schools 
were established in Antwerp, Bergues, Bruges, Kortrijk, Douai, Ghent, Liège, Lille, 
Maestricht, Mons, Saint Omer, Tournai, Valenciennes and Ypres. 
After enumerating the programs, their locations and the years they opened, Hoven 
then examined the number of classes in each program. “Class” is used here to mean 
groups of students in the same way that we might call a group of students today the ninth-
grade class, or the third level class, for example. Here the term does not refer to the 
students’ work schedule or particular sessions of a course. Nor does it refer to one smaller 
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group out of all of the students in a given level, as we might today call each of the 
separate sections of first year English a class.  
In Aire-sur-la-Lys, two schools only have one group of students each. In the rest 
of the schools, there are between three and eight groups. Hoven ascertained this by 
examining references in the documents to words for groups such as loci, scholae, classes, 
ordines and gradus (Hoven, 1973). All of these terms can be loosely thought of as “level 
of study,” or grade. The number of groups of students in a given program begins to round 
out the picture of what was happening in these schools. As with the locations of the 
schools, what starts out seeming to be a very narrow data point (the number of classes of 
students, grouped by level of study) puts other narrow data points into perspective. 
Most of the programs seem to have had on staff one teacher per class, more or 
less. In Tournai’s cathedral school, for example, two teachers were on staff to oversee 
three classes. There were three or four professors for six or seven classes in various 
schools in Friesland. The Calvinist College of Antwerp had four classes of students with 
an equal number of professors. There were five professors for five classes at Tournai 
Seminary. The Jesuit schools had six teachers for five levels of students, as there was a 
Greek teacher along with the Latin teachers.  
In terms of how the schools in the Low Countries and the principality of Liège 
were organized, in some of the schools, the teacher of the most experienced class was the 
principal or school director. This administrator often had the title of rector, regens or 
moderator (terms which can be translated as principal or director.) In two programs, the 
Brothers of the Common Life and in the Jesuit schools, the principal did not teach; the 
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Jesuits also had another administrator, the praefectus, who might today be called the dean 
of students. 
In different schools, there were different ways to name and classify groups of 
students. In most of schools, the groups were named in descending order according to 
experience. The most advanced students in these schools were in groups with names such 
as suprema and prima, which would be like calling them the upper class or the first class. 
In ten of the programs (Hoven does not specify which particular programs these were) the 
lower class (infima) was the grade in which students learned the elements of primary 
education, including such basics as the alphabet and how to read. In the other six 
programs, some prior experience in reading or writing is assumed before a student would 
have attained the lower level. In many programs, the language of reading and writing at 
the infima level could be Latin and, in a few cases, reading and writing was taught in the 
vernacular language to raw beginners (Hoven, 1973). The latter is a particularly 
important point for educators to consider today, as it lends support to the idea that once a 
student has learned how to read and write in one language, those skills and practices may 
be useful to the student who is learning how to read a second, or subsequent language. 
These divisions (infima, media and prima) do not generally correspond with one 
calendar year; the amount of time spent in the different grades of each level varied. For 
example, in Deventer, the students spent a semester (six months) on the lower classes 
from eighth (the lowest) going up to fourth class. Then students were expected to spend 
one year in the third class and two in the second class. Most of the schools had a school 
day of five to six hours, divided into morning and afternoon sessions. 
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Grammar, logic and rhetoric formed the trivium of the medieval school, upon 
which later schools were modeled. The schools examined by Hoven followed this pattern. 
The study of the trivium was deemed the core of the educational path: the most essential 
foundation of an education. Four other studies were the quadrivium: arithmetic, 
geometry, music and astronomy. These seven arts together are known as the liberal arts. 
Liberal, directly translated from Latin, means free and these arts were the pursuits of a 
free person. Hoven (1973) noted that students in the Low Countries and the principality 
of Liège were expected to learn to read and listen with understanding and to speak and 
write (both prose and poetry) fluently. All four communicative competencies were the 
goal for students in these schools, which was the expectation for the students of 
Melanchthon’s (1533) oration and the students for whom Posselius (1589) laid out his 
plan for the best way to teach and learn Latin. 
Hoven examined the documents to determine what texts and authors the students 
were studying. There were four domains of study in these Latin schools: Latin, Greek, 
rhetoric and dialectic. Textbooks used in these schools were written by a number of 
authors. Melanchthon and Erasmus were among the authors more contemporary to the 
times. Of the authors from the Roman period, Cicero was the most popular. Other Roman 
authors whose works were read included Vergil, Ovid, Terence, Horace, Livy, Plautus, 
Catullus, Propertius and others.  
In the schools of the Low Countries and the principality of Liège, various 
colloquia (dialogues prepared specifically for student use) and the works of the 
playwright Terence were the main texts presented to students to foster speaking skills. 
Hoven (1973) quoted Erasmus as saying that Terence’s style was close to daily speech 
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and therefore to be imitated. In contrast, Johannes Posselius (1589) had advocated for 
close imitation of Cicero and other similar authors not only for writing, but also for 
speech. Posselius did not mention Terence specifically for speech and favored Cicero as a 
model for speaking. For composition, Cicero’s letters were used as the primary texts on 
which students were to model their own short letters (Hoven, 1973). This was also the 
recommendation of Posselius (1589).  
Johannes Posselius 
In his speech, De Ratione Discendae ac Docendae Linguae Latinae et Graecae, 
(About the Method of Learning and Teaching the Latin language and Greek), Posselius 
set out to explain how students ought to learn Latin and how teachers ought to teach 
them. The oration also included methods of teaching Greek and methods of behavior 
management, not discussed in this section. The following is a summary of the remaining 
key points.  
Listening. First, in his greeting, Posselius addressed the students and others 
present. It was customary for students to be present during academic speeches, which 
were given at the beginning of every school term and on other occasions. Posselius 
explained his reasons for choosing the topic, teaching methods, because of the 
longstanding custom of introducing students to their studies in part so that they would be 
well-educated and so that they would be enticed to love literature and virtue in the sight 
of God (Posselius, 1589). He assured the listeners that the speeches were not presented in 
order to show off how much the speaker, i.e. Posselius himself, knew or how well he 
could speak, but to give beginners an overview, calm the fears of terrified students and 
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urge them to be strong and prepared for the work of becoming educated. Moreover, the 
speech was intended to teach the inexperienced and excite true dignity. 
Posselius (1589) suggested that boys begin their study of Latin literature by the 
age of six or seven if possible, because, he said, their native intelligence is well-suited to 
the task by then. Although the word Posselius used, pueri, can mean children when used 
collectively, here the word certainly means boys. Girls were not the focus of education of 
this sort.  Melanchthon (1834) agreed with the idea that students should start school while 
they are still young, lamenting that the boys in his poor teacher’s classes started their 
schooling far too late, after they have already been spoiled at home. Students in the Low 
Countries and the Principality of Liège were generally between nine and fifteen years old, 
and, in general, had minimal, if any, previous formal education in their own language 
(Hoven, 1973). Starting school at age six or seven seems to be, therefore, an innovation 
suggested by Posselius. 
Grammar. Posselius insisted that there should be a German translation of the 
vocabulary words, because if the students did not understand the words, but were to 
simply repeat them like parrots, they would be wasting their effort. Also included in the 
textbooks recommended by Posselius was a good book of adages. The adages are not 
only valuable for their content but would also provide the teacher a means to repeat 
vocabulary and grammar and to review inflected forms of words. Thus, Posselius 
recognized the value to the students of repeated exposure of the grammatical concepts 
and words to be learned. This part of the instruction should take a year, at which time the 
Latin grammar was to be studied in earnest, briefly and strenuously, illustrated by good 
examples from approved authors. This should not take too long. As noted previously, 
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Posselius mentions, for an extreme example, a school that spent five years on this stage 
when it could have been completed by a diligent teacher in six months. 
The students who work hard should not be held back by those slower to learn, 
Posselius warned. It often happened, he said, that teachers discussed the same literary 
work with all of their students regardless of their students’ current progress. The answer: 
put the hard workers into a more advanced class. The more advanced class would read 
letters of Cicero. Hoven (1973) noted that Cicero was a favorite author among the 
schools in the Low Countries and the Principality of Liège and that the students in these 
schools were divided into grades by experience. The Jesuits (Societas Jesu, Demoustier & 
Julia, 1997) also favored Cicero. Cicero’s letters are much shorter than the speeches and 
philosophical works of Cicero, so that a student is able to comprehend the whole work, 
which helps when learning how to read. The student would be able to make progress in 
reading the letter and would be able to think about the letter as a complete text without 
forgetting what happened many pages ago. As Melanchthon’s poor schoolteacher knew, 
letter-writing was also a life skill that was essential at this time in Western society. 
Cicero’s letters were important texts to read in order that students spend sufficient time 
working with models of classical letter-writing. 
Posselius also offered specific advice to the teacher in preparing to teach the 
students. For example, when studying grammar, the teacher was to show how Latin 
differs from the first language, how the sayings to be learned would be stated in the first 
language, so that they would understand similarities and differences between the 
languages. The teacher was to speak and write pure Latin, so that the students would, 
above all, love the writings of Cicero. 
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Reading. While Hoven (1973) found that the schools in the Low Countries and 
the principality of Liège were reading many authors, Posselius felt that it was better to 
limit the number of authors that students would read and hear, so that the styles of the 
writers and the vocabulary words would not be very different. Just one style, the best one, 
should be shown to students. Once the students had learned how to speak and write in 
this style, then other ancient authors and also some more recent authors could be safely 
added to the curriculum. These should be selected carefully. 
Writing. The students were expected to write, as Melanchthon (1533) pointed 
out. Not merely to express the ideas or others, or to copy or translate sentences. 
Melanchthon’s students were, at some point, expected to express their own thoughts in 
writing. Posselius (1589) set forth the procedure for teaching students to write without 
errors. The simplest and best way to accomplish this was not to assess correctness by the 
teacher’s judgment, but to use Cicero’s writing, or the writings of other similar authors, 
as a sure guide. Above all, the teacher must take care that the students learn to write not 
as he, the teacher, thinks best, but as the best authors demonstrate. The teacher was to 
translate a letter of Cicero’s, which the students had already read or heard, to German, 
changing a few minor details. The students were to translate it back to Latin in imitation 
of Cicero. In another type of exercise, once students had mastered the previous imitation 
from texts they had seen before, the teacher would translate a letter the students had not 
seen from Cicero’s Latin into German. Then the students would translate it back into 
Ciceronian prose. The final type of exercise, for the most experienced students, was to 
paraphrase a speech of Cicero into other Latin prose. These exercises differ from those 
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suggested by Melanchthon (1533). In this oration, Posselius (1589) did not suggest that 
students are writing their own prose. 
Speaking. Next, Posselius discussed speaking Latin. He was firm on this: 
speaking is essential to learning. In order to capably teach students to speak, the teachers 
must be well-trained in Latin, in Greek and in pedagogy and possess the trait of kindness 
as well as the ability to entertain and encourage the students. The teacher had to be able 
to speak pure Latin without mistakes in order to ask the same of the students. The teacher 
had to follow a sensible learning plan and explain the plan to the students. In order to 
make sure that students would have sufficient practice speaking and writing in Latin, the 
teacher was to appoint spies selected from among the students. The spies would report 
back to the teacher upon hearing any of the students speaking in German or using poor 
grammar. This coincides with the experiences of the poor teacher of Melanchthon. 
Students were expected to read, write, speak and listen in Latin, and this expectation was 
enforced. 
Ratio Atque Institutio Studiorum Societatis Iesu 
The Ratio Atque Institutio Studiorum Societatis Iesu (1997), hereafter called the 
Ratio Studiorum for the sake of brevity, is an exceptionally detailed plan for schools and 
school systems run by the Jesuits. There are many versions of this text written in several 
languages, as, once it was originally written then revised and approved by the Jesuit 
Order in 1599, it was adapted to suit the needs of the various places where the Ratio 
Studiorum was to be instituted. The text not only discusses teaching Latin but is a 
comprehensive plan for education. The underlying goal of the Jesuits, as was the case for 
Western education in general throughout this time, was religious. 
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Under this program, the school was to have a principal, who appointed a lead 
teacher of sound judgment who was an expert in literature. When necessary, there was a 
second lead teacher for the lower school and even a dean of discipline. In the upper 
school, which was the school for more advanced students, there were professors of 
Scripture, Hebrew, Theology, Conscience, Philosophy, Moral Philosophy and 
Mathematics (Societas Jesu, Demoustier & Julia, 1997). These arrangements for an upper 
school are not discussed in the works examined by the other authors in this overview. In 
the lower school, which is the school for less experienced students, there are teachers of 
Rhetoric, Humanities and three levels of grammar classes (Societas Jesu, Demoustier & 
Julia, 1997). This corresponds very well with the schools examined by Hoven and the 
educational plan set forth by Posselius. 
Professors in the upper school were to be proficient in languages, and in the study 
of sacred texts, theology and other sciences, history and eloquence (Societas Jesu, 
Demoustier & Julia, 1997). This fits with Posselius’s (1589) description of the ideal 
teacher. The languages that professors under the Ratio Studiorum were to know included 
not only Latin and Greek, but also Hebrew and other languages associated with 
knowledge of Biblical texts (Societas Jesu, Demoustier & Julia, 1997). 
Students in the theology classes were also required study Hebrew for one year and 
there were to be very few students excused from this requirement. Students were to 
complete the theology course within four years (Societas Jesu, Demoustier & Julia, 
1997). The most talented and virtuous students of theology were to be selected for two 
years of intense study and review, which would have possibly led to a Doctoral or 
Masters degree (Societas Jesu, Demoustier & Julia, 1997). Advanced degrees were not 
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limited to students of Theology. Students could also seek advanced degrees, for example, 
in Canon Law. Depending on the subjects they were teaching, the teachers and professors 
were expected to have graduated from the program with an advanced degree (Societas 
Jesu, Demoustier & Julia, 1997). It is worthwhile to note that the preparation of 
professors of the upper school and of students seeking advanced degrees are not 
discussed in the works considered by the other authors reviewed here. This does not 
imply that such preparation was not happening. We can see from Melanchthon’s 
biography that there was careful consideration of teacher preparation during the period. 
The recommended textbook to be used for the study of grammar was that written 
by Emmanual Alvarez. If that textbook seemed to be too difficult for the students, the 
rector was permitted to decide to allow the Roman grammar as the text (Societas Jesu, 
Demoustier & Julia, 1997). Hoven, the Jesuits, Melanchthon and Posselius all addressed 
the study of grammar and its importance. The Ratio Studiorum and Posselius both agree 
that the purposeful and dedicated study of grammar using a text should not be too 
complicated. 
The students of rhetoric were expected to write and present orations or poetry in 
Latin or Greek at dinner (Societas Jesu, Demoustier & Julia, 1997). This corresponds 
with Melanchthon’s (1533) expectation that students will speak in Latin and also with the 
recommendations of Posselius and the findings of Hoven. The students were expected to 
speak Latin at home except during vacations and breaks; students were also expected to 
write to each other only in Latin (Societas Jesu, Demoustier & Julia, 1997). Posselius 
strenuously promoted the idea of students speaking to each other in Latin. Once a year, 
an oration before the entire student body was to be delivered by a faculty member 
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(Societas Jesu, Demoustier & Julia, 1997). The works of Melanchthon and Posselius 
discussed here were both examples of this sort of speech. 
The Jesuits (Societas Jesu, Demoustier & Julia, 1997) listed very specific 
instructions as to what the teachers of each subject were expected to teach, including 
questions that would be asked on exams. The manner of teaching is not discussed in this 
much detail in the other works considered here. In terms of pedagogy, teachers were 
expected to teach in such a way that students could take notes, but the teachers were not 
to dictate notes to students (Societas Jesu, Demoustier, Julia, 1997). A parallel can be 
seen between this rule of the Jesuits and the teaching done by Melanchthon’s poor 
teacher, who had to repeat himself endlessly before the student would remember anything 
(Melanchthon, in Bretschneider & Bindseil, 1834). The Jesuits listed the rule, while 
Melanchthon offered a caricature of that rule. 
In the lower school, Latin was to be spoken at all times by both teachers and 
students; the only exception made was for absolute beginners (Societas Jesu, Demoustier 
& Julia, 1997). Posselius (1589) held that students and teachers were permitted and even 
encouraged to use the students’ first language even in class when this would help students 
to understand. German was even used as a basis for some of the composition work 
(Posselius, 1589). There was, however, in all of the works discussed here, a strong belief 
that Latin should be spoken by the students as a matter of course.  
The works of Cicero were to be the model of style in the lower school (Societas 
Jesu, Demoustier, Julia, 1997). In schools in the Low Countries and the Principality of 
Liège, the works of Terence were also recommended, since Erasmus felt that Terence 
was a model for daily speech (Hoven, 1973). Of course, in the schools in Hoven’s study, 
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Cicero was the primary model. Posselius, too, prefers Cicero, but allows for other authors 
to be imitated. 
The Ratio Studiorum called for grammar study to be divided over three years. The 
material of about one third of the recommended grammar book was to be addressed each 
year (Societas Jesu, Demoustier & Julia, 1997). This is in stark contrast to the 
recommendation by Posselius (1589) that formal grammar study using a textbook could 
be handled by a competent teacher in six months. That amount of time seems comparable 
to the school at Deventer, where students spent about six months completing the work of 
grades eight through four in the lower school. 
Implications for Contemporary Active Latin Teaching 
In the orations of Melanchthon and Posselius, in Hoven’s examination of Latin 
programs in the Low Countries and the Principality of Liège and detailed in the Jesuit 
Ratio Studiorum, active learning and teaching practices were the norm in schools of the 
16th and 17th centuries. The most essential active learning component in these schools 
was that of speaking, both by the teachers and also by the students. Throughout the 
programs, there is an emphasis on the expectation that students must speak Latin not only 
in class, but outside of class. As noted previously, this rule was adhered to very carefully, 
even to the extent that Posselius recommended the use of student spies, whose mission 
was to report noncompliant students to the teacher.  
Speaking and listening are closely related communicative competencies. Active 
listening was expected, so that students were expected not only to appear superficially to 
be paying attention, but also to respond to what they heard in an appropriate manner. A 
person who is listening actively is engaging with the speaker and with the speaker’s 
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messages. These oral components of the classes were not one-way only. While the 
teachers were there to help the students to understand the texts and content being 
addressed in the classes, they were not the only speakers. There was a strong drive to help 
the students to become skilled and eloquent speakers themselves.  
Active reading was also expected of students, who had the primary task, not of 
translating the Latin text to another language, but rather, of discussing the text and what it 
had to say to the reader. Especially in the Ratio Studiorum (Societas Jesu, Demoustier & 
Julia, 1997), it is emphasized that students were to pay attention to how the text was 
composed and most importantly to discuss the ideas conveyed by the author. Students 
were expected to pay close attention to the author’s style when they read and always had 
to keep in mind that they would be expected to speak and write in the style of that 
particular author, usually Cicero. Following these principles, works written in Latin were 
read and understood as Latin, not through the medium of another language. 
Writing is another active communicative competency that was carefully fostered 
in students. Students composed their own works following the models provided by their 
teachers. The primary model for these active writing tasks was the style of Cicero. The 
writing tasks, as with reading, were at a very active level. The students were expressing 
their own ideas. This is apparent in Melanchthon’s description of the pitiable Latin 
teacher, who always had to sit close to his students when they were writing, in order to 
supply most of the words and even the subject matter about which the student was going 
to write. Even more telling, the students were expected to write not only in prose, but also 
in poetry. This requires a high level of active engagement with the language, because not 
only are the students expected to observe the norms of grammar and style, but also follow 
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the poetic conventions of meter. Writing in meter is not a simple endeavor in Latin, as 
many Latin metrical styles are imitations of Greek poetic meters. 
Grammar was learned and taught actively. Students were given frequent examples 
that illustrated the grammatical points. Part of the work in grammar classes involved 
careful consideration of model sentences chosen and provided by the teacher to the 
students. Students were expected to use the norms of grammar that they had learned in 
their active process and products of speaking and writing. Although Posselius, in 
particular, emphasized the importance of memorizing rules and paradigms, this was done 
by students as a scaffolding technique so that they would be able to have the paradigms 
ready to mind when they wanted them. In the description of these memorization tasks by 
Posselius, the students were memorizing the paradigms not as a way to learn about 
grammar, but after they had plenty of practice in using these forms, in reading, writing, 
speaking and listening. This indicates that the method recommended by Posselius was 
inductive study of these grammatical forms. This method is also found in the Jesuit Ratio 
Studiorum. Grammar held a very important place in the curriculum. It was always, 
however, to be connected to models and examples taken from approved authors. And, 
importantly, the concepts discussed in the study of grammar were to be reviewed 
frequently in each of the grammar classes. As Melanchthon said, the teacher has to repeat 
600 times whatever he expects the students to learn. 
While there are a few differences in the ways that these competencies were 
addressed by the various authors and programs considered here, these differences stand 
more prominently because there were so many similarities in the active communication 
skills discussed. Despite the central role of religion in Western culture during this time, 
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these similarities extend far beyond what common views on religion and morality can 
explain.  
Chapter 5 contains a discussion of the data in light of the findings expressed in 
this section of the literature review. While active Latin teaching and learning was the 
norm in schools and programs in the 16th and 17th centuries, as noted in the orations of 
Melanchthon and Posselius, in Hoven’s examination of Latin programs in the Low 
Countries and the Principality of Liège and in the Jesuit Ratio Studiorum, Latin teachers 
in the twenty-first century could be quite surprised to learn of the essential role of active 
teaching practices five centuries ago in reading and writing, as well as in listening and 
speaking. The importance that teachers, parents, students and society in general placed on 
classical literature continues to have an impact on educational views and practices today. 
Summary of Chapter 2: Literature Review 
Chapter 2 discussed the theoretical framework for this research study. Human 
beings are especially adept at language. This chapter discussed current and historical 
theories about how languages are learned. In the field of Second Language Acquisition 
(SLA), Chomsky (1964) offered a theory about the innate ability of human beings to use 
the structures of all human languages. Krashen (1982) created a theory, the Input 
Hypothesis, by which he described a mechanism for how human beings learn languages 
using the innate ability theorized by Chomsky. Swain (1993) added an Output Hypothesis 
to help explain language learning. Carlon (2013) considered these theories in the context 
of Latin language learning, where the ultimate goal is reading texts rather than oral 
interpersonal communication. Lloyd's (2017) analysis of Latin immersion seminars used 
the framework of Vygotsky's (1978) socio-cultural theory. Bruner (1997) looked at two 
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theorists' work: Piaget's ideas about the development of the human brain Vygotsky's ideas 
about human social development occurring in the zone of proximal development. This 
study examined Latin learning in the students' zone of proximal development, that is, it 
examined student achievement that occurred when students worked with other students 
and with the teacher to co-create learning.  
The review of the literature outlined several pedagogical approaches to teaching 
and learning Latin that have been used since World War II. The teaching methodologies 
reviewed included Grammar-Translation, the Reading Method, TPRS, the Direct Method, 
the Natural Approach, the Communicative Approach, TPR and the Audio Lingual 
Method. Several aspects of each method were considered, including the base language of 
instruction, the role of student and teacher communication in the classroom, the use of 
translation, and common instructional materials and textbooks. The origins and history of 
the term "Grammar-Translation" and its implications for other methodologies were 
discussed (Carvajal, 2013, Kitchell, 1998, Richards and Rodgers, 2014). Furthermore, 
this section outlined a working definition of active Latin. Coffee (2012) described a 
history of oral Latin that gave context to the definition of active Latin. Aspects of the 
working definition of active Latin that were discussed included the role of student and 
teacher communication in the classroom and instructional materials and textbooks.  
Later, chapter 2 examined the role of constructivist pedagogy in teaching active 
Latin. Dewey (1938) explained that it is necessary for educators to understand the 
importance of connections made between education and students' experiences. Students 
bring their own experiences to their learning. Pedagogy that considers students' purposes 
for learning respects the students' experiences. Dewey (1944) defined education as an 
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active process that does not rely on telling but on co-construction of knowledge. Bruner 
(1977) described the power of these connections between content and experiences. 
Finally, chapter 2 described active Latin in the 16th and 17th centuries. The four 
sets of teaching practices that were examined in this chapter considered teaching 
practices of Ioannes Posselius (1589), Philip Melanchthon (1533), the Jesuit Ratio 
Studiorum (1997) and the Latin schools in the Low Countries and the Principality of 
Liege (Hoven, 1973). In the 16th and 17th centuries, students were using Latin in all 4 
communicative modes: reading, writing, speaking and listening. This section also 


















CHAPTER 3. RESEARCH METHODS 
Introduction to the Research Methods 
Crotty (1998) stated that researchers need to determine a research process that is 
able to fulfill the study’s purpose and answer the research question, taking into account 
the researcher’s theoretical perspective, views about what knowledge is and ideas about 
how to attain knowledge through the research. These considerations are addressed in this 
chapter. 
This research was based in constructivist epistemology. That is, it proceeded 
from the understanding that knowledge is constructed by those seeking it. Vygotsky 
(1978) stated that knowledge is produced in social contexts, so that collaboration results 
in learners creating understanding together. Learners collaborate in tasks and discussions 
to arrive at the truth. Interviews, for example, allow for this collaboration. Vygotsky 
(1978) held that context is central to learning. In Vygotsky’s model, the student directly 
applies the learning outside of an experimental, clinical setting. For this reason, 
observations occurred on site in schools with the participants as they engaged in teaching 
and learning Latin actively. 
This mixed methods study addressed the nature of active Latin teaching and 
learning. I used a convergent parallel design in order to allow for qualitative and 
quantitative data to be collected in parallel, analyzed separately and then merged. 
Creswell and Clark (2017) pointed out that the convergent parallel design is useful for 
when the researcher wants to compare quantitative statistical results with qualitative 
findings. In this study, the qualitative data from interviews and observations reflected 
pedagogy and communication at each research site. National Latin Exam data was used 
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to explore the relationship between active Latin pedagogy, participant communication 
and learning outcomes for students at each research site. Figure 1 shows a visual 
representation of the overall data collection and analysis in the convergent parallel design 
in this comparative case study. 
Figure 3-1 Data Collection and Analysis 
 
Creswell and Clark (2017) set forth criteria for the researcher to consider when 
determining the rationale for a mixed-method study. Mixed methods were selected for 
this study in order to expand the depth of the analysis and in order to corroborate the 
qualitative and quantitative results. Mixed-methods research provides more evidence for 
studying the question (Creswell and Clark, 2017). Mixed methods allowed for a more 
rounded approach and provided more opportunities for detailed analysis. This research 
expanded the depth of analysis by generating qualitative data through interviews and 
observations and by generating quantitative data through analysis of student responses to 
a nation-wide Latin test. The qualitative and quantitative results are mutually 
corroborating because one type of evidence is not sufficient to tell the complete story of 
the cases under investigation. 
Mixed-methods research involves collecting and analyzing both quantitative and 
qualitative data. Open-ended qualitative data was generated by interviewing teachers and 
observing classes in each school. The generation of qualitative data was followed by the 
use of a quantitative instrument, the 2018 National Latin Exam, to allow for statistical 
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analysis. The quantitative data in this study was analyzed statistically to result in a 
numerical representation of the arithmetic mean score for each test question derived from 
individual responses to each question divided by the number of participants. This variety 
of data and analysis allowed for insights gained through hearing and seeing the 
participants and provided context for the quantitative results (Creswell and Clark, 2017). 
All parts of the research contributed to the study’s overall results. 
Research Questions 
This study explored the nature of active Latin teaching and learning through the 
observation and analysis of the culture, process and the learning produced in each of the 
classroom communities under consideration. The overarching question that drove this 
research asked “What is active Latin teaching and learning?” In order to address this 
phenomenon, I investigated four research questions:  
1. Why do teachers engage in active Latin pedagogy? 
2. How do teachers engage in active Latin pedagogy? 
3. How do teachers and students communicate in an active Latin 
classroom? 
4. How do the knowledge and skills of student groups in each of the 
active Latin classrooms in this study compare with the other groups of 
students?  
Methodology 
Yin (2003) defined a case study as research that investigates a contemporary 
phenomenon within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries between 
phenomenon and context are not clearly evident. The phenomenon in this study is active 
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Latin teaching, learning and communication in the context of K-12 classrooms. Crotty 
(1998) observed that interpretations of the same phenomena can be very different 
depending on the time and the place of each interpretation, so that “the voice of our 
culture is heard in what we say” (pg. 64). We have seen this phenomenon in the literature 
review, particularly in Posselius’s (1589) and Melanchthon’s (1533) observations of the 
behavior and needs of their students compared with the curriculum outlined by the 
Jesuits. This observation formed the principal reason behind the decision to implement a 
comparative case study model for the current study. This research provided a deep look 
at each of the cases in order to explain what active Latin learning and teaching are in 
these cases, so that teachers may consider their own pedagogical practices in the light of 
the results of the study. 
Comparative case study was selected as the methodology for this study because 
of my research focus on the nature of active Latin teaching and learning. Comparative 
case study is suitable for a study of multiple teachers and their Latin classes in different 
schools. It was not feasible to visit all classes where teachers use active methods. The 
comparative case study methodology allowed for analysis and synthesis of data across 
the cases in order to determine a clearer picture of the pedagogy, communication and 
learning outcomes in active Latin classrooms. Data from each of the cases in the study 
was compared to determine the communication between students and between students 
and the teacher in active Latin classes. 
For the questions posed in this study, an embedded comparative case study design 
provided opportunities to deeply investigate the nature of active Latin teaching and 
learning through a constructivist lens. The rationale behind the study design was based on 
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the awareness that this study required an embedded comparative case study to understand 
the nature of active Latin, the study involved more than one case and the study was both 
exploratory and descriptive. Yin (2003) described embedded case study as one that is 
appropriate to a study that analyzes the case and sub-units of the case. For this study, the 
sub-units are pedagogical practice, classroom communication and learning outcomes. 
Participants 
Creswell (2015) maintained that it is necessary to select participants who have 
experienced the phenomenon under study. Stake (1995) asserted that maximizing what 
we can learn from the case should be the main factor that influences the decision to select 
a case. Yin (2003) recommended that the researcher employ “replication logic” in 
selecting participants as that is suitable for answering research questions about how and 
why a phenomenon occurs. Replication logic allows for selection based on the idea that 
each case may either replicate or stand in contrast to other cases in the study. Because 
active Latin teaching and learning is relatively unexplored, cases were considered via 
convenience sampling that followed the advice of Creswell, Stake and Yin about 
experience of the participants, maximizing what can be learned from the cases studied 
and selecting cases that are predicted to corroborate results. From the likely cases, the 
cases for this study were finally chosen via replication logic. Little River High School 
was chosen because of the experience that Arwena, the teacher participant, had in 
teaching Latin actively for many years. Unity School was likewise chosen because 
Marcus, the teacher participant, asserted that he was teaching actively and making an 
effort to incorporate more active teaching into his pedagogy. Finally, Mountain Bridge 
High School was chosen because Felix, the teacher participant, had undergone special 
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training in college to teach actively, and was convinced of the efficacy of active Latin 
pedagogy. Note that pseudonyms for participants and schools are used throughout the 
study. 
Three cases were described and compared in this study in order to investigate the 
nature of active Latin teaching and learning by looking at the cases in four ways: a) How 
do teachers and students communicate in an active Latin classroom? b) How do teachers 
engage in active Latin pedagogy? c) Why do teachers engage in active Latin pedagogy? 
and d) How do the knowledge and skills of student groups in each of the active Latin 
classrooms in this study compare with the other groups of students? The three cases 
studied were K-12 Latin programs at accredited schools where Latin was taught actively 
according to the teachers’ own description of their pedagogy. The participants in each 
case were the Latin teachers and the students in the classes the teachers designated as 
active Latin classes.  
One case emerged during a mini pilot study that I performed as an exercise during 
a research class. Using a snowball technique, the teacher from that pilot exercise was 
asked to recommend other teachers who might be willing to participate in the research. A 
second source of potential participants was the county world language administrator of 
the counties where potential participants were identified. Initial permission to conduct the 
research was sought from the school administrators. Once they were identified, potential 
participants were asked if theirs was an active Latin classroom as the most direct way to 
select participants who have experienced the phenomenon under study, to satisfy the 
most basic requirement described by Creswell (2015). Each case was selected based on 
the teacher-participant’s affirmation that they taught Latin actively, their willingness to 
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participate in the research study, their administrators’ willingness to permit participation 
in the study and the feasibility of being able to conduct the research in a timely manner 
without creating a burden on the participants.  
Once the teacher-participants were selected and agreed to participate, final 
permission from school administrators to conduct the research at each school was secured 
via e-mail. In Little River High School, a rigorous research application process was 
required by the district, and this application process was completed successfully before 
gaining permission from the building principal via e-mail. At that point, signed, written 
consent from teacher-participants and parents of student-participants and assent from 
student participants were obtained. Every effort was made to collect adequate data from 
each of the three programs in order to provide opportunity for a full reflection on the 
questions under study. 
Study Context 
The three schools where observations for this study took place are each located in 
different parts of Kentucky. All names used when referring to the schools and the 
teachers in this study are pseudonyms. The decision to use pseudonyms was based on a 
desire to protect the privacy of the teacher participants and the student participants. 
Synopsis of the Three Schools 
Mountain Bridge High School 
Mountain Bridge High School, a comprehensive public high school serving 
grades 9-12, is located in the Bluegrass region of Kentucky. The school is located in one 
of the top ten largest cities in Kentucky, and the third largest city of those in the study. 
According to US News, there are about 2,000 students enrolled, with a minority 
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enrollment of 19% and economically disadvantaged student enrollment of 47%. Felix, 
the teacher participant at Mountain Bridge High School emphasized the fact that many of 
the students live in rural parts of the community served by the school. The ethnic and 
racial makeup of the student body is about 81% White, 7% Black, 5% Hispanic, 5% 
multi-race, and 1% or less Asian, American Indian, Alaskan Native, Hawaiian Native 
and Pacific Islander. The gender distribution is 48% female to 52% male. 43% of 
students qualify for free lunch, while 4% qualify for reduced-price lunch. The overall 
student performance on the Kentucky Performance Rating for Educational Progress, 
which measures mastery of reading and math on state assessments, is 48.7%. Mountain 
Bridge High School employs 102 full-time teachers. The student to teacher ratio is 19:1. 
Classes at Mountain Bridge High School were 55 minutes long on most days, with one 
day per week designated as a “Club Day”, when classes were 48 minutes long; classes 
met daily. 
Travel to this school by car afforded many opportunities for me to enjoy the 
pleasant scenery of tree-covered, gently rolling hills. Although Mountain Bridge is 
located within a city, the environment does not feel urban; even the center of the town 
has a suburban atmosphere. For example, I encountered little traffic in the town on any 
occasion when I visited Felix’s classes. During the first interview, Felix, who teaches at 
Mountain Bridge, explained the school’s location this way. “This is considered 
Appalachia, so a lot of the issues that are in other Appalachian areas are here. It’s very, 
you know, we’re in the city right now, but it’s a very rural population.” Among these 
issues, Felix described generational poverty and lack of access to formal education. 
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Mountain Bridge High School is one of only two public high schools that serve the 
county.   
The Latin program sees steady annual student enrollment from across the diverse 
student body. I asked Felix to describe Latin in this community. Felix responded,  
It has a reputation. We have a lot of siblings that take it. And I feel like in this 
area it’s kind of unique because we’re really, you know, the only school around in 
this area that offers Latin. Places around us used to in the past. They’ve kind of 
dropped off. 
Mountain Bridge is a large school with classrooms on more than one floor. The hallways 
and staircases are wide in order to accommodate the flow of students between classes. 
Felix’s classroom, like most of the classrooms I saw, has windows to let in fresh air and 
natural light. Felix decorated their classroom door with seasonal wreaths and decorations 
throughout the school year.  
Felix’s classroom is large enough for more than 30 student desks, although with 
that many desks, it would be a rather tight fit. Throughout the study, Felix experimented 
with different configurations of student desks including single rows and groups. The 
classroom was furnished with white boards, bookshelves, audio-visual display equipment 
and a couple of computers. Felix was able to provide students access to Chromebooks on 
a cart shared among several teachers.  
Throughout the study, Felix frequently employed pedagogical techniques such as 
question and answer, sometimes in Latin and other times in English, direct grammar 
instruction most often in English, individual and paired vocabulary review, teacher-made 
worksheets, cooperative learning tasks, guided notes, drawing, and discussion.  
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Felix had been a student at Mountain Bridge High School before attending college 
at a public land grant university, earning a BA and MAT with teacher certification in 
Latin. Felix then worked as a Latin teacher in another school in a different city for a year 
before accepting the Latin teaching position at Mountain Bridge. The year of the study 
was Felix’s 3rd year teaching, and the 2nd year teaching at Mountain Bridge. The other 
Latin teacher at Mountain Bridge was one of Felix’s high school Latin teachers and is 
now a colleague whose classroom is next door to Felix’s classroom. Felix warmly 
described the relationship with this teacher and with the school administration as very 
supportive. “When I came here the atmosphere here was welcoming and inviting. Which 
it still is. And so I felt really comfortable. And supported. That’s the thing too. I feel at 
home here, you know.” Felix expressed the goal of incorporating active Latin practices in 
the classroom more often. Felix used the Ecce Romani textbook as a basis for instruction. 
I spent six 55-minute periods observing each of Felix’s two Latin 1 classes, for a 
total of 11 hours of observations in addition to the NLE administration. Felix’s students 
appeared to represent the demographic background of Mountain Bridge in terms of 
gender and race. I did not ask student participants for individual demographic 
information, nor did I consider the individual demographic information of the student 
participants when generating and analyzing data in this study.  
Unity School 
Unity School is an independent Catholic Classical school located in Western 
Kentucky. Unity School serves grades pre-school through 12, and is accredited by 
NAPCIS, the National Association of Private Catholic and Independent Schools. The 
school has an enrollment of about 166 students, with a minority enrollment of 16% 
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according to PrivateSchoolReview (2019). According to Catholic.net (2019), about 15% 
of the student body is characterized as having special needs. Marcus, the teacher 
participant at this school, emphasized the high commitment to diversity, particularly to 
the school’s special needs population. Unity School is located in one of the top ten 
largest cities in Kentucky, and the largest city of those in the study. Unity School 
employs 25 classroom teachers. The student to teacher ratio is 7:1. Classes at Unity 
School were 60 minutes long and met daily. 
As I traveled to this school throughout the study, I enjoyed beautiful, pink 
sunrises across an open sky, and wide, green expanses of farmland and horse pastures for 
most of the drive to the city. To the traveler approaching within several miles of the city, 
the landscape suddenly becomes more urban. It was necessary to drive through city 
traffic for the last couple of miles to get to the part of town where Unity School is 
located. Although Unity School is situated in the largest city of the three cities in this 
study, the school itself is not in a very urban area. In fact, when leaving the school by car 
after every observation, I was able to enter the four-lane road easily at a point where there 
was no traffic light, and seldom had to wait even a minute to be able to make a left turn. 
The school itself, a one-floor brick and glass building, is set far back from the road, and is 
separated from the road by a large, well-paved parking lot and surrounded by a chain-link 
fence. Behind the school there is a play area, which the children use for physical 
education and play during their lunch and recreation breaks.  
There is a large multi-purpose room where students gather in the morning and 
where they have their lunch. The older students also have a mid-morning break in this 
room. At the beginning of the school day, the entire school population gathers in the main 
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room for announcements, a communal lesson, song, and prayer, and then students are 
dismissed to their classes to begin the school day. The hallways leading to classrooms are 
fairly narrow, yet they were still wide enough to accommodate students when they had to 
crouch in the hall for a tornado drill. Classrooms were of ample size to provide plenty of 
room for student seating. Each room I visited was equipped with white-boards, teacher 
desks, bookshelves, single student desks and chairs, and hooks for students to store their 
belongings. 
Marcus was one of five Latin teachers at Unity School and led the Latin 
department as the Director of Latin. Marcus has a B.A. degree in English and started out 
as an English teacher. The study year was the 7th year that Marcus has been teaching, and 
his 5th year teaching Latin. Marcus used Lingua Latina Per Se Illustrata: Familia 
Romana as the basis for teaching students in their introductory study of Latin at Unity 
School. Throughout the study, Marcus frequently employed several techniques with 
Familia Romana, including group reading, individual reading, question and answer in 
Latin, question and answer in English, drawing, direct grammar explanation that was 
sometimes in Latin or other times in English, review of the textbook exercises, and use of 
the workbook.  
Every student in the school, which first opened in 2010, is required to study Latin, 
so that enrollment is steady, and the curriculum is building as students complete each 
year’s courses. I spent 6 hours observing each of Marcus’s two Latin classes, for a total 
of 12 hours of observations, plus the NLE administration. In one class there were mostly 
students in grade 7 and the other mostly students in grades 10-12. Both of these classes 
were using the Latin 1 textbook: Ørberg’s  Lingua Latina Per Se Illustrata: Familia 
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Romana. Marcus’s students appeared to represent the overall demographic background of 
Unity School in terms of gender and race. I did not consider the individual demographic 
information of the student participants when generating and analyzing data in this study. 
There were 20 student participants at Unity School who took the NLE as part of this 
research. All students chose to participate in the research. In the grade 7 class, there were 
9 student participants and in the grade 10-12 class there were 11 student participants. The 
student participants were anonymous, and their names were not tied to their test scores.  
Little River High School 
Little River High School is a comprehensive public high school in the Bluegrass 
region of Kentucky and serves grades 9-12. The school is located in one of the top ten 
largest cities in Kentucky, and the second largest city of those in the study. According to 
US News, there are about 1,800 students enrolled, with a minority enrollment of 43% and 
economically disadvantaged student enrollment of 49%. The ethnic and racial makeup of 
the student body is about 47% White, 28% Black, 8% Hispanic, 4% multi-race, and 3% 
or less Asian, American Indian, Alaskan Native, Hawaiian Native and Pacific Islander. 
The gender distribution is about even at approximately 50% male and approximately 50% 
female. 46% of students qualify for free lunch, while 3% qualify for reduced-price lunch. 
The overall student performance on the Kentucky Performance Rating for Educational 
Progress, which measures mastery of reading and math on state assessments is 39.8%. 
Little River High School employs about 99 full-time teachers. The student to teacher ratio 




Little River High School is located on a large campus that also has an elementary 
school and a middle school. For interviews and observations, I traveled to Little River 
School by car via tree-lined two-lane roads. Little River is surrounded for several miles 
by single-family houses set back from the roads with wide, green lawns. A few signs 
warned drivers to be careful because of “wildlife crossing.” More than once I stopped my 
car near these signs to allow wildlife – usually families of geese with their young – to 
make their way across the road. Arriving at the entrance to the campus from one side, I 
would cross a small bridge leading over a creek. Adjacent to the campus is a series of 
well-kept garden apartments bordered by trees, shrubs, lawns and flowers. 
All of the schools in this study had robust security protocols in place for screening 
visitors. These procedures varied among the schools. Little River High School was the 
only school in this study that used metal detectors, baggage screening and an electronic 
system for signing in and signing out of the school. Classrooms at Little River were 
arranged on one floor along a series of wide, connecting hallways. The schedule and 
classrooms were set up to follow an academy model, with the result that student traffic in 
the halls is not as congested as it could otherwise be in a school of this size. 
Arwena’s classroom, like Felix’s, was large enough to seat more than 30 students, 
albeit at a rather tight fit. Arwena preferred to group the student tables to allow 6 students 
to sit together in configurations of 3 2-student tables. Arwena called this arrangement of 
desks and tables “spaceships,” with two tables facing each other and one table placed at 
the end, perpendicular to the other two. This configuration created a base that is 
somewhat wider than the rest of the setup and was the source of the name spaceships. 
The spaceship arrangement allowed for more student communication with groups of 
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students able to see each other’s faces and body language, while also allowing all 
students to see the teacher and the board. The classroom was furnished with white boards, 
bookshelves, more than one computer and audio-visual display equipment. Arwena was 
able to provide students access to Chromebooks on a cart shared among several teachers.  
Throughout the study, Arwena taught mostly in Latin as one of the defining 
features of the class. The students knew that during their class meetings, Latin was the 
only language that Arwena used for communication. Arwena consistently supplemented 
her spoken use of L2 with ample use of gestures, pantomime, drawings and dramatic 
pauses while waiting for students to demonstrate understanding. Even on the day that 
Arwena lost her voice, she communicated with the students in Latin via a combination of 
instructions displayed via the projector and pantomime.  
Arwena used a strategy to set up the class at the beginning of the school year, so 
that when it was necessary for her or for a student to speak in English, she wore a 
handmade sign stating, “I speak English.” Arwena has made a complete commitment to 
using the sign when English was spoken. When the telephone rang, Arwena responded, 
“Salve” while putting on the sign. When a student felt they must communicate in English, 
that student would bring the sign to Arwena allowing for communication in L1. When 
Arwena made announcements to the class about the Latin club or other school-related 
business, Arwena consistently wore the “I speak English” sign. I never observed Arwena 
break character in this regard. 
Arwena was the only Latin teacher at Little River High School during this study. 
The study year was Arwena’s 11th year of teaching Latin, her 9th year as a licensed public 
school Latin teacher and her 2nd year teaching Latin at Little River High School. Arwena 
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taught mostly Latin 1 and mythology classes prior to coming to Little River. Little River 
is an International Baccalaureate School, which means that students can earn IB credit for 
certain courses, including Latin. At Little River, Arwena taught Latin 1, Latin 2, two 
years of IB Latin, and an IB course called “Theory of Knowledge.” Arwena did not use a 
textbook in the Latin 1 class, although there were ample copies of Ecce Romani available 
for students to use. The curriculum loosely followed the scope and sequence of grammar 
presented in the Ecce Romani textbook, and Arwena created a curriculum that follows 
Vergil’s Aeneid in a simplified form in terms of plot, storyline, and vocabulary choice. 
Arwena described the curriculum like this, “I want them [the students] to read literature. 
Vergil is my curriculum.” This curriculum naturally allowed for students to learn a great 
deal about the cultural context of Romans, the world’s first speakers of Latin, since the 
Aeneid is an epic poem describing the founding of Rome, including its mythology, 
legends, and some history. 
I spent six 90-minute periods observing Arwena’s Latin 1 class, for a total of 9 
hours of observations, plus the NLE administration. Arwena’s students appeared to 
represent the overall demographic background of Little River in terms of gender and race. 
Out of all of the classes in this study, Arwena’s Latin 1 class appeared to have the most 
racial and ethnic diversity overall. This statement comes from my personal observations 
only.  
Data Sources 
Table 3-1 contains an overview of the data sources and the questions they answer.  
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Table 3-1 Research Questions and Data Sources 
Observation 1-6 QUAL • How do teachers and students communicate in an 
active Latin classroom? 
• How do teachers engage in active Latin pedagogy?  
• What is active Latin teaching and learning? 
Initial Interview QUAL • Why do teachers engage in active Latin pedagogy? 
• How do teachers engage in active Latin pedagogy? 




QUAL • How do the knowledge and skills of student groups 
in each of the active Latin classrooms in this study 
compare with the other groups of students?  
• How do teachers and students communicate in an 
active Latin classroom? 
• What is active Latin teaching and learning? 
Final Interview QUAL • Why do teachers engage in active Latin pedagogy? 
• How do teachers engage in active Latin pedagogy? 
• What is active Latin teaching and Learning? 
National Latin 
Exam 
QUAN • How do the knowledge and skills of student groups 
in each of the active Latin classrooms in this study 




Instrument for Qualitative Classroom Observations 
The instrument that guided qualitative classroom observations was the COLT 
(Communicative Orientation of Language Teaching) Observation Scheme designed by 
Spada and Fröhlich (1995). Each class was observed for a total of 6 sessions, for a total 
length of time that depended on the length of a class period at the school where the 
observations took place. The observations were conducted using the COLT Observation 
Form A (Appendix A) as a framework, along with researcher field notes. COLT was 
designed to describe communicative instructional practices in second language 
classrooms, to provide a vehicle for understanding relationships between teaching and 
learning and to encourage teacher reflection. I did not directly administer the COLT in 
my observations. Instead, I used COLT as a guide in developing codes after the 
observations took place.  
COLT was used to answer the following questions, “How do teachers and 
students communicate in an active Latin classroom?”, “How do teachers engage in active 
Latin pedagogy?” and “What is active Latin teaching and learning?” Active Latin is a 
form of communicative teaching and learning. COLT was intended to be used in 
classrooms where communicative language was practiced, which made this particular 
instrument attractive as a framework for this research. Another advantage to using the 
COLT instrument is that it has been used widely since 1995. Fröhlich, Spada, & Allen 
(1985) performed the first validation of the COLT instrument.  
The psychometric data obtained through the Fröhlich, Spada, & Allen’s (1985) 
study showed that the COLT instrument was able to record differences in the 
communicative orientation of the language programs investigated. The study rated 
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language programs according to their degree of communicative orientation for Part A. 
These data were analyzed by assigning scores based on percent of time spent in the 
communicative categories of group work, focus on meaning, topic control, use of 
extended text and use of semi-pedagogic and non-pedagogic materials. For part B, the 
researchers analyzed the kinds of communication in the classrooms according to teacher 
and student role in the communication and the purpose of the communication. This 
analysis was done using a similar scale to that of the analysis of part A. The 1985 study 
also found that the Part B instrument showed similar results to other studies on classroom 
interactions and extended the findings because COLT was able to refine these results on 
a continuum. The COLT instrument has since been used in numerous studies of language 
classroom teaching and modified for use in many other studies.  
One disadvantage to using COLT is its large size. It is large in terms of the 
number of categories, and also the physical size of the form itself. COLT is divided into 
many categories. For example, using COLT form A, which was designed to be used 
during observations, communication is analyzed according to categories for the time, the 
activities underway, how the tasks are organized in the classroom in terms of direction of 
communication between teacher and students, between students, choral responses, group 
or individual work where participants are engaged in the same task or different tasks, 
content of the communication, for classroom management regarding procedures or 
discipline, language content in terms of form, function, discourse, or sociolinguistic, 
organization of the content around the teacher and the text; the teacher, text and students, 
student-centered control of the content, the communicative modality (i.e. listening, 
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speaking, reading, writing or other), the materials used including text (minimal or 
extended), audio, visual and L2 sources or student-made sources. 
Similarly, using COLT form B, (Appendix B) teacher verbal interactions may be 
coded as: off task, L1, L2, giving information, genuine requests for information, 
simulated requests for information (where the teacher knows the information already), 
the length of speech (minimal or sustained), the teacher’s response to a student’s 
message or grammatical form and how the teacher incorporations students’ use of 
language (correction, repetition, paraphrase, comment, expansion, clarification of a 
request, elaboration of a request.) Students’ verbal interactions may be coded similarly as 
discourse initiation, L1, L2, giving information, genuine requests for information, 
simulated requests for information (where the student knows the information already), 
the length of speech (ultra-minimal, minimal or sustained), the form of response (choral, 
restricted, unrestricted), is the interaction a reaction to a form or a message and how the 
student incorporates teacher’ use (or another student’s use) of language (correction, 
repetition, paraphrase, comment, expansion, clarification of a request, elaboration of a 
request.)  
While this breadth of categories assisted in coding the data during the analysis 
phase, it made the observation phase more challenging for the single researcher due to 
the physical size of the form and the number of categories. In order to gain experience 
through the use of COLT observation instrument, I performed a test observation with the 
instrument in the university setting prior to the first study phase. Case observations 
occurred in phases timed so that there were observations at each school as experience 
with the instrument increased. 
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Qualitative Instrument: Interview Guide 
Glesne (2015) explained that participant interviews allow the researcher to learn 
about what cannot be seen during observations: experiences, perceptions and 
explanations. Stake (1995) observed that interviews allow for multiple perspectives, 
because everyone will not see the case the same way. The research guide used in this 
comparative case study was developed in order to gather data on the perceptions, 
experiences and explanations of the teachers and to allow their voices to be heard 
through the data not only when they were teaching content, but when they were 
reflecting on active Latin teaching. All teacher-participants gave consent and participated 
in an individual interview three times during the course of the study: at the beginning, 
after one of the observation sessions and at the end. The interview protocol (Appendix C, 
Appendix D and Appendix E) is divided into three parts to reflect the three interview 
sessions. Although the interview guide states explicit questions, the interviews were 
semi-structured in order to maximize the potential for the participants to explain and 
express their experiences. Merriam (1998) observed that the semi-structured interview 
allows for the interviewer to respond to the ideas that emerge during the interview. For 
this study, the semi-structured interview allowed for more flexibility for both the 
interviewer and the participants. Important insights emerged from comments that arose 
organically during the interview.  
During the first interview, background information was gathered about the 
participants as it pertains to their teaching experience. Participants were asked about their 
individual journey to become a Latin teacher, including their content and pedagogical 
training. They were asked about teaching Latin in their school and community and about 
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their pedagogical goals, communication in their classroom and why Latin is taught in 
today’s schools. These interview questions shed light on the research questions: “How do 
teachers engage in active Latin pedagogy?” “Why do teachers engage in active Latin 
pedagogy?” and “What is active Latin teaching and Learning?” 
During the post-observation interview, participants were asked what it takes to be 
a Latin teacher in an active Latin classroom. They were asked about pedagogical 
decisions made during planning and during the lesson. Participants were encouraged to 
explain how they collaborated with students regarding progress toward mastering the 
day’s learning targets and how the day’s lesson was to be used to inform the planning 
and teaching of future lessons. These interview questions allowed the participants to 
explain their experience of the lesson, so that the research benefits from their point of 
view. The interview questions offered insights to the research questions, “How do the 
knowledge and skills of student groups in each of the active Latin classrooms in this 
study compare with the other groups of students?” “How do teachers and students 
communicate in an active Latin classroom?” and “What is active Latin teaching and 
learning?” 
The final interview took place after all observations occurred and while data from 
previous instruments was being reviewed and coded. This final interview allowed for 
clarification of the experiences of the teachers and provided an opportunity to gather 
additional data as needed. During the final interview, participants were asked a very 
open-ended question about their pedagogy, “What is your pedagogy like?” with a follow-
up asking if their pedagogy changed during this study. Participants were asked about 
communication in their classroom, who speaks, what languages are used and why. They 
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were also asked if, after reflecting on their teaching, they would change their overall 
strategy and if their views on active Latin teaching changed during the study. These 
interview questions helped to answer the research questions, “How do teachers engage in 
active Latin pedagogy?” “Why do teachers engage in active Latin pedagogy?” and “What 
is active Latin teaching and Learning?” 
Quantitative Instrument: National Latin Exam 
A previously administered and published National Latin Exam, hereafter referred 
to as NLE, was given to the student participants of each case in the study, in order to 
address the question, “How do the knowledge and skills of student groups in each of the 
active Latin classrooms in this study compare with the other groups of students?” In 
order to minimize disparities between the case participants’ exam results which could 
arise from normal cultural change over time, a NLE instrument from the last 10 years 
excluding 2019, the previous year’s exam, was used in this study. The final selection was 
for the NLE administered in 2018. The particular year was chosen at random using a 
random number generation website (random.org). The numbers of the years from 2009 to 
2018 were entered into the website’s entry tool and the “GENERATE” button was 
pressed once. That site gave the result shown in figure 2. The data was analyzed 
statistically and resulted in numerical representation. The mean answer results from each 
case were compared with the mean results of the other cases in a one-way ANOVA on 
each question. These scores were analyzed to determine patterns in the data that explain 
the research question, “How do the knowledge and skills of student groups in each of the 
active Latin classrooms in this study compare with the other groups of students?” 
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Figure 3-2 Random Number Generator 
 
The NLE (National Latin Exam Committee, 2018, 2020), is a standardized test 
designed with the goal of “providing every Latin student the opportunity to experience a 
sense of personal accomplishment and success in his or her study of the Latin language 
and culture” (p. 1). The exam is comprised of 40 multiple-choice questions from various 
categories including Latin grammar, vocabulary, derivatives, geography, oral Latin and 
Roman history, culture and daily life. Each year, over 100,000 students from the United 
States and several other countries take the exam, which is organized into various levels 
corresponding with the number of years of students’ Latin study. The NLE is not 
intended to be a comprehensive end of course exam, partly because the exam is 
administered in early March each year. There is some leeway for schools regarding the 
administration date to account for holidays and other needs of individual schools. The 
NLE is also not a contest. Students take the NLE in order to earn recognition for their 
personal accomplishments in learning Latin, and it was in this spirit that I used the NLE 
as a test instrument.  
The NLE questions are determined by a committee of Latin teachers, who are 
members of the American Classical League (2017), a not-for-profit organization founded 
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in 1919, whose purpose is to advance the study of classical languages and civilizations 
and liberal arts education. Members of the American Classical League are mostly 
American K-12 teachers and professors of Latin and Greek; membership is open to any 
interested person. The committee writes new questions for the exam each year. After the 
exam administration, which takes place in local schools, the answer sheets are sent back 
to the committee headquarters and are scored by the organization. The committee then 
releases the questions and an answer key, along with detailed analysis of the percentage 
of students who answered each question correctly. 
For this study, the NLE had several advantages. It is short: with only 40 
questions, study participants were able to take the exam in one class period. The NLE 
has been administered since 1976, so that there is a large pool of exams from which to 
select a random instrument. Furthermore, it is easy for an experienced Latin teacher to 
see what each question is testing for, which aided in data analysis, as the principal 
researcher has this experience. 
As mentioned above, the test is written by Latin teachers and psychometric data 
is not available for the exam. While no psychometric data has been created yet for the 
exam, The NLE is trusted by the larger community of Latin teachers for several reasons. 
The exam was established in 1976 and each year sees a steady increase of schools and 
students who take the exam, so that in 2016, more than 154,000 students from the United 
States and several other countries took the exam, providing a large participant number 
for comparison. The exam questions themselves are written with care by the committee 
as a group. Hochberg (2016) reported that the eleven committee members meet several 
times, including a 3-day retreat, to write, review and edit the exams. After the questions 
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are written, they are vetted by a set of consultants, including Latin teachers and college 
professors. Each year’s exam is designed from a syllabus (National Latin Exam 
Committee, 2018) set by the National Latin Exam Committee. The National Association 
of Secondary School Principals (2018) has placed the NLE on the Advisory List of 
National Contests and Activities. 
Disadvantages to using the NLE, while few, must be addressed. It has already 
been mentioned that the exam is not intended as a comprehensive course exam, as it is 
administered in early March, several months before the end of the school year. Each 
exam has a mix of easy and difficult questions, so that there is not a pre-set difficulty 
level ascribed to each question. The lack of psychometric data has already been 
mentioned, and this disadvantage is not insignificant. Without psychometric data, 
researchers cannot say that a test provides reliable results. The decision was made to use 
the NLE even though there is no psychometric data regarding the reliability and validity 
of the test because the advantages outweigh the disadvantages. The qualitative findings 
from the data generated through the study implementation of the NLE cannot be 
generalized to the wider population of Latin students or students in active Latin classes. 
It is also important to note that the NLE syllabus is not followed by all teachers, nor was 
it followed by all teachers in this study. Furthermore, the syllabus does not correspond 
directly to any textbook in current use. This could be interpreted as either advantage or 
disadvantage, as the committee takes care to include questions similar to those students 
will have seen in any of the various textbooks used in schools at their level of study.  
When analyzing the NLE data, another disadvantage became apparent: the 
dataset for the control population, that is the group of students who took the exam when 
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it was officially administered in 2018, only includes the arithmetic mean score for each 
individual question, expressed as a percentage of students who answered each question 
correctly, and the total overall number of students who took the test during the official 
test administration. This means that we do not know how any individual student in the 
control population scored on any individual question and cannot compare results that 
address sets of questions. Furthermore, we do not have a way to know if a student in the 
control group who answered question 1 correctly also answered question 2 correctly (or 
incorrectly), and so on. While I was able to view and analyze participants’ individual 
results for each question, which allowed for grouping of types of questions and analysis 
that spans multiple questions, I was not able to do this with the control group’s data, nor 
was I able to make comparisons of this type of analysis between the study participants 
data and that of the control group. A final disadvantage: due to the exigencies of data 
collection, the NLE test selected for this study was given in January, not in March, so 
that student participants had significantly less time (about 8 weeks less time, or roughly 
20 percent of the school year) to work with the content, vocabulary, grammar, and types 
of questions asked prior to the test’s administration. The participants in this study also 
had less opportunity to gain experience in reading Latin and work with Latin texts than 
the control population of test takers at the official test administration. Despite the 
disadvantages, I decided to use the NLE because of the length of the test, my experience 
with the test, and the fact that it is recognized so widely by Latin teachers.  
Data Collection 
As described in the Data Sources section, data was collected in the form of three 
individual semi-structured interviews, classroom observations, and a special study-only 
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administration of a selected NLE test. Data was collected at the sites of the participant 
schools. Every effort was made to coordinate the individual dates for data collection with 
the needs of the participant teachers, students and schools. A timetable of data collection 
including the dates and locations of interviews, observations, and NLE administration 
dates is recorded in Appendix L. 
Interviews 
The three interviews with each teacher took place in the schools. Times for the 
interviews were mutually agreed upon by the participants and the researcher. Interviews 
were audio recorded digitally. The first interview took place at the school immediately 
after the consent form was explained to the teacher participant and signed by the teacher 
participant and the principal researcher. The second interview took place at the school 
after one of the observations was completed. The third interview took place at the school 
on the day of the final observation after the final observation was completed. Stake 
(1995) stated that it is very important to prepare the transcript of the interview as soon as 
possible after the interview has been completed. With Stake’s advice in mind, I took 
brief notes during the interviews and prepared a transcript of the interviews immediately 
following each interview. The interview transcript commentary was sent to the 
participant for triangulation in order to make sure that the interview transcript is an 
accurate representation of the conversation, reflecting not only the words, but the intent.  
Observations 
Each classroom was observed for a total of 6 sessions, each on different days, for 
a total length of time that ranged from 55-90 minutes, depending on the length of the 
class period. For example, in a school where the length of the class period is 60 minutes, 
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6 hours of observations were conducted. In a school where the length of the class period 
is 90 minutes, such as a school with a block schedule, 9 hours of observations were 
conducted. The rationale for using the school schedule is entirely pragmatic. By basing 
the observation time in class periods, the full arc of the communication that occurs from 
the time the students enter the classroom until the end of the class period was observed. I 
created field observation notes. These observation notes were guided by COLT 
Observation Form A, but not restrictively so. I took extensive field notes on a laptop 
computer in a plain text application using the COLT as a guide. The field notes and 
observations were not recorded directly on the COLT checklist during the observations, 
as this did not prove to be practical for a single researcher. During the observation and 
recording of field notes, I attended to communication, noting the speaker (teacher or 
student/students), the form of communication (reading, writing, speaking, listening), and 
the purpose of communication, guided by the categories listed in COLT Observation 
Form A.  
National Latin Exam 
All students in each case environment who gave assent and whose parents gave 
consent took a randomly selected, previously administered NLE. All participants took 
the same exam, the 2018 NLE. See Appendix F for the exam questions, Appendix G for 
the text of the reading passage, Appendix H for the answer key and Appendix I for the 
2018 score report. The principal researcher administered the NLE at each school during a 
regular class period determined by the teacher, during the month of January 2020. The 
teacher participants were present during the exam administration due to legal 
requirements and district policies regarding student supervision. The students were 
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reminded that the purpose of the exam was to help me as a researcher so that I could 
learn more about how Latin is taught and learned. Students did not get a grade in their 
course for their exam results. Students entered answers onto an answer form. The only 
identifying information on the front of the answer form was a code to identify the class 
and case. On the back of the form, the students provided a code name known to the 
teacher but not to me, so that the teacher could receive individual results of the exam for 
pedagogical purpose. I did not have access to code names and the names of the students 
in connection with individual test results. I was able to determine which class the form 
was from and verified that the class identifier was on each answer form in order to use 
the appropriate answer sheet to grade each test and conduct analysis. The codes for the 
cases in this study are MB for Mountain Bridge High School, U for the Unity School, 
and LR for Little River High School. Codes for classes were derived from the class 
meeting time of each Latin course. Immediately after the test was administered, an 
additional numerical code was assigned to each answer sheet in order to facilitate data 
entry, verification, and analysis. For example, the first answer sheet in the pile collected 
from students at Little River High School was labeled LR-1, the second answer sheet 
was labeled LR-2, and so on. These numerical codes were not connected with the real 
names or code names of individual students. 
Administration of the exam took 40 minutes from the time the questions were 
distributed. There was provision to allow the teacher discretion to allow extra time for 
students who are permitted extra time for testing purposes. Any permitted extra time due 
to accommodations or modifications was not noted on the individual test results, nor was 
a note made as to how many students were allowed extra time in the group. This policy 
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aligns with the official policy of the National Latin Exam Committee (2018) regarding 
modifications and accommodations for testing. I remained in the class with the students 
during the exam administration as the proctor of the exam. Students took the exam 
unassisted. No students asked questions during the exam administration and no scrap 
paper was provided. Students were permitted to note their answers on the test question 
sheet so that, at the teacher’s discretion, the class could review the answers after test 
administration was complete. The administration of the National Latin Exam did not 
count as an observation day. 
In order to grade the exams, an answer sheet derived from the official score report 
that was published by the National Latin Exam Committee (2018) was created. See 
appendix H. I graded each exam form by hand twice in order to ensure accuracy. I 
analyzed the results of the tests by class through an Excel spreadsheet, to create a listing 
of the aggregate scores for each item by class and by case. The results were also analyzed 
by examining the Excel spreadsheet to create a listing of the aggregate scores of all of the 
cases. This is comparable to a standard feature provided by the Scantron system, which 
was not used to perform the analysis. I entered these results into SPSS in order to analyze 
the arithmetic mean score for each question. SPSS is a statistical software program that 
allows a researcher to analyze statistics in batches, which improves accuracy and saves 
time. SPSS is capable of generating charts and graphs to represent data and analysis. 





Data including audio recordings were kept securely locked on a flash drive in a 
password-protected file available only to PI and PI’s advisor. Physical copies of field 
notes, transcripts and consent forms were stored in a locked cabinet located in the office 
of the principal Investigator on the University of Kentucky campus. All research-related 
documents and records including signed consent forms will be maintained for six years 
after study closure, after which time they will be securely disposed. These documents are 
subject to audit. The University of Kentucky IRB approved this data security plan.  
Data Analysis 
Observations and Interviews 
Following data collection from observations and interviews, I transcribed the 
recordings into text format. Regarding transcripts of observations, it is important to note 
that mistakes are part of the discourse in L2 as they are in L1. I have recorded what was 
said by the participants and I have not made changes or corrections to anyone's words. 
Once transcriptions were completed, I then entered transcripts into ATLAS.ti data 
management software in order to facilitate a thorough process of data coding and 
identification of themes. ATLAS.ti is a software program that expedites the analysis of 
qualitative data by allowing a researcher to assign codes to the data. These codes are 
easily manipulated via the program to help a researcher identify relationships and themes 
in the data. Transcription and coding occurred as quickly as possible after the completion 
of each interview and observation so that data collection and analysis were concurrent. 
Knafl, Webster, Benoliel & Morse (1988) noted that the purpose of data management in 
theory-building studies is to explain the phenomenon. This required me to continually 
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review the data and relate the data to active Latin. The raw data was reviewed using a 
mix of inductive and deductive analysis to allow themes to emerge. Inductive analysis is 
the process of allowing codes and themes to emerge from the data. The data itself 
suggests the codes. Examples of inductive coding were initial codes for PHILOSOPHY, 
which came up during interviews, and STUDENT CHOICE, which came up during 
interviews and classroom observations.  
Classroom observations were the primary data source to answer the question, 
“How do teachers and students communicate in an active Latin classroom?” For the 
classroom observations, inductive analysis allowed for recognizing important events and 
communication and encoding these as they arose during the process of reviewing the 
data. Deductive analysis followed the codes suggested in the COLT observation 
instrument. The COLT instrument serves as a basic coding manual for the deductive 
analysis. This mixed approach of inductive and deductive analysis allowed for 
complementary and multifaceted organization of the data in order to maximize the 
opportunities to recognize patterns in the data. Analysis of the data was repeated, 
allowing for reflection between steps. For the interviews, a similar mix of inductive and 
deductive coding was used, and the COLT instrument was used as a basis for the 
deductive analysis in order to answer the questions “How do teachers engage in active 
Latin pedagogy?” “Why do teachers engage in active Latin pedagogy?” and “How do 
teachers and students communicate in an active Latin classroom?”.  
Saldaña (2015) pointed out that coding decisions may happen before or during 
the initial review of the data. I had originally intended to adhere very closely to the codes 
the COLT instrument. Yet during data collection and initial data analysis, other 
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additional codes emerged from the data, and these codes began to illuminate the research 
questions. Glesne (2015) described a good coding scheme as one that leads to the 
realization of new understandings. Throughout the coding process, the data led to these 
new understandings about learning and teaching in the active Latin classroom. Several 
types of data were collected and coded including interview transcripts and observation 
transcripts collected over a three-month period. The process of coding all of this data was 
iterative. The first pass of coding started by listening to the recordings again after 
transcripts had been created. Then, reading quickly, I made memos of possible codes. 
Some of the codes from COLT formed the basic structure for the other codes. For 
example, from COLT part A, READING, WRITING, SPEAKING, and LISTENING 
were very helpful codes that emerged from the interviews and the observations. These 
codes were refined by adding the codes ST and TEACHER to form a clear picture of 
who was communicating and through what modes. From COLT part B, L1 and L2 were 
important, foundational codes for the observations; these codes remained essential, 
offering insight throughout the process of analysis. Glesne (2015) observed that line-by-
line coding is an immersive process. This immersion in the data during coding allowed 
the codes to emerge from the data. Following Glesne’s (2015) guidance, coding that was 
more abstract and removed slightly from the data was often used. For example, a code of 
ARWENA L1 INSTRUCTIONS SPEAKING during an observation was noted in a 
coding memo, because Arwena rarely spoke in L1 during lessons, particularly when 
giving directions to students. The more abstract TEACHER L1 SPEAKING coding was 




For each individual case, data was analyzed at the classroom level and at the 
teacher level. These analyses were followed by investigation of relationships between 
these levels. Since this is an embedded study, data was analyzed at the sub-levels of each 
of the cases and then at the overall case-level. The sub-levels of the cases are the views 
of the teacher, the events that occur in the classroom, and the observed learning 
outcomes. At this point, a cross-cases analysis was conducted in order to compare results 
among the cases at the sub-level and at the overall level. As Merriam (1998) stated, 
analysis must be ongoing, bearing in mind all of the data has to be brought together and 
analyzed at sub-level and at the case level before the cross-case analysis begins. 
As each new code emerged, it was added to the code list. After each piece of the 
qualitative data had been assigned a code, occurrences of each code were counted, and 
assertions were made based on attribution frequency. Themes that emerged from the 
transcripts are described in the qualitative findings section of chapter 4. The codes and 
their explanations from class observations are found in Appendix J.  Codes and their 
explanations from interviews are found in appendix K.  
National Latin Exam 
In the analysis of the NLE data, the arithmetic mean answer results from each 
case were compared with the arithmetic mean results of the other cases. These scores 
were then analyzed to determine patterns in the data that shed light on the research 
question. The question “How do the knowledge and skills of student groups in each of the 
active Latin classrooms in this study compare with the other groups of students?” was 
addressed by analyzing data using a basic statistical question: Is there an association 
between exam performance and working in an active Latin class? In this study, the three 
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groups of students in active Latin classes who took the NLE were compared. I first 
grouped the questions from the NLE into five categories based on the criteria the 
questions are testing. These categories were grammar, reading comprehension, 
vocabulary, Roman culture and conversational Latin. 
NLE data was analyzed using a dependent variable (item score performance) and 
an independent variable (teacher) via simple comparison of the individual and arithmetic 
mean scores in a one-way ANOVA on each question to compare the results among the 
three schools. The ANOVA was followed by the Bonferroni post hoc test on each 
question to determine if there were statistically significant differences among the 3 
groups.  
Trustworthiness 
Glesne (2016) set forth several criteria by which a researcher can establish 
trustworthiness, including prolonged engagement, triangulation, rich, thick description, 
negative case analysis, member checking, clarification of research bias and subjectivity, 
peer review and debriefing and maintaining an audit trail. This section addresses these 
criteria. 
As described in the data collection section, I spent extended time in the field. The 
research plan called for at least 18 hours of classroom observations and three 30-minute 
interviews with each teacher-participant. Data was triangulated by using multiple data-
collection methods, including interviews, observations and student test data over three 
cases. Observation and interview transcripts were interpreted descriptively in chapter 4, 
so that readers have a clear idea of the context for interpretations of the data. During data 
collection, I sought nonconfirming evidence and negative cases. Member-checking 
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occurred after each interview and observation and during the draft process of the final 
research report. As described in the researcher bias and positionality sections, I am 
heavily invested in understanding active Latin teaching and learning. This level of 
investment requires me to be highly reflective about my biases. At each stage of the 
research process, time was purposely built in to allow me to reflect on my biases, how 
they were monitored and how they were used in this research. Peer review and debriefing 
is a large part of this research process. Lincoln and Guba (1985) described how peer 
review and debriefing can benefit research and researchers. They found that discussing 
the research with a disinterested peer can allow the researcher to test hypotheses and 
discover biases and hidden assumptions. Since this research was performed as part of the 
requirements of the doctoral degree, the doctoral committee members provided extremely 
valuable help in the debriefing process. At every step of the process, the advisors were 
available to discuss the research, challenge assumptions and help me to develop ideas. 
Throughout the research, I enlisted the help of a friend who is a Latin teacher not 
involved in the study, to debrief, to discuss unexplored biases, to review codes and vet 
ideas, while being careful to respect the participants’ confidentiality. Finally, some parts 
of the research were presented and discussed at local and national conferences where peer 
review was an integral part of the presentations. As described in the data security section 
of this report, a plan to collect, save and organize all documents and data related to this 
research was approved by the IRB committee and implemented. 
Position of the Researcher: A Personal Narrative 
In order to obtain a teaching license for modern language education, candidates 
must be able to read the target language and understand it when hearing it, as well as 
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write it and speak it with grammatical and idiomatic accuracy. Only one of those skills is 
currently assessed on the tests for Latin teacher licensure in most states: reading. And 
many Latin teachers readily admit that they are not very good at that skill either; I was 
one of them when I began my teaching career. 
As a Latin scholar, I am first a product of the Conventiculum Lexintoniense 
(Humanitas, 2021), an annual, week-long total immersion conference in Latin founded 
on the guiding principle that “The use of active Latin is not merely a matter of pedagogy: 
it is a matter of forming and maintaining a close relationship with the Latin language” 
(UK Classics, 2014). At the Conventiculum and later in my MA program at the 
University of Kentucky, I began to develop the ability to read and communicate in the 
Latin language directly and to cultivate the ability to understand Latin without recourse 
to English. I truly internalized the understanding that Latin is a language, not a puzzle or 
a recasting of English via an odd set of rules and procedures. Latin students and teachers 
have for so long (particularly since the 19th century) been used to intensively reading all 
the Latin that we know and learn. While the primary activity one does with Latin texts is 
read, I have come to the realization that it is foolish to cut oneself off from other routes 
to learning how to read the language with greater comprehension: speaking, listening, 
writing and reading of both the intensive and extensive kinds. My experience gained 
through learning Latin via active methods had the potential to bias this research in that, 
because of this exceptionally positive experience, I am very strongly convinced of the 
efficacy of active Latin. There was a danger of confirmation bias: allowing my 
experience to influence my interpretation of the data.   
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Along with the degree in classics, I completed the Graduate Certificate in Latin 
Studies at UK. The program fosters this active command of Latin in various ways: 
requiring students to speak and write in Latin constantly throughout the program, 
ensuring familiarity with important Latin texts that form the basis of western culture and 
providing a perspective of the whole Latin literary tradition of more than two thousand 
years spanning the ancient, medieval, Renaissance and modern periods. This is not 
merely unusual: at the time that I am writing this, the University of Kentucky offers the 
only degree-conferring program in the world with this special, active approach to Latin. 
This particular experience had the potential to bias my research, in that there was a 
danger of allowing myself to think that my experience of active Latin was the only basis 
for a correct accurate definition of active Latin. 
During the last several months of my MA program, I wrote a commentary on two 
of Marcus Antonius Muretus’s orations on the importance and value of the humanities 
(Manning, 2016). In Latin. Very few people alive today can make that claim and I do not 
take that distinction lightly. It confers a certain sense of responsibility. It is part of what 
enabled me to undertake this research, because I can interpret the communication in a 
Latin classroom in real time without having to resort to another language or translation 
for understanding. This experience had some potential to bias my research because in 
any act of communication, there is a potential for misunderstanding unless the 
participants in that communication work diligently to clear up any misunderstandings 
that arise. 
At the same time, I am a licensed, professional teacher, with the ability to analyze 
teaching practice and assess student learning. Added to this experience, I am an 
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education researcher who focuses on curriculum and instruction, with expertise in 
qualitative and quantitative research methods. This combination of skills and dispositions 
puts me in an ideal position to undertake this research study. 
I must point out that there are no native speakers of Latin. Not even the experts, 
whom I admire so much, are native speakers of Latin. Nobody expects us to found a new 
nation where Latin is the native language. And, indeed, I am convinced that we would 
lose our greatest benefit: the deadness of Latin, if that were to come to pass. The point of 
conversing in Latin is to understand Latin literature. Understanding Latin literature is the 
main purpose for continuing to offer Latin programs in US schools. This research defines 
active Latin teaching and learning with the aim of identifying and providing the tools 
needed for K-12 Latin programs to foster the capacity to lead students to a deeper level 
of understanding of Latin language and literature.  
Researcher Bias 
It is essential that researchers limit the impact of any bias, taking special care 
when one researcher is the primary collector of data. Maxwell (2012) stated that 
qualitative data collection is particularly prone to researcher bias. To limit bias in this 
study, each teacher-participant was afforded opportunities to review the transcripts and 
make clarifications. This was very useful in helping to mitigate my own bias in 
understanding the sense and purpose of the communication that occurred in the 
interviews and observations. After each observation and interview, I created memos 
highlighting overall impressions gained during the session and questions that came up 
during immediate reflection. The process of creating and reviewing these memos was 
instrumental in helping to keep unexamined bias from creeping into later interpretation 
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of the data. Data was confirmed by triangulating through multiple sources, so that 
educator interviews were not the only source of data. This research created data from 
several sources, including observations, interviews and student test scores. Finally, peer 
debriefing and discussion were essential tools to mitigate bias. During the peer 
debriefing process, direct questions about bias arose from of a desire to ensure that the 
research will be widely useful to the field of Latin teachers rather than simply appealing 
to a subset of Latin teachers who share these biases. 
Summary of Chapter 3: Research Methods 
Chapter 3 presented the research instruments and methods that were used in order to 
examine the study’s questions. This chapter addressed the important questions of 
trustworthiness and researcher bias. During this chapter I explained the reasoning behind 
my research choices and described and my position as a researcher. Chapter 4 provides a 
detailed explanation of the data, using the participants’ own words to offer the reader the 















CHAPTER 4. FINDINGS 
Introduction 
In this study, I considered the nature of active Latin teaching and learning by 
observing the culture, the teaching and learning process, and the learning produced in 
each of the classroom communities under consideration. The essential question that drove 
this research asked, “What is active Latin teaching and learning?” To address this 
phenomenon, I investigated four research questions:  
1. Why do teachers engage in active Latin pedagogy? 
2. How do teachers engage in active Latin pedagogy? 
3. How do teachers and students communicate in an active Latin classroom? 
4. How do the knowledge and skills of student groups in each of the active Latin 
classrooms in this study compare with the other groups of students?  
This chapter provides a close look at the data generated in this comparative case study. 
This description of the data is divided into 2 sections: themes that emerged from the 
qualitative data, and a discussion of the quantitative data. 
Themes from Interviews and Observations 
Classroom observations and teacher interviews were collected and analyzed to 
ascertain the ways in which teachers defined active Latin, their motivations for using 
active Latin pedagogy, and the ways in which they implemented active Latin. In this 
comparative case study, teachers exhibited both similarities and differences across each 
research question. The following section illustrates a number of themes that emerged 
from an analysis of the data.  
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What is Active Latin Teaching and Learning? 
Data pointed to a strong theme directly related to how teachers defined active 
Latin teaching and learning: Teachers in the study expressed the idea that active Latin 
uses L2 for oral classroom communication. Three subthemes emerged around teachers’ 
definitions. First, all 3 teachers defined active Latin at the beginning of the study as an 
overall experience of Latin spoken in the classroom despite differences in ideas about 
who speaks Latin, how much Latin is spoken and how often Latin is spoken in an active 
Latin classroom. Second, data indicated that teachers’ preparation and professional 
development had influenced their initial definitions and conceptualizations of active 
Latin. Finally, teachers’ ideas about active Latin evolved during the study. There 
remained subtle differences in these definitions and how they evolved. Arwena kept the 
focus on teacher speaking and students listening but added emphasis to other components 
of reading and writing, while Felix noted that spoken Latin did not have to take over all 
planning and teaching time; Marcus's definition expanded with the addition of a writing 
component. By the end of the study, all teachers expressed the idea that reading, writing, 
speaking and listening modalities are part of active Latin.  
Active Latin is Oral L2 Communication for Learning Latin 
In this study I interviewed teachers who described their own definitions of active 
Latin and how it is created in their classrooms. Teachers in the study described their 
impressions about active Latin. At the beginning of the study, all three teachers in the 
study expressed that active Latin is an oral communicative process. The idea was that 
active Latin occurs when teachers or students speak in L2 for genuine classroom 
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communication for learning and teaching Latin. The data showed slight differences 
among teachers regarding who is speaking in L2 (teachers vs. students) and how often. 
Marcus defined active Latin an immersive experience of students and teacher 
using L2 throughout every class. At the beginning of the study, Marcus described the 
concept of active Latin as complete immersion, that is, everyone, students and teacher, 
staying in L2 all the time. Marcus aimed for total immersion including discussions about 
texts and grammar. “I try to ignore this nagging voice that it’s all or nothing, that it’s 
immersion or bust. Every day I try to give them some active Latin, and some days are 
better than others.” Marcus continued, “We’re trying to encourage spoken Latin” among 
students and teachers. I observed oral L2 communication between the students and 
Marcus to some extent during every observation at Unity School. 
Like Marcus, Felix believed active Latin involves spoken Latin for the great 
majority of the time. At the beginning of Felix’s career, the main concern was the percent 
of spoken classroom communication in L2. In our first interview, Felix expressed the 
idea that active Latin pedagogy meant both teacher and students stayed in L2 90 percent 
of the time or more. However, this level of L2 use was not feasible to Felix, who felt that 
models for staying in L2 90 percent of the time would not lead to students being able to 
read Latin that had been written, for example, in the Roman period. During Felix’s 
teacher training, the focus had been on modern interpersonal communication. Models of 
communication for modern interpersonal communicative purposes are not found in the 
Ecce Romani textbooks used at Mountain Bridge High School; nor are they found on the 
AP Latin Exam, which is a culminating course at Mountain Bridge High School. Felix 
felt communication tasks such as “asking someone what time of the day is or or asking 
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someone where they can buy a sandwich” would not lead to the development of “vocab I 
want my students to use to be able to read authentic text” such as the texts presented on 
the AP Latin Exam. 
Like Marcus and Felix, Arwena defined active Latin as oral classroom 
communications in L2. Earlier in her career, as Arwena described it, active Latin was 
perceived as a situation where students primarily listen to the teacher speaking Latin all 
day, every day. Arwena began teaching with the firm idea that when the teacher speaks 
L2 for the entire class, students absorb the language by listening. According to Arwena’s 
early definition of active Latin, as long as the teacher was speaking a lot in L2 during 
every class, the class was engaging in active Latin. Arwena described her pedagogy this 
way, “One of my basic beliefs is me staying in the language [L2]. Language [L2] is 
exposure for my students.” In every class I observed, Arwena spoke in L2 as the primary 
language of communication. In fact, on the rare occasions when Arwena spoke any 
English words, she wore a sign declaring, “I speak English.” 
Professional Development Influence on Active Latin Pedagogy 
An important theme related to the nature of active Latin teaching and learning 
concerns difficulties encountered by teachers when integrating concepts and techniques 
addressed in teacher training and professional development into the practice of teaching. 
Each teacher’s ideas about active Latin pedagogy grew from their teacher preparation and 
professional development. Teachers in this study experienced different Latin language 
preparation and different professional development as teaching professionals. These 
experiences presented challenges to each teacher as they approached pedagogical 
decisions. For each of these teachers, very early experiences in learning Latin were not 
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based in active Latin, but a combination of a reading-based approach with a heavy 
emphasis on grammar. Making the change from being learners of Latin via less active 
approaches to being Latin teachers using active Latin was both exciting and daunting to 
the teachers in this study. Analysis of the data illustrated some of the teachers’ 
experiences. At the same time, professional development experiences seemed to the 
teachers to be rigid in their insistence that active Latin be done in particular ways. This 
led teachers to feel compelled to teach Latin the way the professional development 
prescribed. For some teachers, there was a sense of tension that what was required would 
be very difficult to implement or that it would not lead to desired pedagogical results. 
More than the other teachers in this study, from the beginning of her career as a 
Latin teacher, Arwena enacted ideas about maintaining an immersive environment at a 
high level. For Arwena, graduate school was the first experience with active Latin. It was 
the first time she had used Latin to learn Latin. Prior to graduate school, “I’d never seen 
it done like that. I thought to myself, ‘I can’t do that.’ I was silent for two years.” Arwena 
spent those years looking at studies and reading textbooks cover to cover. “And finally 
probably in the second semester, after enough months, I buy it. This is the most effective 
way. I buy it.” Before then, Arwena continued,  
I was super skeptical about everything. So, it took me awhile to buy into it. But 
once I did, now I’m hooked. A lot of people were disinterested in the research. 
This was the first time I’m ever hearing this stuff. It was inundating. 
Marcus came to Latin teaching after having trained to be an English teacher. Ever 
since he decided to become a Latin teacher, he has been reading widely about teaching 
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Latin actively. He reads and discusses with other teachers the use of the Ørberg textbook 
Familia Romana, along with various practices such as TPR.  
Among the long-term goals Marcus has for his students is an idea of learning to 
use Latin as a natural language. Marcus described his language learning goals for his 
students this way: “I want them to acquire the language, to learn the language. I’m still 
wrestling with this. My priority is not, you know, the grammar, so much as ‘can we 
understand the Latin in a more natural way?’”  
Marcus described a sense of tension that arose from trying to reconcile the 
different pedagogical ideas discussed in his professional development reading.  
When there are all of these competing pedagogies I kind of oscillate between 
them. I can one day say, you know what? If I just talk to them about the story in 
Latin. Even if it’s simple. All day, every day, all year, at a level they can 
understand, at a level I can do, that would be great. 
Marcus went on to describe how staying in L2 “all day, every day, all year” was not 
sustainable in order that students meet the other course goals. He concluded, “I kind of 
bounce back and forth.” 
Felix explained that active teaching and learning in their teacher education 
program was “very much focused on interpersonal communication between the teacher 
and the students. Students learning how to talk with others.” Felix described their teacher 
training program as prescribing that Latin classes stay in L2 90 percent of the time 
overall. Moreover, Felix found a disconnect in the types of communication addressed in 
the teacher training and the students learning goals for Latin. Felix continued,  
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[the graduate education program] followed research for second language 
acquisition, but I feel like Classical Languages… I just feel like they’re a different 
ballgame. Because some of the vocab I want my students to use to be able to read 
authentic text is not going to be stuff you learn from asking someone what time of 
the day is or asking someone where they can buy a sandwich. 
Similarly, there was a disconnect between what Felix had learned in their teacher 
education program and what they wanted their Latin 1 students do be able to do with 
Latin, such as “recognize when they see Latin out on a monument and maybe recognize 
some of the words.” And while active Latin was a vehicle to get students to those early 
goals of recognizing Latin in the real world and making connections between Latin and 
their experience of the real world, “my goal isn’t for them to go to a train station and ask 
what times the train is coming.” Felix expressed a view that Classical languages require a 
different approach than what is typically used to teach vernacular world languages. 
Definitions of Active Latin Evolved Over Time 
During the study, the teachers’ views about the nature of active Latin evolved, 
even though communicative use of L2 as the vehicle to learn Latin remained the primary 
definition of active Latin. By the end of the study, all teachers expressed the idea that 
active Latin includes reading, writing, speaking and listening. Marcus concluded that 
reading and writing as well as speaking and listening comprise active Latin. Felix stated 
that some communicative use of the language constitutes active Latin, even when 90 
percent of the class was not speaking L2. Arwena’s concept of active Latin expanded 
from students taking a primarily listening role in the classroom to student production of 
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Latin, both speaking and writing, taking a more important part in classroom 
communication.  
I asked Felix if their definition of active Latin had changed as the study 
progressed. By the third interview, Felix’s original definition of active Latin requiring 
the class to use L2 90 percent of the time evolved to a more modest goal of “some 
active” use of L2. Felix reflected about active Latin and what it means for their own 
classroom, “I’ve learned that it doesn’t have to be the full, entire class. It can be just little 
things in between. It can also be a couple lessons a week. It doesn’t have to be like full 
on every day, all day.” With that revised definition of some active use of L2 in mind, 
Felix stated that they would like to add more active Latin in their classes. At the end of 
the study, Felix expressed that active Latin is present when L2 is used for classroom 
communication even when L2 is always not the primary language of the classroom. 
When I asked how his concept of active Latin teaching had evolved since the 
beginning of the study, Marcus replied “I've changed some things. I know I did add in 
dictations. They just didn’t occur to me before.”  In addition, just prior to the end of the 
study, Marcus recommended to students an audiobook of Familia Romana “that they 
should listen to and read along in the book as they listen to it.” Marcus’s definition of 
active Latin had grown from an idea of speaking and listening to a concept of active Latin 
that includes reading, writing, speaking and listening.  
Arwena defined active Latin in our final interview and explained how that 
definition had evolved for her over time. Active Latin pedagogy, according to Arwena’s 
definition at the end of the study, focuses on practices that lead students to communicate 
in reading, writing, speaking listening.  
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Instead of ‘active means that I work really hard to speak in Latin’, what my 
thinking was straight out of grad school…now my perspective is more how much 
I want the students to work to produce and read and write and speak. I want to put 
the onus more on them and set them up well to be able to succeed in that way.  
Arwena’s own definition of active Latin expanded from the kind of thinking that suggests 
that the teacher should speak in Latin all the time while the students acquire as much as 
they can by listening to a pedagogy that provides students with the skills that lead to them 
being able to read, write, and speak in Latin, as well as listening: all four communicative 
competencies. Active Latin is more than the teacher speaking and the student listening: it 
is communication in L2.  
Why do teachers engage in active Latin pedagogy? 
Teachers had similar motivations for teaching active Latin. Analysis of the data 
resulted in two major themes pertaining to their motivations: (a) living a well-examined 
life, and (b) access to Latin literature for lifelong learning. The long-term goal identified 
across all three teachers was that active interaction with authors who wrote in Latin for 
speakers of Latin was a way for students to be informed about history, to understand the 
world today and develop a personal philosophy for a deeply examined life. Active Latin 
was seen as the way to provide this access in a fun, engaging and authentic way. Teachers 
in the study expressed the importance of direct access to Latin literature as a reason for 
engaging in active Latin pedagogy. Data from interviews demonstrate that providing 
students access to Latin literature written through all time periods was very important to 
all teachers in the study. Teachers in the study felt that actively communicating with 
others about literature is very important for the personal growth and character 
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development of their students. The ultimate shared goal was that students be good 
citizens and make good choices, but there were nuances in the way teachers analyzed the 
connection between Latin literature and living a good life. For Marcus, the main aim was 
being a good person and making good life choices because of what was read. Felix 
wanted students to be aware of how our past informs the future when making good life 
choices, while Arwena stressed that giving students access to literature and ideas that 
they can connect to personally will render the experience meaningful in order to inspire 
good life choices. 
Active Latin and a Well-Examined Life 
Data from interviews strongly indicate that teachers engage in active Latin 
pedagogy because they believe interacting with the literature actively will lead students to 
live good lives. The teachers were unanimous in expressing the idea that to live a good 
life requires people to think about the life choices they make and to understand their own 
reasons for their actions.  It is a “big picture” goal that these teachers have for their 
students. In fact, the phrase “big picture” came up in the interviews. The following 
responses from each of the three participants illustrate this belief that interacting with 
Latin literature actively will lead students to live well-examined lives. 
Marcus stressed, “I want them - my students - to be virtuous, well-informed, 
thoughtful people who are able to take what they’ve learned and use it to be good 
people.” Marcus was quite emphatic in this statement. In my notes, I underlined the 
words “virtuous”, “well-informed” and “thoughtful” to indicate the emphasis he gave as 
he spoke these words. Marcus was referring to human character development and people 
growing in the ability to make informed decisions.  
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Similarly, Felix described the benefits reading Latin actively offers to their 
students:  
“The history written in the Latin language has informed our society so much. It’s 
really good for students to have a knowledge of that history, learning about the 
world and what’s come before you so you can think about what’s going to come 
after. That’s part of the historical tradition.”  
When I asked, “why active Latin?” Felix expressed an essentially student-
centered view of pedagogy. “My first goal is to make people comfortable. I still try to 
challenge them, but it’s more important to me that people are comfortable and feel safe 
rather than following a certain type of pedagogy.” When I probed further, Felix 
elaborated that “a certain type of pedagogy” referred to different practices in teaching 
Latin content. Felix explained:  
[Active Latin] is a vehicle I use because I think it's fun. But it's really me trying to 
like make them aware that, like, the world is so much more than them and that as 
a society we need to kind of be cognizant of that.  
Felix was silent for a moment, and then emphasized the importance of the connections 
that students make in the active Latin classroom. “Giving people a liberal arts education 
and having them think critically and be cognizant of things that affect our society like art 
and literature that Latin has a connection to.” Felix continued,  
Make students aware that Latin is a language that still affects, that has affected 
our language. I don’t care if they come out able to speak Latin or translate every 
word they see. Just knowing it exists and that it has affected us and hoping they 
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can transfer that to other subjects. To show that things in the ancient world are 
connected. It’s all a bigger picture. 
Like Felix and Marcus, Arwena enumerated long-term goals for her students to 
think about questions that form the basis for life choices. “The big picture is access to 
literature. And that touches philosophy and living well and living with meaning. The 
examined life. To give kids access to something that affects them personally.” What 
drives Arwena’s active Latin pedagogy is for a student to be able to say, “This is 
something I can do, and it’s meaningful to me.” Arwena paused and then summed up her 
thoughts this way. “Whether that is mythology or history or religion or warfare or 
government or any number of ideas. Beautiful, big ideas.”  
All teachers in the study articulated the unsolicited idea that active Latin 
pedagogy gives students opportunities to lead a good life. In the good life described by 
teachers in this study, their students grow up to become life-long learners who are 
educated, well informed, good citizens. Teachers expressed the belief that active Latin 
provides their students a way to engage with literature. Moreover, they described active 
Latin as a means to engage with literature for life, not for school, and in so doing, 
students become well-educated and informed. 
Active Latin and Access to Literature for Lifelong Learning 
Data from interviews shows that these teachers want their students to be lifelong 
language learners who read Latin literature for pleasure as a result of their studies. Active 
Latin was seen not only as showing students a path to the good life of educated and well-
informed citizens who are equipped to make positive contributions to society, but also a 
road map to a life of learning. The teacher participants characterized literature as rich 
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with history and filled with important ideas about which to think critically. They 
described the literature itself as an invitation to become lifelong language learners.  
For Felix, laying the foundations of lifelong language learning also equips 
students with valuable tools to engage successfully in the world. “It also helps students 
improve their own language skills, which is important for any aspect of their lives.” At 
Mountain Bridge School, Felix’s Latin pedagogy is all about connections. “Latin is a 
language that still affects, that has affected our language.” It is important for teachers to 
show students, in Felix’s words, “that it can be fun and cool.” Students come to active 
Latin classes for a variety of reasons. And when they get there, students spend time 
“learning about the world and what’s come before you so you can think about what’s 
going to come after.” This participation in the timeline, for Felix, is the main reason why 
teachers engage in active Latin pedagogy. “It’s part of that historical tradition.” Felix 
described how active Latin pedagogy is connected with citizenship. “Giving people a 
liberal arts education. Having them think critically and be cognizant of things that affect 
our society like art, literature and all of those things Latin has a connection to.” Those 
connections keep Felix and their students working toward the goal of active Latin 
communication. 
Latin literature for lifelong learning was highly valued by all teachers in this 
study. Similar to the ideas expressed by Felix, Marcus addressed benefits that reading 
Latin actively offers to his students.  
There are, put simply, a lot of really good things written in Latin that we still want 
to be able to read. We don’t want to lose our access to the best and wisest things 
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that have ever been thought and written throughout the last two thousand years. 
That’s a lot of material and we don’t want to lose that.  
Marcus described this goal for students in his young and growing Latin program, 
“I would consider it a victory if through our program some seed was planted, and they 
just love Latin.” Later in the interview, Marcus circled back to language goals for his 
students, expressing his hopes for what students will take from his classes. “My goal is 
for them to be able to take up a Latin text after graduating and read it for pleasure.” 
Marcus explained that an important reason for using active Latin pedagogy is that “there 
are a lot of great things written in Latin that we still want to be able to read.”  
Like the other teacher participants in the study, Arwena was very articulate about 
the reasons for teaching Latin actively, especially that students will want to continue to 
read Latin literature when they are beyond school. “A kid takes my class after a year or 
two years or a week or whatever, what do we want them to walk away with? I think that 
the big picture is access to literature.” Arwena continued,  
That touches Philosophy and living well. Living with meaning. The examined 
life.  It touches history: like don’t repeat the things that shouldn’t be repeated. 
And it is the foundation for art throughout the millennia, for architecture 
throughout the millennia. And like where we are now in terms of our history, 
government, civilization, laws, society, and how to think.  
Arwena then went on to say, “Humanists.” On top of all of the beautifully 
expressed and clearly enumerated reasons she had already stated, Arwena concluded, 
“It’s a sweet spot where students hear ancient and foundational ideas for the first time. 
And how sweet that I’m the one that has the privilege to whisper these things to them.”  
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For these teachers, the goal of leading students to live a good life as informed 
citizens who positively contribute to society takes precedence over other pedagogical 
choices and at the same time runs as a thread through other pedagogical choices. The 
interview question was completely open-ended, “What does it take to be the teacher in an 
active Latin classroom?” This open-endedness allowed the three teachers in the study to 
bring in their own ideas and talk about what was most important to them. While they are 
teachers who have chosen to teach Latin actively, each of these teachers articulated the 
idea that active Latin was not the original or first goal for them. Active Latin was, rather, 
is, a student-centered response on their part that informs their other pedagogical choices.  
When asked, “Why active Latin, and not, say, 1960s Latin?” Arwena replied, “A 
student will play with the language in her head. She will have fake conversations with her 
teacher. She will think in Latin outside the Latin classroom. That’s why.” Much like 
Arwena’s response, Felix had this to say when asked “why active Latin” and not some 
other way of teaching? “It’s more engaging for the students.” The idea of engagement fits 
with Felix’s teaching philosophy, “I want the kids to have fun and be able to use the 
language.” Marcus and Arwena echoed the desire for students to be able to use the 
language and expressed the idea that active Latin fosters natural communication. Arwena 
described how active Latin touches on all of her pedagogical choices because it is a way 
for learners to cultivate the ability to communicate with Latin authors.  
So the four modes [of communication are] reading, writing, speaking, listening. 
Reading. For us [Classical language teachers and learners] it’s reading. For 
reading, yes, read, but that’s where it whispers throughout the centuries. You 
don’t have to talk back with [the author] to communicate. 
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Arwena pointed out that the long-term goals of offering students access to 
literature will lead students: “to communicate with authors throughout history” and 
therefore “to become lifelong language learners.” As she develops language tasks and 
assessments for her classes, Arwena continues to ask, “What does it look like to have 
them be lifelong language learners?” Arwena explained how, when she is developing 
pedagogical strategies, she engages in a process of self-questioning, with the answer to 
one question leading to yet more questions: “I just need expose them to literature. What’s 
the best way to expose them to literature authentically? Vocabulary. What’s the best way 
to expose them to vocabulary?” Eventually the self-questioning and the answers have led 
Arwena to the practices I observed in the classroom.  
Marcus explained his thinking about pedagogical goals for teaching Latin. For 
Marcus, there is a clear distinction between the goal of reading Latin literature and the 
need for students to be able to internalize the grammar of Latin to some extent in order to 
make sense of what they are reading. Marcus expressed that distinction this way,  
We want them to acquire the language such that they learn the language vs. learn 
about the language. I still struggle with this. My priority is not, you know, the 
grammar stuff. It is, can we understand the Latin in a more natural way? 
How do teachers engage in active Latin pedagogy? 
Two overarching themes emerged from the data around the ways in which 
teachers engage in active Latin pedagogy. First, data from interviews and observations 
show that teachers in the study employed different models to guide students’ interactions. 
Arwena created example sentences and presented them orally to students in nearly every 
lesson. Felix, like Arwena, created example sentences, but presented them to students 
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most often in writing. Marcus took examples mainly based on models provided by the 
textbook.  Next, grammar was an important part of active Latin pedagogy in each 
classroom. Each teacher had ways of addressing grammar that were different from the 
other teachers in the study, both in the language in which grammar was presented and in 
the amount of time spent on grammar tasks. Marcus and Felix used English as the 
primary vehicle for grammar instruction. Grammar instruction was often explicit in these 
schools. In contrast, Arwena’s grammar instruction was almost always in L2 and very 
often indirect instruction using examples to illustrate grammatical concepts for students 
to internalize. 
Different Models for Student Interaction 
Although all the teachers in the study used models to guide students’ interactions, 
the teachers differed in the types of models they used. While Felix and Arwena used a 
conversational model to introduce tasks, Marcus used the textbook as the primary model 
of language for students. 
The tasks that Felix and Arwena assigned started with a model as a guide for 
students to engage peers in the conversation. The teachers presented this model and 
provided students a written example and oral examples. Then, students would engage in 
the conversation with peers. In these events, I observed several types of communication. 
During some of the communicative tasks, the teacher facilitated the conversation by 
directing the flow of conversation between students. In these tasks, the teacher did not 
moderate the conversation by participating in each conversational exchange. Felix and 




At Mountain Bridge, Felix described the model that guided students in a brief 
conversation with greetings that also helped to build the classroom community.  
When we’re learning a construction. I’ll teach it, you know, exclusively in 
English. And then once I feel like we’ve got it, for now I usually start with a 
model. Like we were learning how to greet people simply and you know, ask 
someone’s name. So, I would have them go up to at least five other people in the 
class and do the conversation. I always try to put something in where they can 
interact with their peers. Whether it’s sharing information or helping each other. I 
try to make it my room like a big family, so I spend a lot of time the beginning of 
the year focusing on building relationships and stuff. 
At Little River School, Arwena shared a variety of tasks she asks her students to 
do. For example, with a topic such as sports, she will create a list of different sports that 
people do. The students then can use the list in fulfilling the task. Arwena elaborated: 
Tell me what sports you like. Here is the list that will help you to be able to do 
that. What sports you like? Or what you don’t like? So, then you (the student) can 
write sentences or chat with a friend or partner for conversation. I will write on 
the board scaffolding and fill-in-the-blank. Basically, at Latin 1 (introductory 
course level) students can make lists and fill in the blank. That’s kind of like their 
sweet spot of production. 
Arwena described another active Latin task that follows this conversational task.  
I will model (the sentence) and then I will write the sentence. I’m going to ask 
and draw a big arrow pointing to it, so that students don’t draw a blank when it is 
their turn. So, all a student has to do is look up and then fill in the blank.  
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All this setup is to support the student in the communicative task that follows:  
I have a bear given to me by a friend in graduate school. I ask the question and 
then I throw the bear to a student. The student catches the bear. All the 28 other 
students look at the student and the student panics, and then looks up reads the 
sentence and then says whatever word they have chosen. Then they ask the next 
student and throw the bear to the next student. I always start teacher centered, but 
then I hand the bear over to the student. So, they then negotiate with each other.  
For a third type of task with the same structures, Arwena asks students to write 
what they have heard and repeated in the previous tasks.  
Here’s a piece of paper where you write your own answer or ask everybody in 
your spaceship (arrangement of 6 desks into groups so that everyone can see each 
other) this question. Ask your partner this question response. 
Arwena gave a summary of how the tasks are arranged in a single daily lesson:  
“So, then it’s like here’s my big picture model. Here’s my example. Now move into you 
do it yourselves and I step away. I do it, then we all do it together, and then you do it.” As 
a post lesson task, for example, Arwena asked students to describe how classmates 
responded to the earlier prompts. 
Unlike Arwena and Felix, Marcus, the teacher at Unity School, started with the 
textbook as a model to guide students in asking and answering questions about the text. 
Communication was commonly mediated by the teacher in that Marcus was a participant 
in exchanges with students. Marcus asked a question in L2 and then a student answered 
in L2. Then Marcus asked another student a question in L2 and a different student 
answered in L2. 
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“We’re using the text Familia Romana. These students are not quite at the point 
where they’ve internalized it. They’re doing pensum C. That’s the most intuitive thing.” 
Marcus was describing Familia Romana’s Pensum C [figure 4-1] which asks 
comprehension questions in L2 based on the text. Students can use the written questions 
to prepare their L2 answer, which is sometimes found directly in the text. Sometimes 
students must think a little more deeply about the question rather than looking for exact 
words in the text.  
Figure 4-1 Example of Pensum C 
 
Marcus continued to explain the kinds of communication found in his classroom.  
“The students in these classes are at the word level, where you fill in the words.” By 
saying “fill in the words” Marcus is explaining one type of exercise found in every 
chapter of the textbook Familia Romana. Words are intentionally left blank and students 
supply the words from a vocabulary list. This fill-in-the-words exercise is called Pensum 
B [figure 4-2]. There are exercises of this type in the workbook that goes with this 
textbook. This is a vocabulary intensive exercise. 
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Figure 4-2 Example of Pensum B 
 
“The last thing is where you plug in the endings. That’s the hardest.” When 
Marcus is saying “plug in the endings”, he is explaining another type of exercise found in 
every chapter of the textbook Familia Romana. In Pensum A, inflected endings are 
intentionally left off the words, and sometimes whole words are left out. [see figure 4-3]. 
Students are to supply the missing inflected endings and the missing words without a 
word list. This is a grammar intensive exercise. In the workbook exercises, students are 
given a word bank (or ending bank). Pensum A and Pensum B exercises are not 
inherently as active as Pensum C, particularly the examples that require students to 
practice recalling endings or to choose the correct ending from a list. Pensum C exercises 
are more active because students are communicating ideas about the story or they are 
asking or providing more information.  
Figure 4-3 Example of Pensum A 
 
Marcus described another active Latin task, where students are discussing the 
calendar in L2. “Slowly they’re ramping it up. We’re doing a calendar short quiz on the 
months and I wanted them to be able to use ordinals.” When students use ordinal 
numbers (first, second, third etc.) to talk about the months and the days of the months, 
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they are working on the same level required for Pensum B, where they are being asked to 
use individual words to supply gaps or complete a pattern.  
While the teachers in each of the three schools approached their active Latin work 
with students from different starting points, Marcus from a textbook and Arwena and 
Felix from a conversational model the teacher supplies, students in all three groups were 
asked to do similar tasks, such as filling in words from a word list to respond to prompts 
in communicative situations and asking and answering questions about a text or familiar 
topic.  
Grammar Instruction  
Data from the analysis of classroom observations show that direct grammar 
instruction was presented differently in the different schools in the study. Felix and 
Marcus frequently presented grammar in L1 using explicit grammar vocabulary such as 
person, conjugation and plural. Arwena, on the other hand, mostly used examples to 
illustrate grammatical concepts, and always taught in L2.  
Felix taught grammar mostly in L1 through guided notes. Felix often used a 
document camera in order to facilitate the notes and to keep a record for any students 
who were absent. Once students had transferred their notes into their own notebooks, 
they would work on a teacher-made worksheet either individually or in groups to practice 
the grammatical structure. Attention in these tasks was most often focused on forms and 
vocabulary used to describe grammatical features of Latin.  
At Mountain Bridge, L1 words describing grammar received the most emphasis in 
the analysis of classroom visits. This is not to say that grammar was never addressed in 
Latin. During one class I observed, for example, Felix was teaching students about the 
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concepts of singular and plural in Latin. Felix described the planning that went into one 
grammar lesson that was presented to students in L2.  
This chapter wants you to focus on noun and adjective agreement. Even though 
they [the students] don’t know a lot of cases yet. They [the textbook authors] still 
want to build that foundation. So, I wanted to make sure they [the students] could 
apply the gender and then match that with an adjective before we do anything 
more complex. 
While discussing the thinking that went into planning this lesson, Felix mentioned that 
students “don’t know third declension nouns. They know they exist, but we haven’t 
formally talked about them. So, I needed to keep it to 1st and 2nd declension so that they 
don’t get a curveball thrown at them.”  
At the start of this lesson, Felix first reviewed some Halloween-themed 
vocabulary entirely in L2 using pictures and gestures. The students were excited to work 
with the vocabulary in L2, often calling out L1 translations of words that Felix was 
saying in L2. Translation from L2 to L1 was not the particular skill that was the focus of 
this lesson, and students were using L1 to demonstrate their understanding of the 
meanings of the words. Students used this new knowledge later in the lesson as a basis to 
create pairs of nouns and adjectives that showed the correct endings to indicate their case 
and that they belong together in a Latin phrase. While students were working, Felix 
circulated through the room and provided feedback to students. Often the feedback was 
conveyed to students via body language, such as nodding and smiling if the student had 
made a correct pairing or pointing to the ending on a word that needed to be changed. 
This was a developmentally appropriate task for first year language learners who are at 
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the level of producing words and phrases. To show their understanding, students were 
asked to draw a picture of each word pair. Then students shared their work with a partner. 
Figure 4-4 is a visual representation of the most commonly used words during direct 
grammar instruction Mountain Bridge School. Included here are the most frequently used 
words I recorded during classroom observations that I coded and identified as 
GRAMMAR at Mountain Bridge. The words that came up most frequently were in 
English. 
Figure 4-4 Grammar at Mountain Bridge High School (Felix’s Classroom) 
 
In Marcus’s classroom at Unity School, as in the example at Mountain Bridge, the 
most commonly used words to teach grammar were in English. In Marcus’s classes, the 
communication depended on a number of factors. “It varies wildly depending on my 
preparation, my energy level, where we are in the chapter, if we’re doing the workbook, 
if we’re talking about grammar…Or if they’re really stuck on our grammar concept.” At 
Unity School, students completed dictation exercises during most of the lessons I 
observed. In order to facilitate dictation, Marcus would read a sentence taken from the 
current chapter of the Familia Romana textbook and students would write the sentence 
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verbatim. Marcus would repeat the sentence until at least one student felt they had written 
it correctly. Then that student would read back their version of the sentence. Questions 
and corrections followed. During several of my visits, dictation preceded a question-and-
answer session, when Marcus would ask questions of the type that are provided at the end 
of every chapter of Familia Romana, in a section known as Pensum C. These questions 
generally follow the plotline of the story and are a mix of factual questions about the plot 
and characters, with occasional questions requiring inference on the part of the students. 
Students provided the answers. In Marcus’s classes, a frequent task was to recap the plot 
of the story so far, going around the room so that each sentence would add a little bit to 
the running summary. During most of the classes I observed at Unity School, there was 
some time devoted to reading the text. This was usually done aloud. Either Marcus or a 
student would read a portion of the text. Marcus would stop and ask questions from time 
to time, and then explain vocabulary or grammar as needed.  
Marcus tended to teach grammar in L2 to start with, switching language if the 
students showed signs of confusion. During one lesson I observed, Marcus distributed 
index cards, asking students to write five simple L2 3-word sentences with a direct 
object, using a verb in the perfect tense. While students were working, Marcus circulated 
the room and offered students assistance and feedback. After conferring with several 
students, Marcus announced that the sentences were not to have linking verbs. Use action 
verbs. A student from across the room asked, “What’s a linking verb?” Marcus 
responded, “Is”. To another student who was working on sentences, Marcus commented, 
“That’s a participle. That’s not an action.” Wrapping up this part of the index card work, 
Marcus added, “Unless you have any being or linking verbs on here, it should work.” 
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The next phase of the index card task was to trade cards with another student. At 
that point, students were asked to make transformations to the sentences on the 
classmate’s card. The original sentences were simple, short, declarative sentences with 
active verbs that would now be adjusted so that the verbs were in the passive voice, and 
still in the perfect tense. Marcus instructed students to manipulate the nouns in the 
sentence, so that the subject of the active sentence so that it was part of a noun phrase in 
the passive sentence, and the direct object of the active sentence was to become the new 
subject. Students then had to change the endings on the words to make everything 
grammatically correct in each new sentence, while still retaining the basic meaning of the 
original sentences. This was a challenging task for students, and they worked on the task 
mostly in silence, with Marcus conferring with individual students as he circulated 
around the classroom. By doing this task, students were practicing explicit, easy-to-
follow procedures for how to create sentences that have verbs in the passive voice, 
starting from the familiar sentences with active verbs that they were already able to work 
with comfortably in L2. Figure 4-5 is a visual representation of the most commonly used 
words when grammar was discussed at Unity School. These are the most frequently used 
words that I recorded during classroom observations that were coded and identified as 
GRAMMAR at Unity School. The words that came up most frequently during grammar 
discussions at Unity School were in English.  
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Figure 4-5: Grammar at Unity School (Marcus’s Classroom) 
 
Grammar with Arwena at Little River looked and sounded significantly different 
from grammar with Felix at Mountain Bridge and grammar with Marcus at Unity. 
Throughout the study, Arwena taught grammar mostly in L2 through modeling the 
grammatical structures, and by use of a large chart on the wall that became more complex 
as the year progressed. The chart demonstrated the noun declension endings that students 
were learning in Latin 1. During many lessons, students practiced the structures through 
an “I do, we do, you do” technique, wherein Arwena first modeled what was to be done 
in the task, then the students completed one or more examples together, and then finally 
students would work cooperatively to complete tasks on their own. This technique was a 
powerful tool that Arwena used often during lessons that I observed. “I do, we do, you 
do” provided students with sufficient opportunities to analyze and practice each task, 
leading to mastery. 
To maintain student engagement, Arwena felt that it was crucial to make explicit 
meaningful connections between the skills the students were learning and the real world. 
Arwena described it this way. “It must be real-world and connected. My job is to connect 
whatever skill to something meaningful for them. So if they walk in and I’m like ‘guys, 
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we’re learning the accusative case’ – not necessarily meaningful. ‘Guys, we’re making a 
children’s book’ – a little bit more meaningful.” 
During one observation, Arwena set up a children’s book task so that students 
would have to use the accusative case in order to create a handmade booklet, describing 
their likes and dislikes in short, developmentally appropriate sentences. An example 
sentence created by a student was “Amo ranam.” “I like the frog.” The booklet describing 
likes and dislikes was the product. The process involved many levels of assistance along 
the way. Arwena had pre-taught helpful vocabulary during pervious lessons and students 
had taken a quiz on this vocabulary. For this lesson, Arwena provided students with a list 
of vocabulary as a reminder. Arwena modeled the types of sentences that students would 
be writing in their books both orally and in writing on the chalk board, using a large 
magnetic arrow that she stuck onto the board to demonstrate where students should focus 
as they engaged with a sample sentence. She was careful to emphasize the ending on the 
noun in each sentence, as this was the skill the students were working on: the accusative 
case. Once students had the idea, then they practiced with each other by tossing a stuffed 
bear to another student, who would be the next person to create a sentence. This 
particular lesson was done entirely in L2 with beginning students, who are able to 
understand more than they may be able to produce at this stage.  
Even so, there was another hurdle: actually creating the books. This required 
students to cut notecards so that they could be folded and tied with yarn. Arwena was 
using the grammar skill that was the focus of the lesson during the process of teaching 
students how to create the physical book on which they would write sentences similar to 
those they used during the previous tasks. This book made from notecards was to be the 
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first draft of a longer project. Arwena worked with students individually to assist them in 
writing the correct sentences. Students helped each other use the various scaffolds 
throughout the room, including the ending chart on the wall and the list of vocabulary 
words. The children’s book unit culminated in students creating a larger version of their 
book and illustrating it. It was during this phase that Arwena lost her voice. Students 
were negotiating meaning with Arwena in L2 and then sharing those with their 
classmates. The final celebration of this task occurred when students read their books to 
the class, showing them to the class using a document camera. Figure 4-6 shows the most 
frequently used words I recorded during classroom observations that I coded and 
identified as GRAMMAR at Little River School. Almost all of the most frequent words 
were in Latin, and there was a greater variety of words used throughout the tasks that I 
coded as Grammar. Note that the word super in the word cloud is the Latin word super, a 
preposition meaning above. In every context that I recorded this word, it was the Latin 
preposition. 
Arwena clearly made a different pedagogical choice to teach Latin mostly in 
Latin. Most of the commonly used words to illustrate grammar were in Latin, except for 
the words say, can, and go. 
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Figure 4-6: Grammar at Little River High School (Arwena’s Classroom) 
 
Grammar Comparison  
Data from the analysis of classroom observations from all 3 schools show that 
teachers engaged in direct grammar instruction with their students. Figures 4-7, 4-8, and 
4-9 demonstrate various aspects of grammar teaching through charts and diagrams. The 
amount of grammar instruction that took place in L1 vs. L2 was very different among the 
schools. The amount of grammar instruction overall differed both as a percentage of total 
teaching time at each school and also when comparing each school to the others.   
Looking at the data pertaining to grammar instruction in each of the schools in 
Figure 4-7 shows how much direct grammar instruction was observed in L1 and L2 as a 
percentage of the grammar instruction during observations at that school. At Little River 
school, 65% of the grammar instruction observed took place in L2. In Unity School, 25% 
of the observed direct grammar instruction was in L2, and at Mountain Bridge, 13% of 
the grammar instruction observed was in L2.  
Figure 4-7 is a visual representation of the relative mix of Latin and English that 
was observed grammar was taught during observations. While Felix used the least L2 to 
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teach grammar at Mountain Bridge, Felix did the most work with grammar out of the 
three teachers at 46% of all of the grammar observed in the study among all 3 schools. 
Arwena at Little River followed, teaching 30% of the grammar in the study, and Marcus 
at Unity School spent the least number of utterances on direct grammar instruction.  
Figure 4-7. Language of Grammar Instruction 
 
Figure 4-8 shows the relative percent of the language of grammar instruction at 
each school when analyzed from the total set of grammar communications that were 
coded from the observations at all schools. Felix at Mountain Bridge provided 46% of all 
communications coded as grammar. Marcus at Unity School provided 24% of all 
communications coded as grammar. Finally, Arwena at Little River provided 30% of all 
communications coded as grammar. This chart comparing grammar at the three schools 
adds perspective to the grammar discussion that follows.  
Little River Unity Mountain Bridge
Latin 65% 25% 13%
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Figure 4-8: Grammar Instruction Comparison by Case 
 
Figure 4-9 shows the percent of communications as a comparison by the language 
of each utterance, with a side-by-side comparison of the 3 schools. Almost all of the 
grammar utterances in Felix’s classroom at Mountain Bridge school were in L1. Looking 
back to Figure 3, note that 46% of all of the grammar utterances in the study were 
recorded from this school. In Marcus’s classroom at Unity School there was a similarly 
high percentage (75%) of L1 grammar instruction. Unity School had the lowest number 
of overall grammar utterances recorded, at 24%. In Arwena’s classroom at Little River, 
there was a significantly higher percentage of grammar utterances in L2. The overall 
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Figure 4-9: All Direct Grammar Instruction L1 and L2 Comparison 
 
 
How do teachers and students communicate in an active Latin classroom? 
In this study, I observed that teacher and student communication in active Latin 
classrooms was similar in several ways, while there were some important differences 
among teachers. Analysis of the data indicated three major themes relating to 
communication: (a) Teachers varied in the content and style as they used English and 
Latin to communicate in the classroom. (b) Whereas all teachers set expectations for their 
students, they differed in the ways they communicated parameters for classroom 
procedures and rules. (c) The data also showed that students were engaged during their 
work, demonstrating true communication. 
While each school showed variations in questioning, procedures and engagement, 
I noted a few key differences among the schools. (a) Writing was the most common mode 
of L2 communication for students in Felix's classes with some listening added. Students 
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read the text and Felix facilitated discussions about Roman culture in L1 and L2. 
Grammar and vocabulary were loosely based on the Ecce Romani text and presented 
using lecture and guided notes in L1 followed by written work in L2. Marcus used the 
Familia Romana textbook in almost every class I observed, with the most even mix of 
reading, writing, speaking and listening in L2. Arwena spoke in L2 while students 
listened. Arwena recently added more reading, writing and speaking tasks to her classes. 
(b) Arwena set expectations orally and in writing in L2, while Felix was working toward 
more consistent expression of expectations to set up tasks for students and Marcus mostly 
set expectations orally in L1. (c) In Felix's classes, students demonstrated engagement by 
responding in L1 to L2 content and questions. In Arwena's classes, student engagement 
often included choral response, while in Marcus's classes students showed engagement 
verbally and nonverbally.  
Content and Style of Communication Differed Among Teachers 
Data from classroom observations demonstrated that although students responded 
to teachers both in Latin and in English in all three classrooms, there were real 
differences in the content of that communication at the different schools, and the way that 
communication unfolded. This was a general finding based on numbers of student 
responses, logical connection between teacher utterances and student responses and the 
language used by the students during these exchanges.  
Felix loosely based instruction on grammar and vocabulary presented in the Ecce 
Romani textbook through guided notes and lecture format in L1 followed by written work 
in L2. Students read the text and Felix facilitated discussions about Roman culture in L1 
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and L2. Writing was the most common mode of L2 communication used by students in 
Felix’s classes, with some listening added.  
When considering how teachers and students communicate in an active Latin 
classroom, Felix thought seriously and then responded, “I feel like I end up doing most of 
the speaking. Usually English.” I waited while Felix thought through this question. “I do 
a good bit of direct instruction.” I observed direct instruction on several visits when Felix 
was sharing guided notes with students in a lecture format using the document camera. 
As Felix said, “Questioning can be difficult in L2 particularly.” Felix paused. “Deeper 
questions like ‘so what does this mean about like Society? What is this saying about their 
culture?” Felix gave an example of a typical instance of class communication.  
So, a lot of times if we’re learning a construction. I’ll teach it, you know, 
exclusively in English. And then once I feel like we’ve got it I usually for now I 
start with a model. Like we were learning how to greet people simply and you 
know, ask someone’s name. So, I would have them go up to at least five other 
people in the class and do the conversation always try to put something in where 
they can like interact with their peers. 
Despite Felix’s remarks about the challenges in using L2, the observations at 
Mountain Bridge were rich with examples of students engaging with the Latin language 
through active communication with the teacher. That engagement primarily took the form 
students listening to the teacher speaking L2. Student responses showing engagement 
were in mostly L1 or a mix of L1 with a few words of L2. For example, during the 
following exchange, students in Felix’s classes were using Latin clues to improve their 
understanding of Latin vocabulary words. In these two exchanges, Felix gave some clues 
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in Latin and the students mostly replied in English. The first exchange concerns how to 
say “candy” in an elementary Latin class. Students were invested in the game and wanted 
to understand what Felix was saying. 
Felix: Fortasse ponis cibum in saccus. Habet cibum. (Maybe you 
will put food into the bag. It has food.) 
Student: A bag of candy. A candy bag. 
Student2: Bag 
Felix: Ita. Est plenus cibi. (Yes. It is full of food.) This is cibus 
(food). [gestures to the picture of candy] 
Student: You call candy cibi (food)? 
Similarly, in the following exchange between Felix and their students about the 
Latin word for broom, students responded mostly English. Their responses demonstrated 
that they understood what Felix was asking. As with the previous example, engagement 
was shown by L1 responses to L2 they heard. 
Felix: Scopae. All right. Rogandum est mihi. (I have a question.) 
Est scopae singulariter an pluraliter? (Is “scopae” singular or 
plural?) 
Felix: Estne singulariter? (Is it singular?) 
Student: NON! (No!) 
Felix: Est pluraliter. (It’s plural) So this word is plural. This word 
occurs in the plural for whatever reason. So instead of using just 
your -a, this word will be in plural. So: scopae est instrumentum 
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quod purgat. Quod purgat villam. (A broom is an instrument 
which cleans. It cleans the house.) 
Student: It cleans. 
Felix: Purgat. (It cleans). Do you guys remember from our vocab 
list purgat? Scopae est instrumentum quod purgat. (A broom is an 
instrument which cleans.) 
Student: OH!  
Felix: Et! Et. Et monstrum nomine saga sedet in scopas. Sedet in 
scopas. (And! And. And a monster called a witch sits on a broom. 
She sits on a broom!) 
Student: It’s a broom! 
Felix: Est pluraliter. (It’s plural)  
Like Felix, Marcus based instruction on the textbook, which was Familia 
Romana. Marcus used the textbook in every class I observed. Students would read from 
the textbook, do dictation exercises based on sentences in the textbook, discuss the story 
in L2 and ask and answer questions in a mix of L1 and L2. Marcus’s classes showed the 
most even mix of reading, writing, speaking and listening out of the 3 schools.  
At Unity School, Marcus and his students communicate following a model that 
starts with the text, with communication moderated by the teacher. In this model, Marcus 
will ask questions or make statements and individual students will respond to Marcus. In 
the following example, Marcus had been reviewing the story with students. He 
paraphrased the story in Latin and then read in Latin a passage in which the Roman 
doctor performed bloodletting on a child who had broken his foot. A student in the class 
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asked, “Why is the doctor doing this?” This was a great example of the student 
comprehending the Latin as Latin. The student did not translate to show comprehension, 
but instead asked a genuine question in L1 about a passage that was being discussed in 
L2. 
At the beginning of most classes, Marcus, like Arwena, recorded attendance in 
Latin. After the attendance during a typical observation, Marcus began class. The 
following example shows an extended conversation in L2 between Marcus and his 
students. 
Marcus [shuts the door]. Nunc sera est. (Now it is shut.) 
Student: Salve Magister. (Hello, teacher.) 
Marcus: Qui dies est?  Quis scit? (What day is it? Who knows?) 
Student. Kalendas Octobres. (October first). 
Marcus: Nunc reddam probationes. (Now I will give back the quizzes.) These 
were ok. It was a spread. Some people did very well. This is data for you. What 
do you know and what do you not know? 
At this point the rest of the class was in English while Marcus and the students reviewed 
individual quiz questions.  
Unlike Felix and Marcus, Arwena rarely used the textbook, which was Ecce 
Romani. For the most part, Arwena spoke in L2 and the students listened in L2. Arwena 
had recently begun to add more reading, writing and speaking tasks for student work. In 
Arwena’s classroom at Little River High School, students listened to Latin as the primary 
mode of communication between students and the teacher. Arwena described an 
interaction with a student and explained the student’s thinking to me.  
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“There was one kid like, quid est nomen cani? canis. canis. canis, which means, 
“What is your dog’s name? dog. dog. dog.” The student was thinking about the 
word canis and then said, “OH! Roxy.” Roxy was the name of the student’s dog.” 
The student made the connection that Arwena was fostering and understood that by 
asking “quid est nomen cani” Arwena wanted to know the name of the student’s dog. 
Arwena continued to describe this interaction,  
I am dialoguing about your work. I’m not telling you it’s wrong. And their 
defenses are up. And they’re like, Oh, it’s not wrong? You’re not telling me to 
correct something? Oh, you’re just asking about my dog.  
This is perhaps not the kind of interaction that students have been accustomed to 
having in other classes. The purpose of Arwena’s communication in class is 
communication itself. It is her belief that through this communication, students will 
become better at communicating in Latin. Arwena explained, 
Accessing Latin literature is important to me and my job is to make Latin 
literature accessible to my students through my pedagogy. Which includes the 4 
modes: reading, writing, hearing, speaking. The ultimate goal is reading. So in 
order for a student to read well I focus on all 4 modes for their competency in the 
language. 
Arwena was referring to reading, writing, speaking and listening as the 4 modes of 
linguistic competency. 
I have described how Arwena spoke in Latin for the entire class period. It would 
not be unusual for Arwena to spend the entire class period without speaking a single 
word of English to anyone. Nor would this statement be an exaggeration. Arwena’s 
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students knew that they were able to speak in any language to each other. Whenever a 
student spoke to Arwena in L1, Arwena was instantly in character, and communicated to 
students (sometimes nonverbally) that she did not understand what they were saying 
because it was not in L2. This was all done in a good-natured way that was set up from 
the first days of the course.  
In the following portion of one observation, Arwena finished taking attendance 
and announced that it was time to take the quiz students had been studying for. This was 
an example of extended Latin that accompanied an administrative task (attendance) a 
quiz and then a recap of how the quiz went. 
Arwena: Discipula, [Arwena used the student’s Latin name] tune ades? (Student, 
are you here)? 
Students: Abest. (She is absent.) 
Arwena: Bene bene bene. Habemus probationem vocabulationis. (Well, well, 
well. We are having a vocabulary quiz). 
Student: Magistra! Minime. (Teacher. No!) 
Arwena: Ita. Dixi. (Yes. I have spoken.). Vos parati estis (You are ready [Arwena 
addressed the whole class.] 
… [Students completed their quizzes] 
Arwena: Quomodo est probatio? Bene an male an mediocriter succedit? (How is 
the quiz? [Did it] go well or badly or tolerably well?) 
Student: Facile. (easily) 
This example of an extended conversation all in L2 communication in Arwena’s classes. 
I observed similar interactions throughout my visits to Arwena’s classroom. Students 
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often responded chorally in these exchanges. I observed that student communication was 
not only in L2 at this school. Sometimes students spoke in L1 to accomplish tasks in 
Arwena’s class. The following example starts with Arwena describing a book that she 
wrote for the class.  
Feci librum. Et hic est liber. Constabat me plus quam duas horas. 
Des mihi beneficium. Deponite electronicum. Intellegitisne? (I 
made a book. And here is the book. It took me more than 2 hours. 
Do me a favor. Put away electronics. Do you understand?) 
[Students put away their phones]. 
After Arwena finished speaking, a student translated sentences displayed on the screen 
into English without being asked to do so. Arwena replied that the students understand 
Latin (because they had translated the Latin to English). 
I have a banana. I don’t like the banana. I don’t want the banana. (Habeo 
arienam. Non amo arienam. Nolo arienam.)  
Arwena: Vos intellegitis linguam Latinam. (You understand Latin). 
Student: I’m so confused. 
Arwena: bene bene bene (Well, well, well.) [Arwena is regrouping to explain the 
material another way.] 
Student: Male male male!  (Badly, badly, badly) 
At the end of this portion of the exchange, a student communicated in Latin that she still 
did not understand, responding in Latin with the opposite of the teacher’s “Well, well, 
well.” This was one of my favorite moments out of the observations. The student used 
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Latin to express confusion and a lack of complete understanding of Latin. Arwena 
described this phenomenon in one interview. 
They are so creative. I’m not even kidding you. They are so creative. They are so 
resourceful, and they can communicate using what they know. That was 
intelligible. You astound me. Verbally. You pieced those things together. 
Parameters for Classroom Interactions 
Data from classroom observations suggest that teachers set expectations for 
student responses in different ways. Felix was working toward more consistent 
expression of expectations to set up tasks for students. Arwena set expectations in L2, 
both orally and using instructions presented using a document camera. Marcus mostly set 
expectations orally in L1. 
While teaching the Halloween lesson, when Felix was speaking to students in L2, 
students would reply with a translation of the question into L1. In our post-lesson 
observation, Felix expressed frustration with this outcome and then described efforts to 
be more consistent in setting instructional expectations.  
Once I realized the problems that could occur, in 7th period I was able to head 
those off by giving the directions a little more clearly than I did the first time 
around. I think that I broke down each step better in 7th period than I did in 4th.  
It is important to note that while students verifying their understanding of L2 by 
mediating in L1 was not Felix’s desired communicative outcome for the lesson, 
nevertheless students were indeed attempting to mediate their understanding this way. 
This was a positive interaction from the students’ perspective, as evidenced in their 
excitement at what they appeared to be taking as a fun class activity: “translate what the 
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teacher is saying”. This situation of teacher frustration did not come up in the other sites. 
During the single time I observed that students translated the sentences about the banana 
projected on the board in Arwena’s class, described above, Arwena took the students’ 
translations as a positive sign of understanding and she told the student as much.  
Unlike the experience in Felix’s classroom, Arwena provided students clear 
parameters for responding to questions and prompts. Those expectations included simple 
responses that students would give in L2 to affirm their understanding. Almost all the 
instruction in Arwena’s classes occurred in L2. During one interview, Arwena explained 
how she set up her class. Each year, she tells students these ground rules during the first 
days of their Latin classes. 
I have a sign that says, “I speak English”. It says it in English. When I 
decide this is a sign worthy moment then I understand students and I speak 
English. If a student needs to speak English, they can get the sign. They 
can get it at any time. If someone says something in English, I don’t hear 
it. I turn around if someone says something in Latin. So I say something, 
and all I hear is [gesturing that there is nothing in Latin, i.e. nothing 
intelligible.] Outside my classroom, whatever language they initiate, I’ll 
continue. Like a field trip. I really try not to break character, even when 
I’m talking to myself, to be intentional about that type of thing. 
Arwena really does not break character. And the students are familiar with the 
expectation that when they use English, she does not understand in the special 
environment of the Latin classroom. Even when she loses her voice. The day I observed 
Arwena teaching without her voice really showed how setting expectations, providing 
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students tools and rehearsing procedures helps students to succeed in the active Latin 
classroom. To set up this lesson with minimal teacher talking, Arwena was displaying a 
slide presentation with images showing the rules for the library. 
Students: Salve. Salve Magistra. (Hello. Hello, teacher). 
Arwena: Discipuli salvete. (Students, hello.) [Barely a whisper] 
Student: Did Magistra lose her voice? 
Arwena: Et. Quid est? Quid est? (And. What is it? What is it?) [Gesturing 
to image on projected on the wall with instructions for student behavior.] 
Student: Oh, we’re going to the library. 
Arwena: Quid est? Estne schola Latina? (What is it? Is it the Latin 
classroom? 
Student: Bibliotheca. (The library). 
Student: Did Magistra lose her voice? 
Arwena: Sunt expectationes in bibliotheca. (There are rules in the library.) 
A-a-a-a-hem. 
Student: Aegra. (Sick)  
Arwena: Aegra. Sic. (Sick. Yes.)  Primum. Exprime imagines pro libro 
tuo. Intellego, Magistra! (First Print the pictures for your book. I 
understand, teacher!) 
Students: Intellego Magistra! (I understand teacher!) 
Arwena: Optime. Secundo. Labora. Id est. Diligenter. Pone imagines, 
verba, et cetera in libro. Intellego, Magistra. (Great. Second. Work. That 
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is, diligently. Put pictures, words, and the rest in your book. I understand, 
teacher!) 
Students: Intellego Magistra! (I understand, teacher!) 
Arwena clearly did not answer the students who asked in English if she had lost her 
voice. And she was barely able to speak above a whisper. But when a student used the 
classroom tools and help phrases on the wall to say “sick”, Arwena responded 
immediately. Students answer “Intellego, Magistra” when they understand, and “Non 
Intellego, Magistra” when they do not understand. 
Unlike Arwena and Felix, whenever there was a new type of exercise or task in 
class, Marcus often told the students the expectations in English. Classroom routines 
were well-established. When Marcus asked a student in English, for example, students 
answered in English. When Marcus asked in Latin, students usually answered in Latin, 
sometimes in English. Marcus took the attendance roll in Latin and students respond in 
Latin. In the following example, Marcus reviewed the grammatical concept in Latin and 
then explained the task in English. 
Marcus: De supinis. De supino. De supino quod habet terminationem -tu 
mirabile lectu. (About supines. About the supine. About the supine, which 
has the ending -tu. Wonderful to read.)  
I’m going to say some things. And you’re going to give the appropriate 
supinum. (supine). 
[Marcus whispers to a student] 
Student: difficile auditu (difficult to hear) 
Marcus: [repeating to affirm the student] difficile auditu (difficult to hear) 
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Strong Student Engagement 
 Student engagement was strong in the active Latin classrooms in this study. In all 
observations at all 3 schools in this study, I observed high levels of engagement. At 
Mountain Bridge and Unity Schools, examples of student engagement included questions 
by students addressed to the teacher in L1 related to the content being discussed in each 
class. At Little River, however, engagement often took the form of choral response to 
teacher prompts, such as when Arwena asked, “Intellego, Magistra?” and students 
affirmed, “Intellego, Magistra!”. At all schools, students were observed working with the 
teacher to complete the desired tasks, with little to no off-task behavior.  
During our first interview, Felix discussed poverty at Mountain Bridge High 
School as a potential barrier to student engagement:  
In the population of our area we have a lot of poverty and so, you know the 
effects of poverty. When you have students that are impoverished, they’re not 
going to be able to fully like commit at school when they have stuff on their mind. 
So trying to get them to care about a very old language when they’re worried 
about things at home and surviving is kind of hard. 
Although barriers such as poverty were present at Mountain Bridge, during my 
observations there I saw many examples of student engagement. Often engagement 
emerged from the transcripts of the classes manifested as student comments that were not 
responses to Felix’s questions. Here are four examples. “Does it get a line over it?” This 
question was asked by a student who wanted to be sure that the vowel quantity marks 
were correct when writing Latin words that Felix spoke. This is a very detailed question 
about how to write words in a way that helps modern Latin speakers ascertain which 
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syllable on a word will receive the stress. Asking this question showed engagement 
because a student who was not interested or engaged in the class would not have invested 
in that level of detail in writing the words on the worksheet.  
During the lesson on the Roman house, a student observed that the peristylum had 
no solid walls, while the impluvium was under an opening in the ceiling. This was not a 
question on the worksheet, nor was it a direct part of the assignment. While Felix had 
been explaining in L2 and students were using a website that had L2 explanations, the 
student asked the question in L1. “So they wanted the air to move. Is it like a skylight?” I 
coded this as an example of student engagement because this student was commenting 
on their own analysis of the floor plan of the Roman house. A fourth example occurred 
during the Halloween spooky vocabulary adjective agreement lesson. A student 
remarked, “You call candy cibi?” The student was making connections and interacting 
with the teacher directly. Cibus was a vocabulary word from a previous lesson, and 
students had learned that this word means “food”. Throughout this Halloween 
vocabulary task, students were engaged and they were asking questions and making 
connections. This pattern of engagement repeated itself during each lesson I observed. 
Marcus also noted that his students were engaged. “They’re pretty vocal and 
engaged. They’re still excited about things––about subjects in school.” During each 
observation, I recorded examples of student engagement. Students would often laugh at 
jokes that Marcus told in L2, and they laughed at funny parts of the stories written in L2. 
Laughing at the jokes in L2 demonstrated engagement because the students were invested 
in the content and making connections through humor. When reading the stories in L2, 
students at Unity School would make comments in L1 or L2 about the characters and 
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question the motivations of the characters. For example, students asked why the doctor in 
the story performed bloodletting on the child who had broken his leg. “Why did he do 
that?” This reflected engagement on the part of the students to the extent that they wanted 
to understand character motivations and make sense of them vis-à-vis their own 
understanding of the world today. These students were not simply completing 
assignments in a dutiful way: they were interested in the content and the rationale.  
The dictation assignments showed another example of student engagement in 
Marcus’s classes. During dictations, students would ask questions to make sure they had 
their dictation work completed correctly. I observed students asking as many times as 
they needed to get the dictation correct, even when the dictation assignment was not 
collected by Marcus. This showed that students were engaged in understanding the 
process and creating the best products through their work. 
Unlike Felix and Marcus, Arwena did not directly mention student engagement 
during interviews in so many words. She did, however, give details and examples 
illustrating student engagement in her classes. Arwena’s examples included students 
using L2 to complete tasks and accomplish goals. 
But see, they are using the language. They’re using it to play and communicate. 
They’re playing with the language. How fun is that. They’ve been in this class for 
a handful of weeks. That’s fun because they’re owning it.  
Numerous examples of student engagement were apparent throughout my observation 
visits at Little River High School. I have chosen to share three examples that illustrate 
student engagement at Little River High School. The first statement was made by a 
student to others at their “spaceship”. Arwena was explaining what the students were 
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expected to draw during one of the lessons. This student commented to his classmates, 
yet loud enough for the whole class to hear, “I thought we were going to draw the big 
ugly dirty guy who eats his own children.” This was an example of student engagement 
with the content, not simply with producing the task that was required. As Arwena 
described what the students were going to draw, this student was making connections to 
prior knowledge from mythology and making predictions about the content.  
The second example occurred during the day when Arwena had lost her voice. 
When Arwena asked students to begin clearing up their materials, several students began 
to sing, “Purga. Purga. Homines. Ubique.” (Clean up, clean up, people everywhere) to 
the tune of a familiar preschool “Cleanup Song”. This showed student engagement in 
active Latin. They could just as easily have chosen to clean up without singing. Or they 
could have chosen to sing in English. 
The third example follows a communicative interchange that followed a 
predictable pattern in Arwena’s pedagogy. Very often during classes, Arwena would 
check for understanding by asking students in a questioning cadence, “Intellego 
Magistra?” which means, “I understand, Teacher?” One particular student who had 
appeared not to be paying close attention responded, “Intellego. NON Intellego!” 
meaning that he did not understand. This is an example of student engagement that was 
very helpful to me as the researcher, because based on body language and other cues I 
observed, I mistakenly thought that the student had not been focusing on the lesson. This 
made such an impression on me that I made a note of this student’s engagement in my 
field notes.  
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Summary of Interview and Observation Findings 
The data from the interviews and observations was rich and clearly explained 
teachers’ definitions of active Latin teaching and learning. From the beginning, teachers 
believed that oral communication was key to their definitions of active Latin. Over time, 
that belief broadened to encompass reading, writing, speaking and listening modes of 
communication. Professional development influenced teachers’ perceptions of the nature 
of active Latin. Data showed how and why teachers engage in active Latin pedagogy and 
how teachers and students communicate in an active Latin classroom. Teachers in the 
study engaged in active Latin pedagogy because they believed it would enrich students’ 
lives and help them to make positive contributions to society. Teachers started with a 
model for students to use as a pattern for their own communication. Grammar instruction 
was an important component in the active Latin classes in this study. The presentation 
and emphasis on grammar differed widely during the study. Students were visibly 
engaged in their active study of Latin. Their engagement took various forms, from direct 
responses to teachers, to questions that showed they were paying attention and interested, 
to comments students made to each other regarding the content.  
This study highlighted important differences in the ways in which teachers 
defined, were motivated to teach, and enacted active Latin. In defining active Latin, 
Arwena maintained a focus on the importance of the teacher speaking and students 
listening in L2, while for Felix, the most important aspect of the definition was the 
amount of time spent in L2 and Marcus's basic definition centered around everyone 
speaking in L2. Regarding teacher motivation to teach active Latin, Felix emphasized the 
role of the past for informing future choices, Arwena stressed the importance of personal 
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connections to big ideas in literature, and Marcus expressed the idea that literature that 
illustrates how to make morally good choices was very important. When teaching, 
Arwena and Felix started with their own example sentences as models for students to 
follow. Arwena started by presenting these sentences orally and Felix mainly presented 
then first in writing. Marcus took many examples textbook as models for students to 
follow. Arwena presented grammar indirectly and almost always in L2, while Marcus and 
Felix mostly taught grammar directly in L1. 
National Latin Exam 
The 2018 NLE exam was administered to study participants to address the 
question, “How do the knowledge and skills of student groups in each of the active Latin 
classrooms in this study compare with the other groups of students.” In order to make 
sense of the data from the NLE, I first grouped the questions into five categories based on 
the criteria the questions appear to be testing. These categories were grammar, reading 
comprehension, vocabulary, Roman culture and conversational Latin. I then ran a one-
way ANOVA on each question to compare the results among the three schools. The 
ANOVA was followed by the Bonferroni post hoc test on each question to determine if 
there were statistically significant differences among the 3 groups.  
How Do the Knowledge and Skills of the Student Groups Compare? 
The data showed that for 21 of the 40 questions, there was no statistically 
significant difference between the results among the 3 schools. These results are shown in 
NLE tables 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10. For the remaining 19 NLE questions, there was a 
statistically significant difference identified by the one-way ANOVA and Bonferroni post 
hoc tests. These differences are shown in NLE tables 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9. For 15 out of the 19 
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questions where there was a statistically significant difference, Unity School showed a 
higher score on that question. This trend holds for each of the five areas.  
Grammar  
On this version of the NLE, there were 17 grammar questions. The grammar 
questions on the NLE were mostly testing morphology. Taking all 3 schools as a group, 
the range of mean percent correct answers on grammatical questions was between 33% 
and 68%.  Unity School achieved the highest overall scores on grammar questions 
compared to Mountain Bridge and Little River. There was no discernable pattern 
apparent regarding which types of grammar questions were answered correctly among 
the groups. Nor was there a discernable pattern among types of grammar questions 
between which would show a statistically significant difference among the groups and 
which questions would not show a difference.  
Table 4-1 shows grammar results from the NLE questions where there is a 
statistically significant difference for the question. The name of the school with the high 
score appears in the High Score column. Grammar questions where a statistically 
significant difference appeared were numbers 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 13, 14, 19 and 33. Of 
these questions showing a significant difference, questions 1, 4, 9, 13 and 14 tested verb 
tenses and moods including the irregular verb possum. Questions 3, 5, 7 and 10 tested 
noun and adjective cases. Question 19 tested correlative conjunctions and question 33 
tested recognition of adverbs. The results at Unity School were higher in 9 of these 11 
questions. Little River’s scores were higher for question 1, which tested the imperfect 
tense, while Mountain Bridge’s scores were higher for question 5, which tested students 
on the predicate nominative. 
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Table 4-1 Grammar Different Results 
Grammar different results 
Q# High Score Text of Question Test criteria 
Q01 Little River Canēs sub arbore quiēscēbant. tense imperfect 
Q03 Unity Magister discipulīs laetīs fābulam nārrat. case dat pl 2nd decl 
Q04 Unity Herculēs Cerberum capere poterat. irregular possum 
Q05 Mtn Bridge Deus amōris erat___Veneris. case nom 2nd decl 
Q07 Unity Puerī magnōs piscēs patrī cum gaudiō dabunt. The adjective magnōs agrees with noun - adj. agreement 
Q09 Unity Crās vōs vidēbimus! tense future 1st/2nd conj 
Q10 Unity Pater perterritus clāmōrēs līberōrum audiēbat. case gen pl 2nd decl 
Q13 Unity Audīte, cīvēs, verba rēgis! imperative pl 4th conj 
Q14 Unity Iāsōn cum Argonautīs nāvigāvit. tense perfect  
Q19 Unity Neque pater neque māter mē intellegit. correlatives 





For a closer look at the analysis of one example of a grammar question, consider 
question 1. For question 1, there was a statistically significant difference between the 
three cases as determined by one-way ANOVA (F(2,46) = 6.370, p = .004). A Bonferroni 
post hoc test revealed that the score for this question was statistically significantly higher 
in Little River compared to Unity and Mountain Bridge. Figure X shows a simple 
representation, not drawn to scale, of the relative similarity of the mean total percent 
correct for NLE Question 1 at each school. This result is seen in column 2 of table NLE 
1, where Little River is named as the high-testing school for this question. 
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Figure 4-10 ANOVA representation for Q1 
 
 
Further analysis of the test results, however, demonstrated that for 6 of the 
grammar questions, the results were not statistically significantly different among the 
three schools. Table 4-2 represents grammar results from the NLE questions where no 
statistically significant difference between the schools was apparent. Grammar questions 
where the scores were not statistically significantly different were questions 12, 15, 16, 
17, 18 and 34. Two of these questions tested present tense endings of verbs and the future 
tense. The remaining questions asked students to consider the accusative and ablative 
cases and subject-verb agreement. 
Table 4-2 Grammar Results Not Statistically Significantly Different 
Grammar results not statistically significantly different 
Q# Text of Question Test criteria 
Q12 Certē puellae___saepe vexant. case acc dir obj 3rd decl 
Q15 Scītisne fābulam dē Rōmulō Remōque? tense present personal endings 
Q16 “Numquam tē amābō!” exclāmat Daphnē. tense future 1st/2nd conj 
Q17 Gladiātor tēlō leōnem necāre temptat. case abl means/instrument 
Q18 Tū virum___. subject verb agreement 




Reading Comprehension  
There were 8 reading comprehension questions on the 2018 NLE. The reading 
comprehension questions on this version of the NLE were concentrated in the last 11 
questions of the exam. This section opened with a short L2 retelling of the myth of 
Aurora and Tithonus. The full text of this short reading is found in Appendix L. The 
range of mean percent correct answers on reading comprehension questions among all 
groups was between 47% and 90%.  Unity School achieved the highest overall scores on 
reading comprehension questions compared to Mountain Bridge and Little River where a 
difference is discernable. Taken as one group, students showed the strongest results on 
this part of the test. 
There were few statistically significant differences among the schools when 
comparing their scores on reading comprehension questions. Table 4-3 shows reading 
comprehension results from the NLE administration. Where there is a statistically 
significant difference for the question, the name of the school with the high score is 
shown in the High Score column. Reading comprehension questions where there was a 
statistically significant difference were numbers 30, 32 and 35. These questions required 
students to understand or translate the story in order to determine the answer. In 2 of 
these 3 questions, Unity School showed the strongest results. On these questions, 
numbers 32 and 35, students could discern the correct answer by knowing the overall 
meaning of the sentence. Question 30 relied on the understanding of an idiom, primae 
lucis (first light, dawn), to shed light on the entire question. On this question, students at 




Table 4-3 Reading Comprehension Different Results 
Reading comprehension different results 
Q# High Score Text of Question Test criteria 
Q30 Little River In line 1, dea prīmae lūcis reveals that Aurora was the goddess of idiom 
Q32 Unity In line 4, Jupiter granted Aurora’s wish because of her translation 
Q35 Unity According to line 6 (Prīmō…habuit), what was the first change in Tithonus that Aurora noticed? translation 
 
Statistical analysis of the test results showed, however, that for most of the 
reading comprehension questions, the results were not statistically significantly different 
among the three schools. Table 4-4 shows reading comprehension results from the NLE 
questions where no statistically significant difference between the schools was apparent. 
Questions where the scores were not statistically significantly different were questions 
31, 37, 38, 39 and 40. These questions called for students to understand or translate the 
story in order to determine the answer, or to make inferences based on the text. 
Table 4-4 Reading Comprehension Results Not Statistically Significantly Different 
Reading comprehension results not statistically significantly different 
Q# Text of Question Test criteria 
Q31 Why did Aurora ask for help from Jupiter (lines 1-3)? translation 
Q37 In lines 7-8 (Aurōra…petīverat), what did Aurora realize? inference 
Q38 In line 9, why was Tithonus unhappy? translation 
Q39 In line 10, we learn that Tithonus was no longer able to translation 
Q40 What words of wisdom could serve as the moral of this story? inference 
 
Vocabulary 
On this version of the NLE, there were 6 vocabulary questions, which were 
spread out throughout the test. Out of these vocabulary questions, 3 questions tested 
recognition of English derivatives from Latin word roots, and the results for these 
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questions were not statistically significantly different. Taking all 3 schools as a group, the 
range of mean percent correct answers on vocabulary questions was between 29% and 
78%. Unity School achieved the highest overall scores on vocabulary questions compared 
to Mountain Bridge and Little River on the questions for which there was a statistically 
significant difference.  
There were two vocabulary questions where there was a statistically significant 
difference. These questions required students to recognize common vocabulary. The 
common vocabulary terms from this section of the test are listed on the NLE syllabus, 
which is available online and which I did not give to the teachers. Table 4-5 shows 
vocabulary recognition results from the NLE administration. Where there is a statistically 
significant difference for the question, the name of the school with the high score is 
shown in the High Score column. Question 6 required students to translate a preposition. 
Question 27 asked students to recognize the context of a Latin expression used in 
English. Unity school showed stronger test results on both of these questions. 
Table 4-5 Vocabulary Different Results 
Vocabulary different results 
Q# High Score Text of Question Test criteria 
Q06 Unity Mīlitēs trāns viam ambulant. Syllabus preposition 
Q27 Unity The top students were proud to receive an extra seal on their diplomas noting that they were graduating. expressions, abbreviations 
 
Analysis of the test results showed that for two-thirds of the questions that tested 
vocabulary specifically, the results were not statistically significantly different among the 
three schools. Table 4-6 shows reading comprehension results from the NLE questions 
where no statistically significant difference between the schools was shown. Questions 
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where the scores were not statistically significantly different were questions 11, 20, 23 and 
36. Three of these questions, 20, 23, and 36 were related to recognition English derivatives 
of Latin vocabulary word roots. Question 11 (Aenēās rēgīnam amābat, sed mox necesse 
erat discēdere. / Aeneas loved the queen, but ___ it was necessary to leave.) showed the 
lowest mean average score for a vocabulary question among all 3 schools, at 29% correct. 
For this question, two of the possible answer choices fit the context of the sentence, with 
D (soon) being the correct answer as the definition of mox. For this question, guessing was 
not of much help to students. The same number, 29% of students chose response A 
(immediately) as those who chose response D.  
Table 4-6 Vocabulary Results Not Statistically Significantly Different 
Vocabulary results not statistically significantly different 
Q# Text of Question Test criteria 
Q11 Aenēās rēgīnam amābat, sed mox necesse erat discēdere. Syllabus adverb 
Q20 The English words aqueduct, introduce, and deductive all derive from the Latin verb meaning to derivatives 
Q23 The Latin word for eye gives us which of the following derivatives? derivatives 
Q36 Based on your knowledge of the Latin word alba (line 7), it is not surprising that the beard of Albus Dumbledore is derivatives 
 
Conversational Latin 
Examination of the data revealed that there were only two questions that tested 
expressions commonly used in conversational Latin. Table 4-7 shows conversational Latin 
results from the NLE administration where there was a statistically significant difference 
among the schools. The name of the school with the high score is shown in the High Score 
column. Table 4-8 shows the conversational Latin question results from the NLE question 
where no statistically significant difference between the schools was shown.  
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Data from these two questions showed markedly different results. For question 2, 
the scores were not statistically significantly different among the 3 schools. Taken as a 
single group, 92% of the students answered this question correctly. This question showed 
the highest average mean score of all questions in the study. Question 26 asked students to 
determine an answer a student would not be likely to give when a teacher is taking 
attendance. When analyzed as a group, 31% of students answered this question correctly. 
Unity School demonstrated stronger results that were statistically significantly different on 
question 26.  
Table 4-7 Conversational Latin Different Results 
Conversational Latin different results 
Q# High Score Text of Question Test criteria 
Q26 Unity When a teacher takes attendance, which response would NOT be logically possible Classroom routine 
 
Table 4-8 Conversational Latin Results Not Statistically Significantly Different 
Conversational Latin results not statistically significantly different 
Q# Text of Question Test criteria 
Q02 Magnum aedificium vīdī et rogāvī, “Quid est?” Question word 
 
Roman Culture  
This NLE test asked 7 questions pertaining to Roman Culture and daily life. 
When considered as a single group, the mean results of correct answers to Culture 
questions by students in the study was between 12% and 78%. The mean score on 
question 24, a history question, was 12%, while the mean score on question 8 was 78%. 




Culture questions where a statistically significant difference appeared were 
numbers 8 and 25. Question 8 asked about Roman numerals. Question 25 asked about the 
bulla worn by some Roman children as an example of daily life in ancient Rome. Unity 
School showed the higher score for question 8, while Mountain Bridge scored higher on 
question 25. Table 4-9 shows Roman culture question results from the study’s NLE 
administration where there was a statistically significant difference among the schools. 
The name of the school with the high score is shown in the High Score column. 
Table 4-9 Culture Different Results 
Culture different results 
Q# High Score Text of Question Test criteria 
Q08 Unity Discipulus IV librōs lēgit. Quot librōs lēgit? Roman numerals 
Q25 Mtn Bridge Who in Roman society wore a bulla? daily life 
 
Analysis of the test results showed that for five of seven of the questions that 
tested Roman Culture knowledge, the results were not statistically significantly different 
among the three schools. Questions where the scores were not statistically significantly 
different were questions 21, 22, 24, 28 and 29. These questions addressed a variety of 
culture topics. There were two questions about mythology, along with one question each 
about history, geography, and Roman architecture. Table 4-10 shows the Roman culture 
question results from the NLE questions where no statistically significant difference 
between the schools was shown.  
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Table 4-10 Culture Results Not Statistically Significantly Different 
Culture results not statistically significantly different 
Q# Text of Question Test criteria 
Q21 For the ancient Romans, Pluto’s kidnapping of Proserpina to the Underworld was used to explain myth Proserpina 
Q22 Gladiator fights, beast hunts, and public executions all happened in the Roman buildings 
Q24 Which of the following events happened last? History 
Q28 What goddess, mother of Cupid, had doves, sparrows, and the myrtle tree as her symbols? myth Venus 
Q29 Which number on the map represents the location of the Tiber River? Geography 
 
Summary of NLE Simulation Analysis 
The data showed that when the NLE scores from participants at each of the three 
schools were compared using one-way ANOVA for each question, the results were about 
evenly split between questions that showed a significant statistical difference and 
questions where no significant statistical difference was apparent. For 15 of the 19 
questions where there was a statistically significant difference, Unity School earned the 
highest scores.  I grouped the questions into five categories based on the criteria the 
questions appear to be testing. The five categories considered in this analysis were 
grammar, reading comprehension, vocabulary, culture and conversational Latin. Unity 
School showed strong results in every category of the exam. 
Summary of Chapter 4: Findings 
Chapter 4 presented the findings that resulted from examining the study’s 
questions. This chapter addressed qualitative data from interviews and classroom 
observations and quantitative data from a study-only administration of the 2018 NLE. 
Throughout this chapter, I offered a detailed explanation of the data using the 
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participants’ own words to offer the reader the context for the data in the qualitative 
section, and in the quantitative section, graphs and tables to help clarify the findings.  
Interviews and observations from the study yielded data that illustrated teachers’ 
definitions of active Latin teaching and learning. It was clear that teachers originally 
believed that oral communication was the primary component of active Latin. Teachers’ 
definitions of active Latin were influenced by their professional development 
experiences. Finally, teachers' definitions evolved from a focus on oral Latin to all four 
communicative competencies: reading, writing, speaking and listening.  Felix emphasized 
that active Latin occurred when teachers and students spent 90% of classroom time 
speaking L2; by the end of the study, Felix stated that any time students used L2 to learn 
L2 was active Latin. Marcus's view was only slightly different: all classroom 
communication spoken in L2 was the initial goal. As the study progressed, Marcus added 
a dictation component. Arwena stressed that the most important component of active 
Latin occurs when the teacher speaks, and the students listen in L2. Arwena added a 
letter-writing component. 
Teachers in the study expressed the belief that active Latin pedagogy would 
enrich students’ lives and help them to make positive contributions to society, and this 
belief was important to teachers' pedagogical decision-making. The teachers in this study 
provided models for students to use in their own communications. Grammar was 
important to teachers' Latin pedagogy and each teacher employed different techniques in 
teaching grammar. In this study, high levels of student engagement were observed. 
Differences in engagement included choral response to teacher prompts in Arwena's 
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class, non-verbal responses in Marcus's classes, and L1 responses to L2 prompts in 
Felix's classes. 
A version of the National Latin exam was administered, and the scores were 
analyzed in the qualitative portion of the study. Scores for each question were compared 
using one-way ANOVA. About half of the questions showed a significant statistical 
difference among the schools, while for the remaining questions no significant statistical 
difference was apparent. To facilitate analysis, questions were grouped into five 
categories: grammar, reading comprehension, vocabulary, culture and conversational 


















CHAPTER 5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Introduction 
This study examined the nature of active Latin teaching and learning. I 
considered the teaching and learning process, the classroom culture, and the learning 
produced in each of the classroom communities in the study. This study began as a 
response to the question, “What is active Latin teaching and learning?” In order to study 
this phenomenon, I investigated four research questions:  
1. Why do teachers engage in active Latin pedagogy? 
2. How do teachers engage in active Latin pedagogy? 
3. How do teachers and students communicate in an active Latin classroom? 
4. How do the knowledge and skills of student groups in each of the active 
Latin classrooms in this study compare with the other groups of students? 
This chapter discusses the data described in chapter 4 and situates the findings 
within the framework described in chapter 2. This chapter is divided into 4 sections: 
discussion, conclusions, implications for the discipline and suggestions for further 
research. 
Discussion of Findings 
In this section, I discuss the findings of the study as they relate to the prior 
research discussed in chapter 2. This discussion addresses the findings that correspond to 
each of the research questions. Each of the findings is explained in terms of the research 
relating to methodologies of teaching Latin used since World War II, constructivist 
education theories and active Latin in the 16th and 17th centuries discussed in the works of 
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Melanchthon (1583), Posselius (1589), Hoven (1973) and the Jesuit Ratio Studiorum 
(1997).  
What is Active Latin Teaching and Learning? 
Human beings are especially adept at language. The literature review in chapter 2 
discussed current and historical theories about how languages are learned. In the field of 
Second Language Acquisition (SLA), Krashen (1982) created a theory, the Input 
Hypothesis, by which he described a mechanism for how human beings learn languages 
using the innate ability theorized by Chomsky. Swain (1993) added an Output Hypothesis 
to help explain language learning. Carlon (2013) considered these theories in the context 
of Latin language learning, where the ultimate goal is reading texts rather than oral 
interpersonal communication.  
Lloyd's (2017) analysis of Latin immersion seminars used the framework of 
Vygotsky's (1978) socio-cultural theory. Bruner (1997) synthesized Piaget’s ideas about 
the development of the human brain with Vygotsky's ideas about human social 
development occurring in the zone of proximal development. While this study did not 
present detailed analysis of the students’ learning in their zone of proximal development, 
this study adds to our understanding of active Latin via an examination of student 
achievement that occurred when students worked with other students and with their 
teacher to co-create learning.  
Teachers Use Active Latin to foster Oral L2 Communication 
Analysis of the data from the interviews and observations showed that oral 
communication was an important element in teachers’ initial definitions of active Latin 
teaching and learning. Chomsky (1964) described a theory of the innate ability of human 
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beings to use the structures of all human languages. Krashen (1982) presented his Input 
Hypothesis, which states that languages are learned when the learners understand 
messages. Carlon (2013) considered SLA theories as they relate to Latin language 
learning. By using Latin orally in the classrooms, the teachers were allowing Latin to be 
used as a communicative language. This is a direct contrast to other teaching 
methodologies such as Grammar-Translation, for example, where oral communication is 
not a common part of learning the language. Felix mentioned the disconnect between the 
communicative goals of modern language instruction as opposed to the goal of reading 
texts rather than oral interpersonal communication.  
Methodologies in use in the USA since World War II did not account for the 
historical transmission of Latin prior to the 19th century. This study adds to our 
understanding of oral communication for Latin teaching and learning by considering the 
historical underpinnings of Latin spoken in the classrooms in the study. The way Latin 
was spoken in the 16th and 17th centuries in the schools of Posselius, Melanchthon, in the 
Low Countries and the Principality of Liège and in the Ratio Studiorum, where the most 
essential active learning component was that of speaking by the teachers and also by the 
students explains practices of the teachers in the current study. 
Professional Development and Active Latin 
Professional development influenced teachers’ perceptions of the nature of active 
Latin. Marcus discussed pedagogy with other teachers in and out of his school. One area 
that Marcus mentioned was TPR (Total Physical Response). Asher (1969) created TPR as 
a way to teach vocabulary to students in their initial months of language study. Like 
Arwena and Felix, Marcus has also read Krashen’s (1982) Input Hypothesis. The teacher 
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education courses that Felix and Arwena participated in highlighted practices grounded in 
these SLA theories. The professional development of all three teachers allowed 
opportunities for the teachers to reflect on and discuss theory and practice in SLA. 
In the Ratio Studiorum, professional development and educator preparation is 
described in great detail. Professional development in the 16th and 17th centuries also took 
the form of educational orations that were delivered in academic settings. While students 
were invited to these orations, other educators would also attend. Posselius’s oration 
discussed in chapter 2 was certainly of the same sort, because Posselius was the rector of 
the University of Rostock, where the whole school community was expected to attend the 
orations. While Posselius certainly was not discussing Krashen’s Input Hypothesis as it 
was not yet invented, he did emphasize the need for students to be exposed to copious 
amounts of L2 input.  
Kennedy (2016) examined professional development programs to determine 
which had a greater effect on student and teacher outcomes. One important goal of 
constructivist professional development is to create opportunities to view education 
problems via multiple perspectives (Honebein, 2016). In the program Kennedy called 
most effective, teachers read and discussed articles about teaching practices. Teachers in 
this study experienced professional development that allowed them to consider facets of 
L2 instruction from multiple perspectives and create new understanding with their peers. 
Hill (2009) cited the Horizon (2002) analysis of teacher professional development, 
which reported that very few teachers believed professional development changed their 
instruction. The active Latin teachers here varied in their response to professional 
development before and since they began teaching. All three teachers described their 
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teaching practice as reflecting the understandings created as a result of professional 
development grounded in SLA theory and demonstrated that their definitions of active 
Latin evolved in practice. This study of active Latin adds to our understanding of the way 
professional development influences teachers of active Latin by considering the 
experiences of teachers in the study through the lens of constructivist pedagogy in light of 
professional development for Latin teaching that took place in the 16th and 17th centuries 
Definitions of Active Latin Evolved 
By the end of the study, all teachers expressed the belief that active Latin was 
more than just oral Latin. They stated that active Latin occurred in communication for 
reading, writing, speaking and listening. Swain (1993) added an Output Hypothesis to 
help explain language learning. Speaking and writing are examples of output that were 
observed in the study. There were nuances among the teachers’ views about the 
communicative nature of active Latin. Arwena felt that teacher speaking in L2 and 
students listening in L2 was the most important mode of communication, such as is 
explained by Krashen’s (1982) Input Hypothesis. Felix stated the strong opinion that the 
amount of time spent in L2 was a crucial factor in student learning. Marcus stressed that 
immersive oral use of L2 was essential in an active Latin classroom. As stated above, in 
the 16th and 17th centuries, speaking was a very important communicative skill in Latin 
classes (Melanchthon, 1533; Posselius, 1589; Hoven, 1973; Ratio Studiorum 1993).  
Whereas Latin teaching since World War II (Richards and Rodgers, 2014; Lloyd, 
2017) did not emphasize all four communicative competencies, in chapter 2, I 
demonstrated that reading, writing, speaking and listening were all fostered in the 16th 
and 17th centuries in the schools of Posselius, Melanchthon, in the Low Countries and the 
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Principality of Liège and in the Ratio Studiorum. In this study, the teachers’ definitions of 
active Latin evolved to map on to the historical definition from the 16th and 17th 
centuries. This study further adds to our understanding of active Latin teaching and 
learning by exploring definitions of active Latin held by teacher participants and what the 
teachers think about the importance of reading, writing, speaking and listening in the 
active Latin classroom. Furthermore, based on the teachers’ definitions of active Latin 
teaching and learning, this study adds to our understanding of active Latin teaching and 
learning by demonstrating that the contributions of these teachers are a direct response to 
earlier calls (Minkova and Tunberg, 2012; Coffee, 2012; Carlon, 2013; and Lloyd, 2017) 
to teach Latin actively.  
Why do Teachers Engage in Active Latin Pedagogy? 
Teachers in this study chose to teach using active Latin pedagogy based on two 
primary motivations. First, teachers desired that students would live a well-examined life. 
Like the humanists in the 16th and 17th centuries, teachers in this study believed that 
active Latin pedagogy would lead students to this outcome. Second, the teachers wanted 
students to have access to literature for lifelong learning. Marcus, for example, wished 
that someday after their schooling was complete, his students would pick up a book 
written in Latin and read it for pleasure. This wish connects back to Posselius's (1589) 
goal that through their studies, students would come to love Cicero. 
Living a Well-Examined Life 
Teachers in the study fostered active Latin in their classrooms because they 
believed active Latin influenced students to be good citizens who make positive 
contributions to society. The teachers in this study echoed ideas expressed by the 
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renaissance Humanists, who were scholars of the humanities: the liberal arts. As I have 
said above, the liberal arts are the study of literary pursuits that distinguish a person as 
free. In the 16th and 17th centuries, humanists were actively presenting students with 
literature that promoted poetry, history, moral philosophy, grammar and rhetoric. A 
strong focus on being good people who participate in society as good citizens was present 
throughout humanistic discussions about pedagogy. Throughout this study, this 
humanistic ideal was infused in teachers’ discussion of their beliefs. 
Like beliefs about interpersonal communication, there were some differences in 
the way the teachers in the study described in the mechanism by which active Latin was 
thought to influence students’ lives. Felix believed that understanding of the past was 
very important for students so that they would make informed choices in the future. 
Felix’s pedagogy was constructivist in exactly the way Bruner (1977) describes, where 
connections between content and experiences take center stage. For Arwena, the personal 
connections that students make to important ideas in literature were the key influence on 
students’ later lives. Arwena’s pedagogy is very student-centered. Arwena’s pedagogical 
choice to emphasize the experiences students bring to their learning and how these 
experiences relate to the content is directly tied to Dewey’s (1938) emphasis on student 
experience in education and also to Eisner’s (1999) idea that connections between content 
that have multiple meanings allow for deeper and longer-lasting learning. Marcus 
explained the importance of the role of literature in illustrating good moral choices for 
students. Marcus’s emphasis on literature leading to good moral choices is expressed 
almost exactly the same way Posselius (1589) stated his most cherished reason for his 
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pedagogy: for students “to love literature and virtue in the sight of God”. Literature and 
virtue, for Posselius, were inextricably entwined. 
This study adds to our understanding of active Latin teaching and learning by 
examining teachers’ motivations for teaching Latin actively. This study showed how 
these teachers were motivated by many of the same ideas that drove the pedagogy of the 
renaissance humanists. Like the renaissance humanists, the teachers in this study were 
motivated to teach active Latin by a desire for their students to live good lives, to 
understand history, to make connections and to make good moral choices and how these 
motives are related to constructivist pedagogies.  
Access to Literature 
Teachers in the study believed active Latin offered students access to literature 
that would help them to become lifelong learners. For the renaissance humanists of the 
16th and 17th centuries, access to literature permeated every aspect of the classroom 
experience. In fact, Hoven’s (1973) study of the schools of the Low Countries and the 
Principality of Liège included analysis of the indexes of the contents of several school 
libraries. The very fact that such lists of books still exist for 16th century schools points to 
the important place literature held at the time. Posselius (1589) stressed that the teachers 
in his school were to speak and write pure Latin, so that the students would, above all, 
love the writings of Cicero. That goal for a love of Cicero implies that the literature was 
not only to be used as a school exercise. Rather, it was hoped that students would develop 
a love of literature, chiefly the author Cicero, that would sustain them for life. The 
renaissance itself was a time of renewed love and respect for classical literature and 
extended to all aspects of renaissance life including art and architecture. 
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Previous teaching methodologies such as the Reading Method and Grammar-
Translation stated the goal of teaching students to read L2. These methodologies did not 
describe an underlying purpose for teaching reading. This study adds to the way we 
understand the aims and goals for teaching reading via active Latin by examining the goal 
of the Latin teachers in the study to provide students access to literature. The way 
teachers in the study valued access to literature was considered alongside the important 
place that literature had for the renaissance thinkers and historical educators as explained 
in chapter 2.  
How do Teachers Engage in Active Latin Pedagogy? 
In this study, there were some differences in the way teachers in the study engaged 
in their pedagogy. Teachers in the study started with models for interactive 
communication. While Arwena presented her own model sentences orally, Felix tended 
to present the model sentences in writing and Marcus started with sentences taken from 
the textbook. Grammar instruction was also handled differently at the three schools. 
Marcus and Felix taught grammar directly in L1, while Arwena taught grammar 
indirectly in L2. This study adds to our understanding of active Latin pedagogy by 
demonstrating how teachers were using constructivist pedagogical techniques in their 
classes. Teachers in this study engaged in active Latin pedagogy in a variety of ways 
while facilitating connections between content and student experiences (Bruner 1999) 
and fostering opportunities for students to collaborate in co-constructing knowledge. 
Different Models for Student Interaction  
Teachers used models for communication in their classrooms. Arwena and Felix 
started with example sentences as models for students to follow. Arwena presented 
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example sentences to students orally. Felix, like Arwena, presented example sentences to 
students, but the initial presentation of these sentences was mostly in writing. Marcus 
started with sentences taken from the textbook as models for the lessons. Textbooks 
suitable for Grammar-Translation and for the Reading Method offer many written sample 
sentences on which to base instruction of grammar. These sentences appear in every 
chapter. In Grammar-Translation textbooks, the sentences appear after grammar is 
explained. In the Reading Method textbooks, the sentences appear before grammar is 
explained formally. Melanchthon (1533) and Posselius (1589) both describe using 
models taken from literature to be used by students in their own language production. 
These were presented orally or in written format. 
Sample sentences have been used as a basis for language instruction in the 
methodologies discussed in the literature review. Descriptions of these methodologies do 
not offer details about where the sentences come from or how teachers go about using 
these sample sentences in their classrooms. Melanchthon (1533) and Posselius (1589) 
relied on models taken from Latin literature. The current study adds to our understanding 
of how teachers engage in active Latin pedagogy by considering the ways model 
sentences are generated and used in active Latin classrooms. There was variety in the 
types of model sentences and their purposes. Sometimes the model sentences would 
illustrate a new grammatical concept. Other times, the sentences would offer 
opportunities for students to practice new vocabulary. Dewey (1938) explained that a 
hallmark of constructivist pedagogy is when teachers and students co-create knowledge. 
There was variety in the way students in the study used the model sentences to co-
construct knowledge with peers. For example, in Felix and Arwena's classes, students 
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would sometimes use the model sentences to find out desired information from peers. 
Students were also encouraged to seek help from peers in order to use the model 
sentences successfully. 
Grammar Instruction 
Grammar instruction was an important component in the active Latin classes in 
this study. Marcus mostly taught grammar directly in L1. Felix also taught grammar 
directly in L1. Arwena taught grammar through indirect illustration of grammatical points 
in L2. This pedagogical choice of Arwena’s is grounded in the ideas presented by Dewey 
(1944) wherein he defined education an active process that does not rely on telling. By 
using the indirect illustration of grammar, the students and Arwena were co-constructing 
grammatical knowledge. In the description of grammar tasks by Posselius (1589), the 
students were memorizing the paradigms not as a way to learn about grammar, but after 
they had plenty of practice in using these forms, in reading, writing, speaking and 
listening. This is inductive: first see the forms, then work out the pattern. Arwena’s wall 
chart of declensions followed an inductive technique similar to that of Posselius. 
In this study, I only considered Latin 1 students. For this reason, I did not 
investigate how long the teachers were spending on teaching grammar over all the years 
of study available to students. However, grammar study was clearly planned to extend 
beyond the first year in each school. Felix tended to teach grammar deductively by 
presenting rules and then having students use the rules to interact with texts. This is 
similar to the Grammar-Translation approach described in chapter 2 (Kitchell, 1998; 
Singh, 1998). Arwena taught grammar in L2 indirectly by an inductive approach. 
Students were presented with texts and teacher-spoken input and worked with Arwena to 
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co-construct their concept of grammar. This resulted in students having a conceptual 
understanding of the grammatical point in question. Once students understood the 
concept, Arwena would offer an explanation in more grammatical terms. Posselius 
(1589) recommended this method in his oration. Marcus tended to teach grammar in 
some combination of these methods. He presented grammar inductively, following the 
method in the Direct Approach textbook he was using, Lingua Latina Per Se Illustrata: 
Familia Romana. He explained grammar in L1 whenever he wanted to make sure that 
students were clearly understanding a concept they did not appear to understand after the 
L2 explanation.  
The main difference between the classrooms in this study and the classes in the 
literature review is that in the 16th and 17th centuries the students learned to speak Latin 
before they began a study of its grammar. The teachers in this study were teaching 
grammar while they were teaching students to speak, read, write, and understand orally. 
This study adds to our understanding how teachers engage in active Latin pedagogy by 
examining the importance of and variations in grammar instruction in active Latin 
classrooms. 
How do Teachers and Students Communicate in an Active Latin Classroom? 
There were some important differences among teachers in active Latin 
communication in their classrooms. These differences in the way teachers in this study 
were responding to the different needs and experiences of their students reflect Schwab’s 
(1983) discussion of the numerous decisions that teachers make in responsive teaching. 
(a) The different emphases on modes of communication in each classroom were an 
important finding. Eisner (1996) discussed how modes of communication affect learning 
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process and outcomes. Writing was the most common mode of L2 communication for 
students in Felix's classes with some listening added. Students read the text and Felix 
facilitated discussions about Roman culture in L1 and L2. Grammar and vocabulary were 
loosely based on the Ecce Romani text and presented using lecture and guided notes in 
L1 followed by written work in L2. Marcus used the Familia Romana textbook in almost 
every class I observed, with the most even mix of reading, writing, speaking and listening 
in L2.  Arwena spoke in L2 while students listened. Arwena recently added more reading, 
writing and speaking tasks to her classes.  (b) Arwena set expectations orally and in 
writing in L2, while Felix was working toward more consistent expression of 
expectations to set up tasks for students and Marcus mostly set expectations orally in L1. 
By explaining procedures consistently in L1, Marcus was creating a solid foundation for 
tasks that would allow for what Dewey (1944) described as "active and constructive" 
learning processes. Arwena took great care to create a foundation similarly grounding 
new content in familiar tasks and by grounding new tasks in familiar content. (c) Dewey 
(1938) and Bruner (1977) explained the importance of connecting content with students' 
experiences.  
Throughout the study, students displayed “social engagement” (Guthrie, 1999). 
Students were observed to be curious and actively involved in their learning. Through 
their classroom engagement during the study, students showed that they were making 
connections between their experiences and the content. In Felix's classes, students 
demonstrated engagement by responding in L1 to L2 content and questions. In Arwena's 
classes, student engagement often included choral response in L2. In Marcus's classes 
students showed engagement verbally in L1 and L2 and nonverbally.  
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Content and Style of Communication 
Students responded both in Latin and in English in all three classrooms in the 
study. Looking back to the discussion of methodologies in chapter 2, the literature shows 
some relationships between the way teachers in this study teach active Latin and how 
they situate their teaching within the historical experience of teaching and learning Latin 
in the USA since World War II. Felix centered instruction around grammar and 
vocabulary from Ecce Romani, a Reading Method textbook. Also, Felix led their students 
in many discussions about Roman Culture in L1. L2 communication was mostly written 
in Felix's classes. The techniques observed in Felix's classes appeared to be a mix of 
various techniques including active Latin and some techniques found in the Reading 
Method, with grammar instruction often done deductively in a way that suggests the 
Grammar-Translation methodology. In contrast, much of the L2 communication in 
Arwena's classes focused on Arwena speaking while students listened; this dynamic 
accounted for most of the L2 communication in Arwena’s classes. Students worked on 
some other tasks that included reading, writing and speaking. Every day, for example, 
Arwena took attendance in Latin and students responded in Latin. Arwena follows a mix 
of techniques including active Latin with a focus on input-based methodologies similar to 
TPRS. Marcus's classes, on the other hand, showed the most even mix of reading, 
writing, speaking and listening in L2. This seems to take some techniques from the Direct 
Method, which makes sense given that Marcus uses the textbook Lingua Latina Per se 
Illustrata: Familia Romana, a text more aligned with the Direct Method. Like Arwena, 
Marcus took attendance in Latin every day, with students responding in Latin. The 
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questioning and responses in Marcus's classes allow for many opportunities for students 
to engage in active Latin learning. 
The teachers in this study used techniques common to various teaching 
methodologies practiced since World War II. Lloyd (2017) looked at communication in 
university classrooms in the UK where the communicative approach was used. Lloyd 
found that there was a great focus in the UK on learning grammar and creating 
translations, with less emphasis on reading enjoyment and comprehension. Lloyd (2017) 
showed how language learning theories developed for modern languages are relevant to 
Latin language teaching and learning. This study extends Lloyd's findings, showing the 
relevance of constructivist pedagogies, such as the importance of making connections to 
students' experiences, fostering educative experiences and emphasizing the co-creative 
nature of learning. This study also extends Lloyd’s findings by considering 16th and 17th 
century practices in understanding Latin teaching and learning, including the importance 
of keeping Latin literature at the center of the curriculum and the necessity of a balance 
of the 4 communicative competencies of reading, writing, speaking and listening. While 
Lloyd’s work was extremely influential in thinking about the nature of Latin teaching and 
learning, Lloyd’s study did not look at K-12 classrooms in the USA. This study adds to 
the work for which Lloyd is a pioneer by analyzing the content and style of 
communication in K-12 active Latin classrooms.  
Parameters for Classroom Interactions 
Burns and Botzakis (2016) showed that clearly and consistently expressed 
expectations lead to better student learning outcomes, and all three teachers in the current 
study were focused on communicating expectations for students. Felix was working 
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toward expressing expectations more consistently. Arwena set expectations in L2, both 
orally and in writing. Arwena had established clear procedures for student responses to 
her L2 statements very early in the school year, so that students would often respond 
chorally when prompted. When there was a new type of task, Arwena taught the 
procedure for the task by using familiar vocabulary and grammar so that students were 
not learning a new procedure at the same time that they were learning new language 
structures. Marcus set expectations orally in L1.  
Burns and Botzakis (2016) offered research-based reasons for the way successful 
teachers set expectations in their classrooms and implement instruction to foster student 
success. Successful teachers ensure student success by setting clear expectations, 
designing lessons with logically grouped learning targets, using those targets to guide 
instruction and creating and ordering lesson tasks to facilitate student success. In all three 
classrooms in this study, when expectations were clear and consistent regardless of the 
language in which they were expressed, students were able to achieve the stated class 
goal for that lesson. This study increases our understanding about communication in 
Latin language teaching and learning by looking closely at the ways teachers in the study 
set expectations in their classrooms and the outcomes that followed. Student outcome 
data for the three teachers will be discussed later in this chapter. 
Strong Student Engagement 
Students were engaged in active Latin communication in their classes. It was not a 
primary goal of this study to measure engagement in a systematic way. A simple 
indicator for engagement that is helpful for understanding the findings in this study is 
student motivation that Guthrie (1999) characterized as “social” (pg. 433). Rather than 
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being motivated by external factors such as being merely compliant by completing 
assignments and obeying the teacher, socially motivated students are curious and 
involved in learning. The data showed that students were curious and involved in their 
active Latin classes. Engagement was varied and included direct responses to teachers, 
questions to the teacher and comments to the teacher and other students. Melanchthon 
(1533) presented an image of a student who was not engaged in learning at all; while 
reading, Melanchthon's maligned student fell asleep. The examples of this lack of 
engagement serve to highlight both the engagement desired in Melanchthon’s class and 
the contrasting high levels of engagement that I saw in the classes in this study. For 
example, in Felix's class, I observed students asking questions about their reading and in 
Marcus's class I observed students laughing at funny parts of the stories. As for listening, 
Melanchthon's student could not tell you what was said the next day. Marcus's students, 
on the other hand, were able to tell the story in turn, each telling a few sentences and then 
passing along to the next student. In Arwena's class, students were listening to a story 
being told in Latin and students were making intelligent comments to other students in 
their groups. For speaking, Melanchthon mentioned how difficult it was to get students to 
speak at all, while in every class I observed, there were students speaking in L2. For 
writing, Melanchthon described the way the students would not write unless teacher 
supplied all of the words and sat with the student. Moreover, it would take a whole school 
term to get students to write even one letter. In Arwena's classes, students were sending 
her email every day composed in L2. 
In each class in the study, students were experiencing Latin actively. They were 
using Latin to learn Latin while making connections to prior knowledge and to their own 
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lives and this resulted in high levels of engagement. Dewey (1938) stressed the 
importance of education that connects to student experiences. This study adds to our 
understanding of communication in active Latin classes by demonstrating the ways 
student participants in the study showed their engagement in active Latin classes.  
Knowledge and Skills of Groups of Students 
The data revealed that for 21 of the 40 questions, there was no statistically 
significant difference in the results among the three schools. The use of active Latin at all 
three schools supplies a possible explanation of these similar results. It is important to 
note that for 15 out of the 19 questions where there was a statistically significant 
difference, Marcus’s students at Unity School showed a higher score. In this discussion 
of the findings, I focus mostly on the NLE results that showed differences and offer a 
possible explanation in light of the qualitative findings and the literature review. 
Grammar 
Where there was a statistically significant difference in scores, Marcus's students 
at Unity School achieved the highest overall scores on NLE grammar questions as 
compared to students in Felix's and Arwena's classes. The NLE questions tested different 
aspects of grammar and there did not seem to be a pattern as to which types of grammar 
questions were answered correctly by which students. Neither the number of recorded 
grammar utterances at each school nor the recorded language of those utterances 
corresponded with the NLE outcomes. This led me to look beyond the language of 
grammar instruction and the amount of time spent on grammar instruction. Neither of 
these offered a convincing explanation for the difference in test scores among the three 
schools. I believe that a reasonable explanation for the differences in these results is 
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found in the balance of 4 communicative modes of instruction in Marcus’s classes. 
Tierney and Leys (1984) showed that the integration of reading and writing experiences 
leads to success for both readers and writers. Eisner’s (1996) analysis of the relationship 
between modes of communication and learning outcomes supports this idea.  During the 
16th and 17th centuries in the schools examined in the literature review, all four 
communicative modes (reading, writing, speaking and listening) were used. This 
explanation warrants further investigation. 
Reading 
On this NLE, there are only 8 questions that tested reading comprehension 
directly. Considering that these teachers all used active Latin techniques, it is not 
surprising that more than half of the questions did not show results that were statistically 
significantly different. Marcus’s students did fare better on two of the three questions 
where there was a statistically significant difference. I believe that the difference lies in 
the more even mix of reading, writing, speaking and listening in Marcus’s classes. 
Pairing reading with writing tasks improves outcomes for writers (Tierney and Leys, 
1984). Furthermore, Renandya and Jacobs (2016) explored the relationship between 
reading and listening, recommending that students pair more listening tasks with reading. 
Marcus’s students spent about the same amount of time reading as they did listening, 
compared to Arwena’s students and Felix’s students. In the literature review, I discussed 
how Melanchthon’s (1533) teacher required students to read actively. Melanchthon’s 
students, like Marcus’s students were expected to answer reading comprehension 




There were six questions that directly tested vocabulary on this NLE. For two of 
these questions, the results were statistically significantly different among the schools. 
Marcus’s students achieved better results on these two questions. These results can be 
explained together with the reading results. Marcus’s students were using vocabulary 
actively when they were answering reading comprehension questions in class. Vidal 
(2011) showed a relationship between reading and listening and increases in vocabulary, 
with gains in vocabulary especially strong when students exhibiting lower proficiency 
levels engaged in frequent reading and listening tasks. In chapter 2, I pointed out how 
Posselius (1589) had recommended that students use a book of sayings that would 
reinforce grammar and vocabulary. Frequent use of the textbook served a similar function 
in Marcus’s classes. 
Conversational Latin 
There were only two questions on the NLE that tested for conversational Latin. 
Since all teachers in this study considered spoken Latin to be a very important part of 
active Latin, I had expected all students to do very well on these questions, and this held 
for question 2, which showed no statistically significant difference. The results of 
question 26, however, were completely unexpected. Only 31% of students in the study 
answered the question correctly, and it was a question that related directly to a procedure 
that I saw in both Marcus’s and Arwena’s classes every day: taking attendance in Latin. 
The explanation that fits this data best is that the question itself was confusing to 
students. The students in this study used this word orally, while the spelling of the word 
in the answer choices, “absum” and its antonym, which all students who were present in 
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class said every day “adsum” are different by only one letter. Endler (2008) studied a 
population of English speakers learning French as a second language by exploring the 
relationship between oral proficiency and phonemic awareness. Endler found that oral 
language proficiency did not predict English or French word reading proficiency. The 
explanation for the statistically significant difference in this study, as with the other types 
of questions, lies in the even balance of reading, writing, speaking and listening skills 
used in Marcus’s classes.  
Roman Culture 
There were seven questions that addressed Roman culture on this NLE. For only 2 
of these questions was there a statistically significant difference. Felix devoted a 
significant amount of class time to teaching about culture in L1 and a greater number of 
Felix’s students correctly answered question 25, asked in L1. In contrast, the culture 
question that a greater number of Marcus’s students answered correctly, question 8, was 
asked in L2. Marcus’s students were very familiar with answering questions in L2 as part 
of the even mix of reading, writing, speaking and listening competencies used in 
Marcus’s classes. More study could be done to determine if there were other factors that 
affected these results. For example, I noted that question 8 was based on a knowledge of 
Roman numerals, mathematical knowledge that could have been a factor in the results in 
addition to the language in which the question was asked. Cavanagh (2005) explained 
that the academic language of mathematics presents terms that almost never come up in 
everyday conversation. At the same time, spoken Latin does not connect the symbols of 
Roman numerals with the words. The disconnect between the symbols and the language 
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of mathematics could account for some of the differences in the test results for this 
question. 
Summary 
I have demonstrated that there was a mix of 4 modes of communication in the 16th 
and 17th century education models considered in chapter 2. Melanchthon (1533), 
Posselius (1589), Hoven (1973) and the Ratio Studiorum (1997) all gave evidence that 
reading, writing, speaking and listening were all used to pass along Latin for past 
centuries. The qualitative phase of this study showed differences in how the teachers 
communicated in their classrooms. This study showed that changes in the mix of reading, 
writing, speaking and listening in classrooms correlated with statistically significantly 
different outcomes on the NLE questions. This study looked at student responses on the 
NLE through the lens of the 4 communicative competencies of reading, writing, speaking 
and listening and how these were used in the classrooms in the study in order to explain 
outcomes. This study adds to our understanding of the knowledge and skills of students 
in active Latin classes and how these relate to the way Latin is passed along today.  
Limitations of the Study 
This study was limited to only three teachers their students. As a result, it does not 
represent active Latin teaching for all Latin teachers using active Latin. Furthermore, the 
criteria limited the research to only Latin 1 classes and it cannot be determined that the 
experiences of active Latin for these teachers would be the same as the active Latin 
experiences of teachers of other levels of Latin. Moreover, the study did not account 
different backgrounds in educational experience of the student participants. While the 
findings cannot be considered to apply to all other Latin classrooms, the findings do 
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explain the experience of the research participants and provide a basis for further research 
into active Latin teaching and learning. 
A second limitation of the study is that it relied on the teachers to self-designate 
themselves as practitioners of active Latin pedagogy. The teachers were relying on their 
own experience of active Latin in order to determine whether or not they would volunteer 
for the study. This limitation is partly due to the relative newness of the term active Latin. 
This limitation could have affected the composition and therefore the outcomes of the 
study if it had resulted in a different group of research participants.  
Another limitation of the study was the decision to limit of the study to the 
geographical region of Kentucky. Education in the United States is subject to local, state 
and federal jurisdictions. As such, it is possible that the experience of Kentucky educators 
and students would be markedly different than the experience of educators from other 
regions.   
An additional limitation of the study was the decision not to measure student 
engagement in a systematic way. Analysis of such a systematic measurement of student 
engagement could have served to explain learning outcomes in the study. This limitation 
leads to a suggested avenue for future research. 
Limitations caused by inherent disadvantages of using the NLE in this study were 
discussed in chapter 3. The test itself lacks psychometric data so that the results cannot be 
said to be reliable.  Furthermore, the NLE dataset for the original population of students 
who took the exam does not include individual question results for each student, so that 
comparisons between the cases in the study and the group of students who originally took 
the test were not possible. The data collection phase of the study required that the NLE be 
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administered in January, which is a full two months earlier than it is usually administered. 
After two more months of instruction, it is very likely that the NLE results would have 
been different in each of the classes; this could have led to different comparative results 
among the schools. 
Implications for Teaching Practice 
This study investigated active Latin teaching and learning in K-12 schools in the 
USA. The nature of this study was exploratory in that it inductively examined three cases 
of active Latin teaching in order to establish a definition of Active Latin teaching and a 
baseline for further research. This section describes several implications for teaching 
practice that came from this study.  
Communication is an integral part of language learning. Chomsky (1968) 
demonstrated that human beings are hard-wired to use language for interpersonal 
communication. During the course of the study, it became clear that positive student 
learning outcomes can be the result when teachers develop a more or less even balance of 
reading, writing, speaking and listening, which are the four modes of communication, in 
the Latin classroom. This study suggests that teachers should employ all four of these 
communication modes as equally as possible. 
The central role in constructivist pedagogy was especially evident in the classes in 
this study. I observed that active Latin teaching has a number of positive attributes that 
are associated with constructivist pedagogy. Among these attributes are a high degree of 
student engagement in learning Latin. It is important for active Latin teachers to co-create  
learning with their students in meaningful ways that place emphasis on students’ 
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experiences. This enables students to make more connections and expand their learning 
to other domains of learning.  
Maintaining the goal of reading Latin literature written by speakers of native 
ability for speakers of native ability was another characteristic of active Latin. Teachers 
in the study believed that access to literature offers students the opportunity to live a 
well-examined life and gives students the tools to become lifelong learners. As Latin 
teachers in the United States today consider their pedagogical choices, they should keep 
Latin literature written by speakers of native ability for speakers of native ability in a 
central role, with reading and understanding literature in L2 as the ultimate goal of the 
Latin curriculum. 
Active Latin is not a new phenomenon despite the relative newness of the term. 
An essential implication of this study suggests that Latin educators and their students 
would benefit from exploring the rich history of Latin pedagogy in the 16th and 17th 
centuries. During this era, Latin was passed along from generation to generation and 
stays relevant to us today because of the teaching practices they followed. We know these 
teaching practices work because if they did not, there would be no Latin teaching 
discipline today in schools. Teachers are encouraged to read the educational orations and 
private letters written by the educators who are our forebears in active Latin teaching and 
learning. After reading the orations and letters, teachers will be able to choose from a 
wide range of active Latin teaching techniques for use in their own classrooms. 
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Recommendations for Future Research 
Modern day research on active Latin teaching in the USA is almost nonexistent. 
While this study was underway, several recommendations for future research presented 
themselves. In this section, I outline several of these recommendations. 
One avenue for future research is a study of different age and grade level 
outcomes in active Latin. This would allow for exploration of how active Latin differs in 
middle school from high school, for example. This type of research could also allow 
study of how active Latin in a first year Latin class compares to active Latin in a second 
year Latin class and subsequent years. The benefits to the field would include a glimpse 
into what happens with active Latin once students have moved beyond the initial year of 
study. 
Another recommendation for future research is a study design that allowed for 
teachers to work together with researchers to try different any of various aspects of active 
Latin in their classrooms. For example, in a class where there is very little oral production 
of Latin by students, a study could examine the effects of adding a unit where students 
are speaking in Latin. Similarly, a study could examine the effects of adding a writing 
component to the class under study. Such research studies would advance our 
understanding of the effects of balancing the four communicative competencies of 
reading, writing, speaking and listening in active Latin classes. 
A third recommendation is to create teaching materials and supplements that 
support active Latin teaching and learning. Ensuring that these teaching materials are 
research based and grounded in constructivist pedagogy will allow teachers to be 
confident that using them will support their learning communities in the co-creation of 
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knowledge. Guaranteeing that these materials keep the goal of reading Latin literature 
written by speakers of native ability for speakers of native ability at the center of the 
Latin curriculum will enable teachers today to continue in the tradition that has kept Latin 
alive for centuries. 
A fourth recommendation for future research is to design a survey to ascertain 
teacher preferences and current methodologies in use in Latin classes today. This would 
allow for a researcher to determine the prevalence of active Latin in the United States and 
abroad. Including questions regarding teacher attitudes and teacher experiences would 
offer a richer and clearer picture of active Latin teaching and learning. 
A fifth recommendation is to ascertain student experiences of active Latin classes. 
I envision that this study would arise naturally from the fourth recommendation: the 
teacher survey of current methodologies and teacher preferences. This study could 
involve student interviews, a survey, or mixed methods. Such a study would offer 
insights into student experiences that would allow for an expansion of the definition of 
active Latin teaching and learning. 
A sixth recommendation is to investigate relationships between engagement and 
knowledge and skills outcomes. This study could involve classroom observations, 
interviews, and surveys, and comparing that data to data from testing knowledge and 
skills outcomes. Such a study would benefit by measuring engagement and how teachers’ 
pedagogy related to student engagement. 
Another recommendation is to investigate learning in students’ Zone of Proximal 
Development. Such a study could involve pre- and post-tests. Classroom observations 
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could offer additional data to explain the outcomes. A study of this type would be 
beneficial for expanding the definition of active Latin teaching and learning. 
An additional recommendation is to design a study to investigate whether active 
Latin learning leads students to desire to live well-examined lives, to make good moral 
choices, to love literature. A proposed study of this kind could involve inviting students 
to reflect on their active Latin experiences. Such a study would benefit from discovering 
if the teachers and students co-create criteria for what comprises, for example, a well-
examined life or being a good citizen. 
A final recommendation for future research is to create a Latin language test 
instrument that would reliably indicate student outcomes. While the NLE is a valuable 
motivational tool for the Latin classroom, the NLE was not designed to illustrate student 
learning outcomes. Once a test instrument is created, psychometric data explaining the 
validity of the test will be very helpful in future studies that seek to explain the effect of 
active Latin teaching practices. 
I have offered these recommendations in the spirit of co-creation of knowledge. It 
is not sufficient to suggest to teachers that active Latin teaching techniques are desirable. 
They are desirable, of course, as this study showed. Nevertheless, teachers must be 
supported in the process of teaching active Latin so they can support their students in 
turn. This support can only come about in any practical way if we know more about 
active Latin teaching and learning and more about active Latin teachers and learners.  
Conclusions 
The main focus of this study was to define active Latin teaching and learning in 
order to create a baseline definition for future research. I investigated three cases in 
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which the Latin teachers asserted that they taught Latin actively. I interviewed the 
teachers and observed their classes extensively. Then, I administered a Latin test by 
which to describe the skills of the students.  
In this chapter, I discussed the findings that resulted from the study, including 
teachers' motivation, teacher practices, the nature of classroom communication, and 
learning outcomes in grammar, reading comprehension, vocabulary, conversational Latin 
and Roman culture. Implications of this study include a recommendation for teachers to 
foster a balance of reading, writing, speaking and listening communication in their 
classes, to emphasize students' experience while co-creating learning with their students, 
to maintain the central curricular role of reading and understanding Latin literature, and 
to read orations and letters written by educators from the 16th and 17th centuries.  
Study of the Latin language offers the opportunity to explore our shared humanity 
and to consider the nature of human worth and dignity. This study is summed up 
eloquently in the words of Arwena, who described active Latin classrooms as places 
where “students hear ancient and foundational ideas for the first time,” concluding, “How 
sweet that I’m the one that has the privilege to whisper these things to them.”  I 
encourage readers of this study to take up the call to engage in active Latin teaching and 
learning, and to whisper ancient and foundational ideas that a new generation of students 
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Part 1. Initial Interview 
 
1. Tell me about your journey to become a Latin teacher. 
a. at this school 
b. teacher training - pedagogy 
b. content 
 
2. Tell me about teaching Latin in this community and at this school. 
a. advantages 
b. challenges 
c. Tell me about your students. 
d. support system 
 
3. What is your main pedagogical goal as a Latin teacher? 
a. What does that mean? 
b. What does that look like? 
c. Why? 
 




5. Why do we teach and learn Latin in public schools? 
a. What are the benefits to the students? 


















Part 2. Post-observation Interview 
 





2. Tell me about the decisions you made in today’s lesson. 
a. planning 
b. during the lesson 
 
3. What does (artifact chosen by teacher) tell me about your teaching? 
 
4. Tell me about how you collaborated with students to let them know their progress 
toward mastering the lesson’s the learning targets. 
a. What feedback did you provide during the lesson? 
 
5. How will today’s lesson inform your teaching for the next lesson? 
 








Part 3. Final Interview 
 
1. What is your pedagogy like? 
a. Has your pedagogy changed during this study? 
 
2. What is communication like in your classroom?  
a. Who speaks? 
b. In what language(s)? 
c. Why? 
 
3. If you could go back and rethink your overall strategy with this particular class, would 
you change anything? 
a. Do anything more? 
b. Do anything less, or not at all? 
 
4. Have your views about active Latin teaching changed since this study started?  
a. About active Latin learning? 
 

















2018 NLE Reading Comprehension Section 
Aurōra, dea prīmae lūcis, mortālem Tīthōnum amābat. Itaque Aurōra ā Iove 1 
auxilium petīvit. Dea immortālitātem Tīthōnō cupīvit, quod cum adulēscente 2 
semper vīvere volēbat.         3 
Verba continua Aurōrae Iovem vexābant, sed tandem rēx deōrum annuit.  4 
 Diū et Aurōra et Tīthōnus laetē vīvēbant. Aurōra tamen mūtātiōnēs in Tīthōnō  5 
sentīre coepit. Prīmō Tīthōnus nōn iam corpus validum adulēscentis habuit. 6 
Coma virī erat cāna, tum alba. Aurōra misera errōrem sēnsit. Dea Tīthōnō  7 
immortālitātem sed nōn quoque adulēscentiam perpetuam petīverat! Post multōs  8 
annōs Tīthōnus erat senex. Vīvēbat miserē quod nōn morī poterat! Tandem  9 
Tīthōnus neque ambulāre neque verba dīcere poterat. Aurōra eum in cicādam 10 
misericordiā mūtāvit. Hodiē Tīthōnus, nunc etiam cicāda, in parvā ollā   11 
in aulā Aurōrae habitat.         12 
Inspired by the Homeric Hymns and later retellings 
1 Iove = Jupiter 
2 petīvit = sought 
4 vexābant = annoyed; annuit = agreed 
6 sentīre coepit = began to notice; 
7 cāna = gray | validum = strong 
8 petīverat = had sought 
9 senex = an old man; morī = to die 
10 cicādam = cicada/cricket-like insect 
11 misericordiā = out of pity; ollā = jar 

















Final Qualitative Code Count  - Observations 












 GAL2 Grammar 
Arwena - Latin 
557  




 GML2 Grammar 
Marcus - Latin 
167  
 GFL1 Grammar Felix 
- English 
1116  










READING  Student reading  99 













WRITING  Student writing  135 








 FSW Felix’s students 
- Writing 
56  
SPEAKING  Student 
speaking 
 125 








 FSO Felix’s students 
- Speaking 
24  
LISTENING  Student 
listening 
 204 




















 TL1A Arwena -
English in class 
343  
 TL1M Marcus - 
English in class 
588  










 TL2A Arwena - Latin 
in class 
1122  
 TL2M Marcus - Latin 
in class 
937  
 TL2F Felix - Latin in 
class 
196  
     














 AMM Arwena model 
sentences 
19  
 MMM Marcus model 
sentences 
15  






ENGAGE  Student 
engagement 
 84 
















Interview Coding Count - Cross Case 






 Active Latin   26 
 AAL Arwena 
Active Latin 
One of my 
basic beliefs 









 MAL Marcus 
Active Latin 
I try to ignore 
this nagging 
voice that it’s 


























to talk with 
others. 
 




  13 




I’d never seen 
it done like 
that. I thought 
to myself, ‘I 
can’t do that.’ 
I was silent 
for two years. 
4  





























 FPD Felix 
Professional 







courses at the 
master level 
that you 







the Latin class 
is really more 
training you 














courses. So, I 
kind of had to 
like apply the 
two together 
myself. 










EVOLVE  Evolution of 
Teacher 
definition 
  9 






much I want 
the students to 
work to 
produce and 
read and write 
and speak. I 
want to put 
the onus more 
on them and 
set them up 





 MDE Marcus 
definition 
evolving 




to me before. 
3  




that it doesn’t 
have to be the 
full, entire 
class. It can 
be just little 
things in 
between. It 
can also be a 
couple lessons 
a week. It 
doesn’t have 
to be like full 










  13 
 ALIT Arwena 
Literature 
A: When a 
kid leaves my 
class after a 
year or two 
years or week 
or whatever 
we want them 
to walk away 
with I think 





 MLIT Marcus 
Literature 
There are, put 
simply, a lot 
of really good 
things written 
in Latin that 
we still want 
to be able to 
read. We don't 
want to lose 
our contact, 


















a lot of 
material and 
we don’t want 
to lose that. 
 FLIT Felix 
Literature 













and all of 
those like 
Latin has a 
connection to. 
4  







M: I try to 
ignore this 
nagging voice 





 TL90 Target 
language 90 
% of the 
time 
F: We need to 
be in the 
target 
language 90 
percent of the 
time.  
 3 




means that I 
work really 





 Big Picture  A: Big picture 








 M: I want my 















Data Collection Timeline 
September, 2019 
9-6-19 Felix Interview 1 
9-7-19 Arwena Interview 1 
9-10-19 Marcus Interview 1 
9-13-19 Arwena Observation 1 
9-24-19 Arwena Observation 2 
9-25-19 Felix Observation 1 
October, 2019 
10-1-19 Marcus Observation 1 
10-9-19 Felix Observation 2 
10-10-19 Marcus Observation 2 
10-11-19 Marcus Observation 3 
10-11-19 Marcus Interview 2 
10-16-19 Arwena Observation 3 
10-16-19 Arwena Interview 2 
10-24-19 Arwena Observation 4 
10-30-19 Arwena Observation 5 
10-31-19 Felix Observation 3 
10-31-19 Felix Interview 2 
November, 2019 
11-1-19 Felix Observation 4 
11-8-19 Marcus Observation 4 
11-13-19 Marcus Observation 5 
11-15-19 Marcus Observation 6 
11-15-19 Marcus Interview 3 
11-18-19 Felix Observation 5 
11-19-19 Felix Observation 6 
11-19-19 Felix Interview 3 
11-22-19 Arwena Observation 6 
11-22-19 Arwena Interview 3 
January 2020 
1-30-2020 Unity School NLE Administration 
1-31-2020 Little River High School NLE Administration 
February 2020 
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